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TNTRODUCTION

&

¡{ETHODOLOGY

The general goals of development are rapid economic

growth; reduction in income disparities; increased employment
opportunities within the national economy"
The main thesis of this study is that the recent
development experience in Singapore can be at least partly
explained by the growth in the tourism industry in Singapore.
While several- instruments of development may have been
presentn tourism industry can be seen to have responded
remarkably weJ-I in Singapore" The industry¡s past, present
and future growth rate and its effects are broadly outlined

(although often using speculative estimations for the future)
As will be apparent later, the nature of state intervention

in the economic activity related to the tourism industry
(both direct and indirect) and the response of investors or
entrepreneurs (both local and foreign) to the economic
incentives provided are undoubtedly among the main media
affecting the course of Singapore¡s economic development in
the Ìast fifteen years. The government expenditure as a
percentage of GDP has been kept between I0 and LzZ consistently" lA study of Singaporers case is not intended as a
model for LDCS development strategy" Among various reasonst
Singapore has a reÌativeì-y higher average per capita income
when compared to other LDCS' In 1978 the average per capiLa

"

income was S $5r989 (u.S. $2u852)" Its strategic location,

as both commercial and socio-cultural- centre strengthened by
its po)-itical stability and having no natural resources to
exploit (except people) makes Singaporers situation unique
as it has limited options opened to its development strategy.

Whilst most LDCS are often faced with the problem
of pursuing either an inward looking or outward looking
economic strategy, Singapore has been able to marry the two
in the early sixtieso
with reasonable success" Initially,
the authorities were emphasizing on industrialization through
import substitution, characterized by heavy protection from
international competition afforded to domestic industries
and by extensive state regulation of economic activity"
After 1966, however, the authorities \^tere forced to concentrate on export expansion due to drastic political changes
in the region. The sLate¡s role became confined to providing
incentives for the promotion of exports. Private enterprise
(both foreign and loca1) were liberally encouraged.
The tourist industry has played an important role
in contributing to the smooth transition and economic growth
of Singapore especially during the early seventies when the
manufacturing sector didn¡t respond as expected" This will
be analyzed later in this study.
Perhaps the thesís maybe explained by.the following
diagram 1. In the short run, the tourist industry could play
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(and has played in the case of Singapore) the facilitating

role for the economy as a transitionary vehicle. In the
long-run however, the tourist industry could only play a minor
role in the economy i"e. to represent a small proportion of
the GDP so as to avoid being overly dependent on this potentially volatile industry.
Following this introductory chapter, the study is
divided into two major sections. The first section deals
with international tourism. The various components and the
factors affecting it are highlighted so as to see in detail
the characteristics of this "global industry" " The effects
on DCS and especiall-y on LDCS are shown which helps to distinguish the industryrs role on the various differentiated
economies of the world.

The second section deals with the case study of

Singapore. The sectoral nature of the economy is outlined"
The role of the tourist industry is analyzed to see whether
it has been an important factor in the island republicts
economic development. Finally, the potential for the
industry to maintain an important position in the economy in
the long-run is analyzed"
TNTRODUCTORY COMI"IENIS

Potential benefits from the tourist industry may
An example is
seem plentiful when looked at superficially"

the "obvious" foreign exchange receipts from tourist arrival.
An offshoot of this is the influence the foreign exchange
The former may
has on the GDP both directly and indirectly.
include the direct increase in the GDP as a result of tourist
trade income and the l-atter may resulÈ from the tourist
dollar multiplier effect"
Concentrating strictly from a pecuniary point' of
view, one may decide that the benefits far outweighs its
costs. This may however conflict with other aspects of
society. Social, cultural and religious aspects of the
society maybe overlooked or placed among the o'unimporLant"
l-ist" In fact many of the effects due to tourism development
are non-economic and difficult to quantifyr e"g" cultural,
social, re1-igious, politicaÌ and scientific aspects"
Disregard for other aspects of society may only
encourage negative responses in lat.er stages of tourism
development. Yet many countries (especially the LDCS) have
had the tendency to overlook the serious criticisms put
forward by many social- scientist.s and proposed explicitly
their int.enÈion on pursuing tourism as a specía1 income
earner" This attitude results from their inability to comprehend the actual social opportunity costs and benefits that
are involved. Though it is not easy to compute the social
costs that maybe invoÌved, to simply assume that they are
negligible could prove to be quite destructive in the longrun.

Planners may contend that policies should be

made

alongside tourism development, such that the negative effect.s

of tourist arrivals on the loca1 societyss social st,rucLure
should be eliminated or reduced to the o'minimum'. This t.ends
to restrict attention to the very short-run ioe. the contemporary socio-political situation. The major danger is that
in the long-run the effects may be disastrous to the society!s
socio-cul-tural ,fabric. In fact even in the short,-run not
all effects could be identified. This is because there are
many not-so-visible or undetectabLe effects that may elude
the attention of the relevant authorities. Future benefit.s
predicted may not materialize due to the possibility of
planners being too optimistic and overlooking important
details. The very existence of future uncertainty is perhaps
one major element. requiring an assignment. of "muÌtiple cosLs'

the costs of tourism development,
It is sometimes suggested. that the tourist sector
(especiallf its institutions) be isol-ated from the l-ocal
inhabitants. This can be a dangerous recommendation. It is
highly probabÌe that. the native may become contemptuous as
they have the right to claim benefits from any development
strategy considered by the state" Alt.ernatively, this
approach may simply cultivate a cultural inferiority compÌex
in the natives mind into believing that tourist lifestyle as
If this is allowed to
being superior to locaL lifestyle"

when considering

girow, it. in itself

may

constitute an obst.inate motivational

obsLacle for development in the )-ong-run.
DIAGRAM 2
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Assuming a countryrs industrial policy is geared

towards producing tourist goods. This may necessitate the

sacrifice of not producing goods for the needs of the local
people because of the limited. capital available in various
LDCS i"e" producing onJ-y a limited number of goods foregoing
others because of strict resource limitations. Affluent
tourists would likeì-y have needs contrary to the desires and
necessities of poor local inhabitants causing envy in the
long-run. However, if the local standard of living is not
in complete cont.rast to the incoming tourist consumption
pattern (i.e" wealth) then it. is possible to foresee a complementary process shaping the consumption and other

expenditure patterns of the tourist receiving country ioeo

tourist goods may then simpJ-y be an additional demand created
to boost. the local economy. Obviously, the degree of contrast
of the tourist generat.ing and tourist receiving countries
becomes an important element in this argument or suggestion"
Tourism development entails the requirement. of
infra-structural development such as adequate transportation
(water supply, electriand communication system, utilities
The creation of a transporcity) and sanitation facilities.
tation system connecting markets and reducing transport costs
resuÌts in an economic externality" In fact most other
infra-structural project.s serving the tourism industry
indirectly benefit other industries indigenous to the country"
There is the possibility thaÈ skiIls attained due to tourism
related production could be spread over into the rest of the
economy ioe. there maybe an increased mobility and their
skiÌls transferred to other occupations"
Tourism may provide forward linkages in the sense
that the output of one sector becomes an input for another
sector. Backward linkages are also important." When Lourism
trade grows, it could provide a st.rong st.imulus for expansion
in the input-suppJ-ying industries elsewhere" The backward
Iinkage may be in agriculture or in other industries supplying
inputs to the expanding export sector t oÍ in social overhead
capital. Ilowever, Èourism like any other externally oriented

approach to development oft,en depends upon reliance on foreign

aid and invesLmenL, imported technologyo world market forces
etc. Às an economic policyo tourism automatically invites
external influences upon the country's various aspects
(economic, social, political, culturaÌ, etc.) i"e" tourism
as an institution isn?t excl-usive"
NOTE ON METHODOLOGY

WTO

(I¡Iorld Tourism Organization -

HQ

at Madrid) in

1978 made a study of the methods used by its member countries

in cotlecting travel statistics "methodological supplement to
World Travel Statistics"r 56 countries derived their data
from reports on foreign currency transactions, 37 countries
used survey method.s and 12 countries used other imethods".
fn 51 countries, the Central Bank was the source of
statistics from receipts based on foreign currency transactions" Obviously figures reported from foreign currency
transactions are liable to be in error due to several
potential irregularities; incorrect declarations made by
tourists of the amount of local currency carried by them;
incorrect currency reports by foreign workers; foreign
business visitors using money from their locaI branchesi
pre-paid tourism package and/or transport costs and illegal
transactions (e"g. currency black market). These actions
are often undetectable accurately by the respective Central

IO

Banks" Consequently, gross travel receipts and expenditures
published or quoted in Bal-ance of Payment reports are likely
to be considerably lower than the true figure.
The other approach used by many countries including
Singapore is the survey method,. Several of the above drawbacks are also applicable to this method. The approach is
to distribute a questionnaire to foreign visitors on arrival"
They are then requested to return them when they leave the
country. From this returned survey, information is collected
on expenditures, etc. The major problem is that, only a
tiny fraction of the tourists ever bother to return these
questionnaires. Often less than 59. In Singapore it was
estimated to be about 1"5%, in U"S. Iess than Ì8. Big
spenders can be expected to avoid using accuraLe figures for

various psychological and/or lega1 reasons.
In addition, many of the present tourism statistics
are misleading since they often conceal the fact that a small
number of people are tending to make an increasing number of
trips. For instance, a recent study of domestic travel in
UoS. revealed that 2OZ of the travell-ers accounted for B0g
of the trips,
These methodological deficiencies often result in

serious underestimation (or overestimation) of tourist
expenditures and other characteristics. Subsequently the
true role of tourist industry is clouded with speculations

II

hlith regards to employment, inflation, other economic and
These problems become
socio-cultural-politíca1 activities.
more apparent. when one attempts to evaluate the specific
to isolate
consequences of tourism. It is rather difficult
specific effects resuÌting from tourist trade to the overall
with much certainty"
The data used in this study are no exception to the
main drawbacks mentioned above" Most of the data for the
first section are derived from various international organizations and individual- reports. Wherever possible, figures
economy

for comparable years are used for variouS countries and
monetary values have been converted to constant U.S. dol-Iars"
The section on Singapore had some major changes in
statistic col-l-ection method,. Prior to 1978 Malaysian visitors
embarking direct from peninsula Malaysia (i"e. by road,
rail, air and sea) were excl-uded from tourist statistics"
From 1978 however, they were included which exaggerated the
change in absolute number over the L977-L978 period (or
underestimated^ the previous years data).

For instance in

1978, the total number of tourisLs including those embarking
from peninsula Malaysia was 2t047 1224" I{hen they were
excluded the figure dropped to lrB3I'700 for the same year

- a difference of 2L5r524" Both figures are given
possible to maintain consistency in our analysis"

whenever

TI"

INTERNATIONAL TOURISM

Definition
The tourism industry today is one'of the biggest

for 6t of total wortd trade.2 A
U"N" report predict.ed that this trade could become the most
important single economic activity in the world by 2000 4"D",
Herman Kahn has this to say, "Tourism will be one of the largest industries in the world, if not the largest" and that
it should "continue its current tendency to increase by 10

money makers and accounls

to 20 percent a year."3 In the I960s internaLional tourism
became the largest single item in international trade.4 ïn
the I970s they were pushed to second place due to increases
in oil prices though maintaining a consistent rapid growth
raLe with the exception of 1973-)-974 year - Table I below"
Tab1e IA.

Year
19 50
19 5B

1959
1960
19 61

l.962

1963
1964

Int.ernationat Tourist Arrivals (¡litlions)

Arrivals
.) tr2

55.3
63 " 0

7L.2
75.3
BI"4
93.0
IOB " O

Year
1965
1966
L967
1968
1969
1970

Arrivals
II5"5
130"8
139"5

I39"7

154 " l-

7I

168"4
1BI" 5

L97 2

19B"O

19

Year

Arrivals

1973

2I5"0

L97 4

1975
L97 6

L977
197B

L979

209.0
213"0
225.5
243"6

259.I

267 .0

PATA.

The term tourists may be broadly defined as a "class"

of travel-lers motivated to travel outside their usual area

L2
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for reasons which have at least a small component of pleasure
or recreation. ft need not necessarily be for pleasure
exclusively" Movement within a nation may be termed domestic
tourism and movement out of national boundaries int.ernational
tourism. The IUOTO definition of an international tourist
is a person visiting a country other than that of permanent
residence for at least. 24 hours, whatever his motive for
travel (i,e. business, holidaysn recreation and other travel.)
As for the definition of tourist (or travel) industry,
a recent U"S" Senate review of National Tourism Policy Study
had a rather appropriate definition as follows:

'+

.

T4

An interrelated amalgamation of those
businesses and agencies which totally
or in part provide the means of transporL,

the goods n services, accommodat,ions and
other facilities for t.ravel out of the
home community for any purpose not pelated to local day-to-day act,ivity. s

Typology of Tourist
Even though there is rapid development. in recent

years, the amount of travellers visiting strictly for
pleasure is quite modest. A large part of the statistics
for international traveÌ do not relat.e to pleasure travel
but travel for other purposes. The bulk of the tourist
travel is limited J-argely to a few countries in W" Europe,
N" America, Japan and other DCS. It is further concentrated
among a relatively sma1l proportion (though increasing) of
the total population within these affluent countries"
Table IB:

International Tourist Arrivals By Regions
(¡titlions)
t970

1975

L97 6

r977

87"6

L26 "2

I51.5

L54 "2

178 " 3 IB9"O

l_5 2

19"4

27.3

29 "4

3r.1

1"3

2.7

2"7

5.I

17"6

17"8

0"5

0.4

1"1

2"3

3"5

3"6

4"5

4"95

¡1id" East

0"2

1"4

2.6

2"8

3.0

3.5

3.5

3.8

Asia-Aust.

o.2

0.9

2"L

5.3

8"0

8"8

]-2.2

r3"9

25 "2

71" 0

169"0

2l_3 " 0

2r9.0

Reqions

19 50

1960

Europe

16.

B

50.4

N" America

6.2

L. America
Africa

TOTAL

"

1965

1I5.

5

45"1

1978

47 "5

243"6 259 " 15

I5

Eric Cohen had. broadly classified 4 types of international tourists in one of his studies.6
(1) organized mass tourist
Groups of people brought from location to location

by tourist guides and a particular time is associated with
particular location to be visited (package tours-holidays;
charters). They depend upon the standard institutions of
tourism i"e" airlines, ships, hotelsn and other services
primarily related to tourists mainly for pleasure and

a

entertainment.

(2) Individual mass tourist
In this case, though individually planned, this
type depends almost totally on the airline services, hotels,
etc" during his p1-anning"
(3) The explorer
Arranges his ov¡n trip and tries to get closer to
the host culture but personally staying in comfortable
(often luxurious) quarters.
(4) The drifter
In this case, tourism institutions are almost
ignored and they attempt at immersing into the host cultureo
e"g. "hippies" " often cited as of less economic value"

I6

The four could be ranked according to the above

as being increasingly dependent upon tourism institutions

from (4) to (1), Todayrs traveller comes from a wider social
background (unlike earlier travellers who were almost exclusively from the minority affluent class). Two very general
motivations may be attributed. to tourism" The first group
seeks relaxation (mainly on beaches) and sports who may be
called osunseekers*. The second group travels in search of
cultural and other exotic experiences who may be called
twonderseekerst

.

An area may faII into one of two cat.egories as

a

tourist attraction, either destinations or stopovers. These
two need not be exclusive. A place could well be both a
stopover and a destination (e"g. Tahiti, Fiji' Singapore and
even Ilawaii). When a place falls in a busy route and if it
has interesting places to visit (historical, cultural,
commercial or architectural interests) then the probabilit'y
of the dual rol-e increases. Adequate and wide ranging
attractions to keep tourists entertained for several days
or weeks (beach resorts, casinos, nightlife) may be the best
bet"

It is interesting to note that different types of
travellers (relat.ed to their motivations) may be arbitrarily
classified into age-groups and demographic status"
(i) Single touristss are usually attracted to areas

L7

qtith beaches, sports activities and nighLlife"
(ii) Leisurely travellers: are usually older groups
and cuÌturally oriented. who are t^herefore directed to culturally oriented attractionsc
(iii)
their motivations or
Famil-y travellers:
attractions are family related activities such as zoo' parks,
wonderland, museum, science centres, etc. Several of these
at.tractions also motivate sLudents to travel.
A few elements may be attributed as being the key
factors for developing a tourist destination. Generally,
they are: geography; distance between a tourism destination and its prospective markets; demography; tastei age;
financial position; family staÈus of prospective tourists.
The distance between market and destination could be the
prime determiner of the travel time and cost of vacations
which could be seen as vital to any tourist industry.
Todayrs traveller comes from a wider social background (unlike earlier travellers who were almost exclusively
from the minority affluent. class). They have a restricted
(specified) time within which he/she attempts to see and
experience the maximum according to his varied tastes and
d.esires. Consequently, many formerly exclusive events have

attained a new dimension catering for people from many walks
of life, (e.g. boating, water skiing, deep-sea diving,
mountaineering, etc.) "

IB

Travel for pleasure and in search of new ideas
unlike travel due to the exigencies of business, exploration
or hrar were until fairly recently the preserve of the few
who were wealthy and had adequate free time to indulge in
travel. Present.ly tourism is a part of the lifestyle and
consumption pattern of a majority in the industrialized
countries. The emergence of tourism¡s importance and its
recent development as an industry by itself may be seen
partly in the context of the increasing importance of the
It is not
tertiary (service) sector of economic activity.
unusual or exceptional in the developed countries for the
service industry to account for up to 508 or over of total
expenditures for consumption. Several factors have contributed to the growth of this service sector. For example,
as the economy develops, the marginal ut,ility of increased
Though
consumption of physical goods has a tendency to fall.
the qual-ity and variety of food, clothing, housing and other
consumers durables may increase, the quant.ity that can be
Beyond a certain point, possession of
consumed is limited.
aCditional goods may become less important" At the same
time, non-physical goods (needs) and desires may become
increasingly important"
Probably of greater infl-uence for tourism development during the last 15 to 20 years is perhaps the growth
of leisure, This encourages the purchase of services whose

19

consumption is a function of time.

To consume sports, entertainments and traveln dis-

cretionary income and time is required. People in DCS have
more time and money to spend on leisure activities.
DCS are
general-ly characterized by shorter working hours; longer
paid holidays; higher income; higher standard of living and
early retirement age. There can be no d.oubt that these have
influenced the growth in travel activity.
The surplus income
(after necessities are catered for) motivates a change in
the consumer expenditure pattern with a high potential of being
directed towards holidays and travel activities,
Part1y
because of improvements in Lransport, and communications
technology, there has been a tremendous growth in private
automobile ownership" A high proportion of worldrs tourist
travel in private automobiles. So greater availability of
automobiÌes have consequently increased the opportunities
for domestic travel especiaJ-Iy"
SimilarJ-y, low-cost air Lransportation has helped
increase long-distance internationaÌ and intra-national
travel"
Between l-967 (I5B million) and L977 (286 million)
world¡s passenger car registrations increased at an averagie
annual rate of 6.Ig" During the same period the growth in
international tourist arrivaÌs was 5.Bt and growth in airline passengers (both domestic and internat.ional) was 8.38r
refer to Tabl-e 2.

)(\

Table 2.

Intn¡1
Tourist Arrivals
(MiIlions)

Wor1d
Year
L967
1968
1969
1970
1971
]-972
L973
197 4

L97s
L97 6

r977

139

t40
154
168

I8I

198
2L5
209
213
225
244

VüorId Àutomobile

Registrations
(MiIIions)
158
170
181
193

206
220
236
249
260
270
286

World. Airline
Passengers

(uillions)
233
265
293

3r1

333
368
404
424
436
475
517

Source: Big Picture 1979-1980' P. 26"
Therefore the growth in income, leisure and cheap

transportation could be seen as complementary elements
resulting in Lhe increase in demand for holidaying and travel"
Todayrs world is more urbanized than ever before and
it is moving rapidly in that direction. There is no doubt
that world popuÌation (DcS and LDCS gradually) is getting
concentrated in suburbs and literacy is increasing rapidly.
36t of LDCS !ùere urban dwellers in 1975" This contrasts
with Ist in 1950 and. 5B in 1900"7
Instant communications facilities and modern jets
and proliferation of information and knowledge (higher
lit.eracy among young today) have creat.ed a truly international world with a broader horizon for the young particuIarly" ft is true to say that no one country can independently

2T

Solve its economic, conmercial Or human problems" Problems
such as inflation,

unemployment, energy supply, trade,

rates and environmental cgncerns, etc" have become
major concerns of almost aII countries in the world today
given the nature of international interdependency"
In addition, changes in social conditions and better
education have also contributed to the citizens today to
engage in sightseeing and travelling (inquisitive mind.s often
exChange

cultivate: adventurous undertakings) " Incidentally, modern
tourism involves mass movement of people annually to new
locations (temporarily) for a few days or weeks at most"
It is interesting to note that expansion and development of
leisure retated activities have become normal expectation
when subjects of economic growth and. development are discussed
today"

Evidentlyo tourist industry is one of the world¡s
largest single industry today growing tremendously since the
end of.the Second. Worl-d War. In 1950, about 25 million international tourist. arrivals were recorded. Between 1955 and
1965n the number of tourist arrivals increased from 5I million
to over I57 million.B rn 1975, it grew to 2I3 million. By
1978 it had reached over 25g million tourist arrivals.9
During the same period, receipts from international tourism
have grown from about U"S" S2"1 billion (1950) to U"S" $65
billion (1978) . I0
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The most affected countries in this yearrs recession

are expected to be Spain, Greeceo Yugoslavia, Britain, Àustria,
Switzerland and Portugal. In Spain many coastal hotels are
reported to be half-full-" An estimat.ed 508 d.rop is expected
in the usually busy French-Spanish bordero A survey made by
10 European countries predict a 23È drop on reservations
compared to 1978. Perhaps Spainrs presenL image is an
additional factor for the tourist decline, i.e" high inflationn
worsening hotel services, political--militant extremists,
bomb Scares and explosions, etc. Greece and Britain are
expecting 40t and 98 decline respectively. Among other LDCS'
Yugoslavia, Malaysia and South Korea are exPected to be hard
hir"
There are a few exceptions such as France, Ita1y
and U.S" who seem headed for recording increased tourist

arrivals in 1979. Ita1y expects an increase in German
tourist arrivals ptus more ltalians are expected to stay
home. France expects more French to stay homeo An increase
in English and Dutch tourist into France is also predict.ed.
U.S.A. expects to keep more Americans at home (wiII travel
more within the country) and as a result of a drop in the
U.S" $ value plus a drop in the fare (etlantic routes)
structure, more foreigners are also expect.ed Lo come into
'l*')
u. s.À"
l''lor1d total receipts for domestic and international
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This
travel in 1979 v¡as estimated to be about $504 billion.
An
is IBB higher than the 1978 figure ($405 billion).
unof f icial Child and l¡Iaters estimate suggests that in L979 '
travellers expenditure for foreign trips (including transportation) IÁIere equal to about LzZ of the value of world
international merchandise trade. In L979, international
Therefore,
merchandise trade was almost U.S. $1n460 billion.
at L2*, it is approximately U.S. $IB0 bil-Iion. It is further
predicted that the future growth in t.raveL trade would rise
at a faster rate than present and assume a greater proportion

in world trade.13
It is int.eresting to note that the $504 billion
quoted above is higher than most single country|s GNP in the
world. The only countries with higher GNP are U.S"A., U"SoS.R.u
West Germany and Japan.__ It is only logical to state that
such a large eLement will- undoubt.edly have a strong infLuence
on globa1 employment, trade (both domestic and international)
and international financial and commercial transactions in
the coming years assuming no sudden world catastrophe.
In the early seventies, travel intensiLy in most
industrialized countries had reached the level of 508 ' This
is to say that about half the population took at least one
vacation trip per year within the country or abroad" It has
been èstimated that expenditures for foreign and domestic
travel in industrialized countries are between 3 and 5t of
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GNP" Total expenditures for vacation travel in West

Germany

in I973 were estimated at 20 billion Deutsche ¡aark.14
fn factu in many countries, tourism has become a
major facÈor in their respective economy" Revenue from
international tourism covers up to B0g of Switzerlands
structural balance of payment deficit" With gross receipts
in 1974 exceeding 5"3 billion francs, it was one of the
country¡s largest export industries' Other comparable export
industries vrere: chemicals and pharmaceuticals 0 4"9 billion
francs; watches and other precision products 2"6 billion
2.1 billion f t-r,.=.15
francs; textil-es
Some of the other countries with substantial tourist
trade are: Spain, Greece, Yugoslavia, Italy, France, Britain,
Portugal, etc.
Even though travel-lers have witnessed rapid increases

in prices for accoÍrmodation, food., entertainment, transportation (gasoline) and shopping, yet in the 1970s the world air
travel, hotel arrivals and sales from travel agencies have
continued to rise" Inflation is not affecting tourism as
negatively as it is doing to other industries"
In addition, for a significant number of developing
countries in other parts of the world, international tourism
has evolved into a major (in some cases the largest) source
of foreign exchange earning besides being an important source
of employment and income. For example, several small islands
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in the Caribbean have highly developed tourism industries,
being rnainly visited by Americans and British" In Barbadosu
tourism is its most important industry (until 1973, sugarcane
was its predominant industry). Over 230r000 foreign tourist's
visited Barbados in L974. Out of which 708 came from U.S.t
Canada and U.K. Barbados today depends almost entirely upon
the tourist trade.
South Korea in 1965 received 341'000 tourists"

I97B it received 1r079r396 tourists,

or 13.7t over 1977 figure.

In

an increase of L291730

During the decade (1969-1978),

ghe annual average growth raLe of visitors

reached 27"5+"

Foreign tourist receipts in l-978 recorded U"S. $408rI06'000
(1977- U"S. $370,030r000) which was 10.38 increase over L977.
By 1983, the tourist arrival- is expected to reach 2.6 miIliot.16

In Hong Kong (1979) over 2"2 million tourists visit.ed
the colony, and its revenue was estimated at Ü.S. $1"2 billion.
Out of which shopping aLone accounted for over U.S. $765
million. Hong Kong expects to draw more Lourists in the
1979-I980 year partly assisted by cuts in airfares between
London and Hong Kong (Cathay Pacific, British Caledonian,
l,aker) ,17
However, the expansion of tourism has occurred.

primarily in the industrialized countries which are the main
¡ourist generating and tourist receiving areas. Over 908 of
total international tourist traffic originates in Europe
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(758) and North America (I6t) and over B0g of aII arrivals
are received by them"I8 As a resul-t, Lhe rest of the world
generaLes only a very small part of tourist traffic

and

obtains a very small share of total worldrs tourism revenue"
The rapid growth of demand for tourism in t'he industrialized countries since the end of the Second Wor1d War,
had several causes which may be broadly cÌassified as technological, social and economic.
The impact of modern transport technology, particul-arly in aviation has brought about a ner,rr scope with respect
to distance, time and cost of travel. Travel time has been
substantially reduced and when considered in Lerms of real
cost (i.e. adjusted for inflation), it is cheaper today to
many

distant locations.

Between L962 and L972, scheduled

international and domestic air travel had. almost. quadrupled
(from 135 million passengers to 462 million) with tourist
accounting for about 70g,19
Initially in the 1950s air travel market was homogeneous but it had gradually branched into two segments,
namely charter and scheduled air travel" In 1954 scheduled
airl-ines accounted for over 948 of North Atlantic travel,
but by 1975, its percentage dropped to less than -722 ' even
though the development of charter traffic was restricted by
international air traffic agreements and IATA regulations
6vê¡ the North At.lantic rout.es" By L977, it dipped to 68.49.
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In 1978 however, there was an increase in scheduled trips
and it reached 74.72 with a 6.3g increase over ]rg77"20
Rapid increase in per capita incomes, higher purchasing power and an increase in discretionary incomes have
made tourism accessible to most income groups in the developed
countries. Though prices for most. other goods and services
have tended to increase in the last 2 decades, the cost of
travelling has not (in fact it has shown a relative decrease
in real terms). In the U.S., the real cost of travel measured
¿gainst the cost of living index ¡tiI L973 showed a decreasing tendency.2I rhis plus longer vacation time reduces
the average daily fixed cost of holiday because transportation costs assume a large portion of total fixed cost for
travel "
Àlthough air transportation (travel) has become the
principal means of tourist conveyance, ocean traffic which
is still important for some countries shouldnrt be ignored,
(e.g. The Netherlands, Norway, Italy and Greece).
Rapid urbanization and concent.ration of population
has necessitated a serious need for recreation and organized

This need has been partly accommodated
Ieisure activities.
by increased mobilityo i,e. less tourist, restrictions among
counLries" The new attitude towards travel (formerly
considered an expensive luxury) is the acceptance of it by
many as being normal" It is often regarded as an indispen-
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sible part of the lifestyle and consumption pattern in DCS
and even by a considerable number in LDCS.
Increased tourism promotion efforts by tourist
service enterprises and by official organizations at the
national, regional and international leve1 with new meLhods
of marketing the "product" certainly aided its rapid growth"
For example, the famiLiar "package Lour' is perhaps one of
the major contributing factors to the growth of modern tourism"
By preparing organized holiday trips complete with Lransport
arrangements by charter aircrafts, hotel accommodations,
sightseeing tours, etc" and selling them on large scale to
the public, Èhe average price per tour has greatly been
reduced below the cost of individual arrangements. This

undoubtedly has expanded the market for tourist services.

travel destinations particularly in developing countries
and the creation of new facilities to receive l-arger tourists
flow have al-so contributed to the increase in the travel
phenomenon both domestic and international"
ft is interesting to note that there is a high
correl-ation between tourism demand (domestic and international)

New

and economic indicators such as: per capita GNP, energy
usage per capita, ownership of consumer durables, e.g.

automobiles, savings accountso

eicc.22
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Demand

for Tourism Services
The demand for tourism is not only governed by income

levels of potential- Lourists, but also by other factors such
as prices of all other goods and services including alternative
types of tourismo taste and preference changes, etc. The
price of tourism is also an important factor in the det'ermination of tourism demand. The normal relationship between
price and demand is inverse, i.e" the higher the price, the
Iower is the demand. The prices of other goods and services
affect the demand for tourism mainly through their effect on
general expenditure. For example, potential tourist may
decide to choose a less (or more) expensive form of tourism

to have a greater (or lesser) amount of money available
to spend on other items. fn the case of complementary and
substitute goods and services, this tendency is particularly
strong. In the case of complementary goods,/services, the
demand for tourism of a specific tyPe may rise if this form
of tourism is offered in conjunction wiLh cheaper airfares.
So as

If the airfare faIIs, the demand for this tourism can be
expected to rise ceteris Paribus"
In the case of substitute goods, a fall in the price
of tourism of a specific type witl cause a drop in the demand
for an alt.ernative t.ourism ceterlq paribus" For exampler â[
Indonesian (BaIi) tourist organization lowered its tourist
fare (package deal) and this affected the rate of increase
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in Singapore0s tourist arrival by an estimated 0"88 in the
1975-1976 period., Though this may not have been the sole
reason, its influence was highly probabl-e.23
Similar to other consumption patternsu tourist demand
for goods and. services is affected by changes in the personal
disposable income (especially the discretionary income) "
Generatly the demand for tourism (travel) rises as personal
disposable income rise through t.ime. Ho',rrever, tourism of a
particular type perhaps of 'Iow quality' may react differently.
a certain point further increases in income may
motivate the tourist to switch their demand to an alternative
"higher qualityn form of tourism. Thereforer äs income rises
beyond. a certain point, the demand for the particular type of
tourism may level off without creating any additional- d'emand"
It is conceivable for some tourism type to be regarded as an
inferior good, in which caser âs the personal income of
tourists rises above a certain level, the demand for this
type of tourism may even decline. Here, it would show that
the substitution effect is stronger than the income effect
Beyond

the latter.
For any particular form of tourism, changes in the
tastes and preferences of tourists will also affect their
demand. It is possible to conceive that even when prices
and incomes are not directly rel-ated, changes in fashion
(trend) may motivate tourists to express a greater preference

hence offsetting
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than before for a specific form of tourism which woul-d cause
the demand for that, type of tourism to increase.
Stated generally then, the levels of personal
disposable income, the price of the service (tourism) , t'he
price of competing services (other types of tourism) and
also the personal tastes and preferences of the tourists are
the main determinants of tourism demand" Any element or

factor influencing them would inevitably affect the demand
for tourist services accordingÌy.
It has been calculated. that there is a high degree
of income and price elasticity of demand for tourism" I{owever,
a series of interesting interacting forces also contribuLes
to a high degree of demand instability in the tourist trade.
The presence of these suggests caution to be used when
authorities contemplate investment in tourism development.
Evidence shows that demand for tourism is very
responsive to changes in prices of tourist services (e.9"
hotel rates, transportation costs, entertainments) and to
income increases. Tourism has also been observed to be quite
sensitive to the general economic conditions prevailingt
given the fact. that tourist spending is mainly non-essential
and discretionary. Pot.ential cusLomers enjoy a wide choice
between travel and other forms of consumption and once the
decision to travel is made, they have a choice of various
destinations, types of travel arrangements and prices, etc"
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In a recent article, it was noted that the tourist
trade has "its own cycle, which anticipates downLurns in the
economy but needs a year of upswing before it real-Iy booms
)â.
againn'"* For example in L974n while the growt'h in the
developed countries slowed to a near halt, their tourist
receipts fetl by 3"5t in real Lerms (in 1975, GDP in some
countries declined). In 1976 the economy recovered (5.2t)
which revived the tourists receipts and by l-977 it grew by
!2.52.25

Price and income elasticity of demand for tourism
are not uniform and depend upon the category of demand being
considered. For example, price elasticity under certain
conditions can even be negative, i"e. price changes within
certain categories do not lead to changes in demand e"g.
Second1y, the degree of price
changes in taxi-fares.
eÌasticity varies with the travel motivations and purpose"
Business travel is relatively unresponsive to price changes
However, subjective travel
compared to holiday travel.
motivations, speciat destination attractions or speciat
services may override considerations of price elasticity"
Thirdly, price elasticity is not the same across all range
of prices. It tends to be highest in the low price ranges
and decreases on the high price range, sometimes reaching
zeyo" In other words, sales of popular priced packages to
well-known destinations wilt increase significantly if
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prices are only marginally reduced whereas demand for
expensive travel will not behave in similar veinu if its
prices are reduced. It may even be inelastic. Furthermore,
price elasticity need not always be uniform throughout the
process of travel preparation and actual travel" Perhapst
the greater the effort, time and expenditure needed to reach
a given distination, the less the tourist will react to
changes in prices at the destination by reducing or altogether
foregoing certain expenditures assuming of course that the
price changes are not ridiculously high.
The seasonal variation often found in tourism is
almost exclusively demand re1ated., often caused by institutional factors (such as school vacation schedules) or habit
and tradition or climatic variations. Sometimes they are
also related to specific events like earnivals, wonderland
or f estivals. A stud.y by IUOTO att.empted to quantify seasonal
variations of demand. by determing "seasonal-ity factors" dividing arrivals in the month with the highest number of
arrivals by arrivals in the month with the lowest .rtiv.Is.26
The study shows that seasonality is particularly high in
Europe with a factor g, but. considerably lower in aII other
tourist regions " A seasonality f actor of 9 indicates t'hat
arrivals are 9 times higher in the highest month than in the
Ìowest month. In Europe, seasonality is highest in Yugoslavia
2I.8, Romania 13"7, Bulgaria 11"8, and Greece 9-3'
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The factor is lower than 5 in all other countrie r.2T

Singapore

has a factor of about 1"4 which implies relative stability
throughout the year, Lhanks to the absence of any major

climat.ic changes.
Tourism demand is aLso strongly influenced by external

factors. Neither potitical unrest, strikes, deval-uations or
revaluations of foreign exchange rates be predicted nor
is it usually possibJ-e to etiminate or even control their
effects on demand. Similar1y, unusual climatic cond'itions
or oLher events like flood, stormo heatwave, etc. can reduce
demand or shift d.emand to other areas which are not affected
by such calamities. For example, the heatwave in Texas (U"S"À.)
and bad sunmer weather in Austria and Switzerland in 1980 is
predicted to have caused a d.rop in tourist arrivals in their
respective prac"="28
Though these events may be of very short duration

or temporary, their after-effects may be felt for long
periods well after the original event which caused the change
in demand (extremist activit.ies, strikes, etc " ) to occur
subsided

"

GeneraJ-Iy, the determinants of demand for tourist

services may be outlined as follows: The overall size of
the market for tourism in a given market (catchment) area is
determined ancl limited broadly by the purchasing power
especially the disposable income" This can be seen by the
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presence of a high correlation

between standard of

Iiving and travel intensity. Changes in age sLructure is
also important because as the age med.ian increases more
people tend to move into income levels permitting them (or
encouraging them) to travel-" Secondly, social and cultural
factors influence, demand in the sense that industrialization
doesn!t onLy produce income structures and income distributions favourable to tourism but it also directl-y and indirectly
(through urbanization for instance) creates pressures and
stresses which in turn conLribute, to demand for tourism as
a means for recreation, rest and other compensatory activities" Closely related to social and cultural factors are
the basic motivations, desires and expectations connected
with travel" As the benefits and satisfactions derived
from tourism are largely abstract and subjective, a given
tourist service or a given tourist product can appeal to
customers with heterogeneous and perhaps contradictory needs
and.

motivations.

is a function not only of need, desire and
purchasing power, but also of available and accessible
supply, Demand for overal-l tourism expands when the number
and variety of travel destinations, of price ranges and of
types of arrangements increases, permitting the tourists to
Competition
choose from a wider range of possibiÌities.
between tourist service enterprises and within the travel
Demand
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trade, innovations such as package tours and promotional
activities have expanded demand by creating increased travel
awareness amongf almost aII popuLation groups in many
countries

"

If we consider what determines the demand for specific destinations or the market share of a tourist country,
price seems to be a major factor as decisions about travel
destinationsn modes of travel, timing and length of stay are
aII strongly determined by price considerations" Thís is t'o
say that price sensitivity of demand for travel is high.
Travel decisions centre around destination choices which are
determined by their assessment of various attractions (sites,
events, etc.) offered by alternative destinations. Facilities
and services do ind.irectty influence Lourism, though seldom
do they in jsolation (by itsel-f ) attract tourism. When def iciencies in the quality or guantity exist in tourist facilities such as accommodations, restaurants, banks, Iocal transportation, there will be a tendency for tourists to reconsider carefulLy before they decide to visit such a destination"
The relative accessibility wiII also have its influence" This relates to the mod.es of transportation available
to the tourist for travelling to the destination chosen plus
their cost (l¡oth absolute and relative to the total cost of
a vacation" )
OLher element.s which may be included are the formalities
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which are related to travel e.g" visa-policy, customs

restrictionsn etc. In India (1977-1978) o it was suggested
that easier customs regulations and better quality artifacts
and gifts production v¡as considerably responsible for the
16.BB increase over Lg76-L977 in foreign tourist arrivals
(19?B

-Lglg

2og increase) .29

As tourist experiences are subjective, the ideas and
expectations of a place they plan to visit may be appreci-

ated (or be disappointed if reality is contrary to what they
had expected) and they may influence other potentiaJ- tourists
through the various ncontact" methods leading to dissemination of information - "unpaid advertising" "
Travel demand embraces a number of distinct motivations though they need not be mutually contrad.ictory or
exclusive. It includes holiday and pleasure travellers,
religious, study, sporting, official, commercial and perhaps
famitial (kindred). Financial aspect affects this considerably. It involves spending money on transportation, food,
lodging, entertainment, etc"
Future growth of international (and domestic) tourism
may welÌ depend. upon popul-ation structure, development and
upon increasing leve1s of real income in t'he main tourist
generating countries which are basically DcS"
It is apparent that emphasis has been placed on
total volume of tourist expenditure often neglecting the
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direction of tourist. flows" Though not clearly studied or
understood, the propensity to travel may be higher among
certain age (or social) groups. Young unmarried segment or
retired older groups who have greater choice with regards to
they could travel and having the finances may have an
edge over others. They could avoid making demands on peak
periods. In DCS where population birth rate has dropped
greatly and they are expected to have a larger older (retired)
proportion in their demographic structure, future travel
demand is likely to be positively influenced. Assuming
paid holidays to be increasing hence giving the individuals
the financial means together with the leisure time, it is

when

also likely to increase future travel demand.
There are several other possible factors which may
affect future travel demand. The strength of Trade Union
demands for higher wages and/or for more l-eisure time i,e.
shorter working week together with l-onger main holiday
period. Àssisted perhaps by increasing use of automation
reducing the number of working hours" Employees may
decide to choose 4 day work week and 3 day weekend' with
greater weekly leisure time at their disposal.

in retirement age which may encourage post
ret.irement tourism. The like1y consensus of governments
and employers as to the role of Lourism as a vehicle to
promote the heatth and welfare of the population and
Changes
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This may take the form of subsidy
(travel included.) as a social service,

employees respectively"

of leisure activities
eog. employee incentive holidays"
Countries with relatively high direct taxes on
incomes (i.e" having higher marginal rates of taxation beyond
a range) may discourage people from working longer hours and
force them into leisure and travel activities"
As for negative influence, managers (and other higher
income personnel who have high potentials to become tourists
and travellers) may work longer hours and sacrifice travel
activities.
Supply of Tourism Services

It is a special
kind of an export. The sale of goods and services to foreigners occurs within the host country" The experience of the
Iocal culture and environment (among others) is one of the
most unique quality of inLernational tourism" UnIike other
industries where production (or supply) cou1d. be manipulat.ed
Tourism is a service industry"

as close as possible to match demand, its capacity has to
If there is a growth in demand, any increase
be built first.
in capacity will have to be prepared well ahead of time if

is ever to be adequatel-y satisfied. To avoid
unnecessary repercussions, proper research has to be undertaken before investing on transportation, hoteln food,
etc.
recreational and sightseeing facilities'
the

demand.
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Transportat.ion is an important. element. of tourism

(e.g. aircraftso shipso trains, buses, private auLomobilest
etc"). Innovations in these have created the reduction in
travelling time which atLracts more and more people with
restricted time at their disposal.
Accommodations at destination and while travelling
are necessary elements (e"g. hotels, motels, inns, etc").
Several facilities are automatically expected such as bathing
pools, sauna, turkish baths, eLc.)o boating,
Scenic beauty' warm weather,
dancing, pubs, night life.
socio-cultural events in combination with the above mentioned
amenities would make a rather tempting package for todayIs
(swimming

economic man.

activities evolve in the process of catering
for the tourist trade, Tourism creates a market demand for
various industries in an economy. In a few countries tourism
may be the main sector. In many other countries, tourism
Tourist
has become a profitable complementary activity.
trade creates demand for accommodation, food services, transportation and entertainment services" Administration of the
Many

tourist industry is variable in any one country depending
In some
upon various structural and ideological reality"
countries, this sector is strictly regulated (or controlled)
by the governments and in others the private sector controls
it quite independently" Expectedly, many governments in
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LDCS

have t.ried to play a greater role in controlling the

tourist industry" Regard.less of who controls, Lhe main aim
of the tourist industry is to bring tourists to the activities which attract them as quickly and directly as possible"
Most tourist enterprises cannot readily react to
changes in demand by adapting the quality or the quantity of
the services provided. This inelastieity of supply is
particularly significant as demand for tourist services are
subjecÈ to strong seasonal variations, to external (often
unforeseen) influences and strongly determined by subjective
factors

"

There are several reasons for the tourist industry

to face difficulty in attempting to respond to changes
especially in terms of capacity adaptations and service modifications" Usually tourism related plant and equipment are
capital intensive e.g. hotel, aeroplanes (jets), ships,
tourist buseso etc" Their operation is dependent on the
availability of trained (and experienced) staff" Natura1ly
this requires recruitment, training and managerial control"
As noted above, tourist services cannot be produced ahead of
demand. and }tept as inventory until demand. occurs" This
necessitates many tourist services (hotels, centres) to be
underutil-ized during slack periods after full or over-utilization during peak months. Furthermore, high capital investment per production unit (e"9" initial per aeroplane
0F &,{ÂifiioËÁ,
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per hotel room) Ieads the cost sLructures to have a high
proportion of fixed cost.
As personnel cost has to be considered fixed in the
short-run (just as capital cost in t.his case), it becomes
virtually impossible to make any considerable modifications
in total expenditures. Consequentlyr any small changes in
capacity utilizat.ion (volume) Iead to disproportionate
effect on profitability by circumstances entirely beyond
their (i"e" airline or hoteliers) control"
Inddition, fixed Ìocation and limited potential
for conversion to alternative uses makes the tourist facilities a further aggravating element in its supply inelasticity.
For example, when a hotel in a tourist region becomes
(if at all possible)
unfashionable, it is very difficult
to convert it into any other profitable enterprise"
Just as substitutions are common between competing
products or services whose characteristics and customers
benefits are similar to one another, many tourist services
are similarly vulnerable to substitution effect, although
they may not be altogether identical" There is also a high
degree of substitution amongst travel destinations" A
potential tourist has at his discretion a wide vari-ety of
destinations, travel modeso and services which may be equally
well-suited to his desires" One notable characteristic of
this trade is the low level of "customer loyalty" to a
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tourists visit the same destination
regularly or use the same travel agent yearly or the same
type of transportation or accommodation for their vacations.
With increasing mobility, especially air charters, the range
of travel opportunities widens. Destinations and. services
prevÍously not in direct competition with one another are
inclined to be considered aLternative choices increasingly"
This uncertainty is seen all the more clearly when r^¡e consider
the various tourist agencies who spend huge amounts on
promotional expenses, using' it as a measure to maintain (or
increase) demand in accordance with the supply of tourist
services" New sales methods have often been advanced accordingIy e.g. recent deveÌopment in the tourist trade is the
advanced and deferred payment travel which is becoming
popular. This development does not generally affect the
bilateral and final nature of the tourist Lransactions e"g"
the tourist pays the total cost for an all-inclusive trip to
a destination booking 6 months in advance, or he may be allowed
to pay on monthl-y instaÌments over a period of time"
Tourism can develop under three different types or
sets of conditionss (a) The region already has a thriving
tourism industry and a new state or country atLempts to
acquire a share of the market; (b) A nearby market exists"
guilding a tourism destination under this condition would
involve extending that market (e"9. Fiji or Tahiti may try to
destination"

Seldom do
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attract visitors who travel in the same Pacific region;
(c) Creation of a tourism destination which would mean building entirely new marketn travel patterns and so on" Different. categories of Lourists or travellers are lured to different areas and attractions,
Limitations due to the inflexibil-ity of the supp)-y
and the strong seasonal and other variations in demand makes
the tourist industry a high risk sector to concentrate upon"
Nevertheless tourism has now evolved into one of the fastest
growing and popular industry mainl-y because of its pecuniary

benefit, though other 'less convincing" reasons are often
attributed to the growth of the tourist trade e"g" better
international understanding. Many countries have concentrated
on developing their nations (cit.ies) into a tourist destination so as to increase their share of this recent "export
commodityo " As many nations are involved in this internationaL travel phenomenon, competition among nations (or
among states/provinces if domestic) is also increasing which
inevitably increases the cost element especially in the form
of subsidies (obtained by the respective tourist authorities
from government) and promotional expenses"
The tourist. industry has gained greater support
from governments especially after the

OPEC

price increase

i.e. energy crisis. fn fact. the tourist sector has been
re-evaluated and support.ed by many countries (both developed
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and developing) because of its pot.ential economic returns.

In many countriesu governments support the tourist industry
at various leve1s in the form of grants, loans and public
development. of remote potential tourisL areas in the hope
of increasing the countryts respective share of tourist
arrivals

"

The major probl-em of this industry in the future will

not only be the one of tourism consumption and of stimulating
demand, but of organizing supply and marketing. Yeto
creating the conditions in one!s ov¿n country for foreign
nationals is by no means an easy task for it does not only
involve investment expertise and experience but also a proper
environment conducive for them. A foreignero when travelling,
some of his fantasiesu fancies and
intends to futfilt
ambitions" There is no room to take a trial and error
approach in the tourist Índustry because it involves a oneand-final saLe to each incoming tourist.
There are several approaches toward tourism development. One is by attempting to raise the gross tourism
The
receipts by aLtracting a larger number of visitors.
second is by ext.ending the period of stay and inducing
higher tourist expenditure. Some countries may seek to
attract a large number of tourists in transit. by the
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facilities offered by their airports, travel agencies, banks
¿¡d other ancillary travel organizations" E.g. in U"K' J
numerous travellers arriving in London make it the staging
point for their travel since they find every kind of air and
sea transport facility information offices, travel agencies
and. insurance companies. The second case, that of lengthening
the tourist stay to be of any. use would depend very much on
what local products are purchased by tourists"

Otherwise

their extended stay would only entail greater imports which
is an economic leakage"
Economic Importance of Tourism

The direct economic effects of tourism relate to the

actual expenditure involved in tourism. For insLance t
expenditure on transporto accommodation, food and drink,
shopping services, etc. The income received by the citizens
providing such goods and services from tourists forms the
direct impact on the economy.
For any country, there are 3 different elements
in tourist expenditure. The first is the money spent by
nationals on holiday-making within their own country which
may be catled the domestic expenditure. The second element
is the expenditure incurred by foreigners who traveÌ into
a country (spending of foreign tourist locatly). The third
element is the expenditure incurred by nationals who travel
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abroad, The first two elements constitute credit and is
shown in the National Income accounts. In the case of the
third element, as the citizens are removing money out of the
country, it is to be considered a leakage from the economy"
In the balance of payments account, the second element has to
be set against the third element mentioned above to derive
at the net result (gain or loss).
on the domestic scene, the expenditure ort tourism
by nationals in their country will be influenced by two
factors generally. The amount spent by a family on holidaymaking is related to the amount of income i"e" the greater
the income, the higher is their likelihood to spend on consumer expenditure inclucling holidays and travel. The marginal propensity to save is the other aspect determining
expenditure which if increases would cause less expenditure
on consumption includíng travel- expenditure.
Expend.iture by foreign tourists within a country is

an external source of additional income and forms an in-

visible export which adds to the circular flow of income.
As they affect the balance of payments for many countries
since the I960s, expenditure by foreign tourisLs in one¡s
country and expenditure by its nat.ionals on tourism abroad
is significant and has become increasingly important. This
is because net income from foreign tourism adds to the
national income and as an invisible export could offset a
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loss on visible trading accounL. Simil-arlyo expenditure on
tourism by local citizens abroad would amount to leakage
from the national income and in some cases some governments
have had to fix a ceiting on the amount of money legally
permissible for foreign tourism. For example in U"K. it was
set at 50 pounds per head during the hg6g-Lg72 p"riod'.30
The ind.irect effects of the expenditure on tourism
arises due to the fact that the trades directly involved. in
tourism (as mentioned above) have to purchase from other
trades and industries those goods and services caLering for
the demands of the tourists. For example, the facilities
for tourists, furnishings, food stuffs, sporting equipment,
souvenirs are aII demand.ed by the respective suppliers of
tourism services. This couÌd be described as the potential
backward linkage resulting from the tourist industry (trade).
George Young l-ists 5 reasons for countries promoting

tourism¡ (1) tourism is a source of foreign exchange,
12) it is a growth industry, (3) tourism can exploit some
competitive advantages such as beaches, sunshine' (4)
tourism can strengthen oners image abroad, and. (5) emplo1.m".rt"3I
The full impact of tourism on the economy therefore,
includes not only those directly invoÌved with the tourist
trade, but also other industries which have been influenced
at various stages to supply goods and services for the tourist
sector. In fact the tourist expendiLure initiates the
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growth of other related industries to a considerable extent"

serious problems with
the balance of international payments, much attention has
been focused on tourism because of its potentially important
contribution and its effects upon their balance of payment
Because many count.ries have

account.
However, simple comparison of balance of payments

for individual countries with
their tourism balance at face val-ue would onì-y give a distorted result. Studies may claim that if the tourism balance
is positive, the tourism sector improves the balance of
payments position of the country. This ignores the fact that
(minus tourism) statistics

tourism may have necessitated many of the imports which
appear in the balance of payment figures" It is important
to consider the presence of direct and indirect effects of
tourism on both the balance of payments and the general
economic development of any one country"

In the case of a net surplus in the tourist trade,
the direct effect is to improve the recipient countryrs
capacity to import (regardless of whether DCS or LDCS).
In the case of a net deficitr the direct effect is the drain
of onets currency (or foreign exchange), therefore reducing
the capacity to import (almost all countries having net
deficits in the tourist trade are DCS). Perhaps, beyond a
certain levet of development especially among the advanced
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in tourist. account should' not' lead
the authorities to be overly concerned as long as the overall
balance of payments equilibrium is not undermined"
Tourist bal-ance may show greater stability than
trade account" It would be misteading, however, to imply
that tourist balance and trade balance are mutuall-y exclusive"
Several items of the trade balance have a significant funceconomies, a net deficit

tion in the global tourist bal-ance"
Tourism is a useful means of earning foreign exchange
and in some countries (Spainu Ireland, Panama, some Caribbean
countrieso etc.) they are crucial aS their foreign exchange
receipts from international tourism are major earners of
foreign currency and often exceed the receipts from any other
individual industry. For example, between L972 and 1977
tourism contributed on the average 262 of Spain¡s export
earnings. In I97O Mexico and Jordan received from this
industry 398 and 2Bg of their export earnings respectively.
Other notable countries are Italy, Greece, Yugoslavia, several
Caribbean islands (Bermuda, Barbados, Bahamas), .t".32
It is, however, important to note that the receipts
from int.ernational tourism involves a cost. element which has
to be deducted to obtain the net receipt. I'f. Peters has

written that "certain imports associated with tourist
expenditures must be deducted e e " the importation of
materials and equipment for constructing hotels and other
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amenities, and necessary supplies to run them, foreign
currency cost.s of imports for consumption by international

touristsn remittances of interest and profit on overseas
invesLment in tourism enterprises mainly hotel construction,
foreign currency costs of conducting a tourism development
progranme including marketing expendi€ures oversea=.'33
These element.s complicate the process of calculation
and very seldom is it possibl-e to evaluate precisely the net
receipts from international tourism" Though in some countries
the tourist industry had grown dramatically in the last two
decades, the countries themselves have not fully benefitted
as much as they could have otherwise, mainly because of the
many leakages from the tourist income flow" For example in
the Ï{est Indies, much of the investments were foreign,
requiring interest palments and hotel furnishingse plus
other tourist related equipments were imported. which further
caused an exchange draínage. Even though the many foodstuffs
which could have been grown locally were imported from the
?¿
u"s""'

However, for many small countries who are mainly
dependent upon primary production, tourism may constitute a

reliable source of "cash' income" In a few European countries, especially in Spain, Portugal, Austria, Yugoslavia,
Greece and Ireland, the earnings from tourism are significant
as a source of income and have strong positive effects on
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their balance of payments accoun|. In other countries such
as u"s.À. and west Germany (who are incidentally the two
important tourist generating countries) the invisible earnings
from tourism are quite negligible in their balance of
payments account because their citizens! expenditure on
travel abroad are far in excess compared to the expenditure
by foreign tourists in their respective counttie=.35
The currency exchange rate wiII have significant
conse{uences on tourism as they make holidays cheaper or
more expensive. Hence changes in currency exchange raLes
become crucial (i.e. we noted earlier, the price elasticity
of demand for tourism is quite high) . l¡Ihen a currency is
devalued, it implies that the currency becomes cheaper within
the devaluating country, but at the same time foreigners
would get higher value for their respective currency which
in turn would likely influence the tourist arrival to increase

into the currency depreciating country. In the case of a
revaluation, the effect is the opposite and the probable
result would be a faIl in tourist inflow"
Another effect upon tourist inflow is affected
through the inflation rate. If the countryrs inflation rate
is high, then there rvoul-d likely be a drop in tourist inflow
in the long-run if the tourists generating country!s inflation
rate were to be comparatively lower"
Tourism is economicaÌIy attractive because it
provides not onJ-y a source of income (often a much needed
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foreign exchange for some LDCS) u it also provides emplo1'ment
and may bring about infrastructural development within a
country, It may aISo contribute to regional development'
These influences are oft.en interrelated"
Some locat goods may not have much value in local
areas, but, may have high value abroad for tourists (to a
certain extent this may be considered similar to raw materials)
Consequentlyn this becomes a valuable item for foreigners.
By using local capitalo foreign exchange and labour for
exploititg, the item concerned would receive foreign exchange
in return for its use by tourists. Subsequently this foreign
exchange could then be used to import essential goods
required by the nation"
Unfortunately, it is not easy to measure Lourism
as a source of income with any substantial degree of accuracy"
One important reason is the so-calted tourism multiplier
effect. Tourist expenditure supports the tourist industry
directly but it also indirectly contributes to several other
industries related to it. which supply goods and services
(including repair and mainLenance services) to the tourist
industry as noted. earlier"
Hence money spent by tourists spreads into various
secLors of the economy. When money changes hands it provides
income to the respective recipients of the income" This
muì-tiplier effect obviously could. noL conlinue indefinit'e1y

"
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as there are leakages from this flow" Examples of leakages
affecting the multiplier alluded to before are: imported
foreign goodsu interest paid on foreign investment, extradited
profits and savings together withdraw money from the flow"
Consequentlyu these leakages depending on their proportion
limit the multiplier effect accordingly"
The structure of the economy for any one country
influences the multiplier effect substantially inevitably
influencing the GDP. Therefore higher multiplier effect's
would be found in more advanced economies which are more selfsufficient and require less imports to cater for their tourist
industry" The multiplier would be lower for countries which
are less self-sufficient and requiring considerable imports
to cater for and maint.ain the tourist industry" It is
possible for GDP growth to be unsustainable with regards to

wou1d.

the tourist. sector" Initial-ly, high growth raLes may be
witnessed due to inflow of foreign investment" If we assume
foreign ownership to be dominant, then the ill-effects woul-d
appear when the foreign investors begin repatriating profits,
preventing the locals from reaping much benefits. Hence the
initial positive economic growth would not contribut.e to
subsequent. economic development of the country concerred in
any predictable or substantial- form"

For developing countries to reap the maximum economic
benefits from their tourist industries, it becomes important
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for them to control wherever possible those imported it'ems
for tourists0 consumption and to keep the proportion of
foreign investment expenditure (for the purpose of t'he
tourist industry) to a minimum level. OLherwise, these
leakages may offset any possible benefits arising from the
tourist trade, Any locat substitution for imports would
increase the tourism multiplier enabling the host count'ry t'o
absorb the maximÌrm economic benefits from its tourist trade
- this suggestion assumes that loca1 products are of substiÈutible quality so as not to endanger losing tourists because
of using poor quality local products!
trn7hen analyzing the tourist trade¡ wê are in effect
referring to Lhree separate multipJ-iers:
(a) the tourist expend.iture multiplier,
(b) the investment multiplier, and
(c) the foreign trade multiPlier.
Partially due to the difficulty in calcuì-ating the
tourism multiplier, estimates on several economies shows
considerable variations. For example the following are
estimated tourism multipliers taken from ltf" Peters"
Table 3: Tourism lt{ultipliers

Pacific & Far East 3"2-4"3
0 " 9-I.3
Hawaii
r. 2-1. 4
Greece

Pakistan

3"3

Ireland

2.7

Lebanon

r"2-r.4

Source: M. Peters mlnternational Tourism"o P" 240"
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ft should be noted Lhat Peters does recognize that
some of the above estimat.es may be over-estimated as in the
case of Pacific and the Far East and Pakistan. On the other
hand it may have been underestimated in the case of Hawaii,
Greece and Lebarìono Certainly the accuracy of these estimates
are dependent upon the availability of efficient and reliable
data"

Given the complexities and statistical

inaccuracy

involved in the concept of Lourism multiplier, it should
therefore be used cautiously. One must not ignore the fact
that other kinds of expenditure (such as other exports,
government expenditure, private investment), if increased
wouÌd also l-ead to a multiple increase in income" As the
multiptier effect of visitor expenditure is only one element
among several having similar effects on national income,
it.s not J-ogical to place undue importance on this element
alone.

In addition, the size of any multiplier is independent of the initial injection of income and depends on the
proportion that the income recipients spend on domestically
produced goods and services so as to allow respending by
people engaged in the domestic secLors producing them. This
proportion spent on loca1 goods by income recipients from
tourist sector need not be very different from the expenditures experienced in other sectors of the economy. The later
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developments (or stages) in the multipJ-ier may not be as

significanÈ, therefore the main focus should. be on the visitorts
initial expenditure and its impact on income generation. This
should then be compared with the revenue obtained from supplying the needs for other final demand (i"e. other sectors) to
arrive at an accurate estimation of tourism expenditure
benefits

"

A closer look at. the tourist multiplier would probably

of the el-ements involved" The tourist multiplier
may be broadly described by the following equation;
clarify

some

tI1

l--c+m

stm

where,

propensity to import
c = marginal propensity to consume
s = marginal propensity to save
M" Peters formula is,
Kt =- I
m = marginal

s-Ca

shere,

kt = tourist mu]-tiPlier
s = the marginal propensity to save
ca = the marginal propensity to spend on
tourism abroad by nationals.Jb
obviously this is not an expression of the multiplier
effects of tourist expenditure but is raLher an aggregate
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mul-tiplier in a tourist economy" They fail to account for the
different input structures in different tourist ind.ustries
and as a result. they imply that any increase in autonomous
demand will have the same multiplier effects throughout the
economy" A disaggregated approach is important for the
tourist industry given the fact that the industry is not a
uniformly structured industry even within the economy. Since
tourist receipts accrue to a number of sectors, the aggregate
multiplier for the whole economy has to be the weight.ed
average of the individual sector multipliers to have any
proper economic significance.
A relatively better approach on the tourist. multiplier could be found in J"M" Brydens book, where he employs
the inter-industry transactions matrix. 37

Þ
"t :AY
where,

^T

A T = the change in tourist receipts (exports)
y = the resultant change in domestic incomes
due t.o the change in tourist receipts
^
given fixed coefficients within the
transaction matrix and a fixed pattern
of tourist receipts accruing to the
different sectors"
rf (1-A) -r is the Leontief inverse, where
l- is the identity matrix
.A is the matrix of technical coefficients,
Lhen,
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Âv = Àt(1-A)-t
Thereforen the aggregate mul-tiplier for the economy

as a whote wilt be the average of the individual sector multipliers weighted by the distribution of tourist receipts amongi

the various =".tot=.38
However, it is still not very clear just what the
muJ-tiplier does even if it is calculated by an inter-industry
transaction matrix cited above" To be more accurate, substantial additional information on the utilization of the
relevant portions of the capital sLock, the labour force etc"
are necessary to calcul-ate the proper effects. Ignoring such
complex influences will only lead to distorted conclusions
about the real benefits accruing to the country due to the
tourist trade.
In facto it is possible to state that the multiplier
resulting from calculation on income exclusively to local
nationals (which is truly the real relevant aggregate for
many LDCS) will be substantially lower than the normal GDP
multiplier" The GDP calculation is likely to be quite
different (higher) in many LDCS than the incomes accruing to
local nationals because of foreign ownership of facLors of
production and afso of employment. of non-nationals in the
economy.

In the short-run, if we assume capital and especially
labour to be underutilized, then in a closed economy any
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increase in any of the final demand and the amount'
of the increase in real incomes would be determined by the
size of the multiplier. On the other hand in an open economy'
the income generation flow is constrained by the size of the

auLonomous

marginal propensity to import but as long as MPS plus MPM
are less than one, the mult.iplier will be great'er than unity"
But these assumptions need not be true for many LDCS if we
consider the following leakages:
(i) the purchased goods and. services from foreign
countries needed in the operations of shops, hotelsn trans-

portation, etc.
(ii) profits returned (repatriated) on invested
capital annuallY.
(iii) repatriation of capital to the degree it is
undertaken in later Years"
(iv) the interest on loans from foreign investors"
Therefore the net foreign exchange is a better approximation
of real benefits"
In the long-run it, is often assumed that the inflow
of exchange can be expected to be in excess of the outflow.
This assumption need not always be truel
Continuing the discussion on the potential economic
benefits of the tourist. industry, it has been not'ed how this
t.rade influences indirectly other non-tourist sectors of the
economy. Hotels and catering services require furniture,
other equipment and accessories (including meaL, dairy
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products, fruits and vegetables from horticul-ture) " This
leads to the creation of demand in these industries' Improvements in the transport and communications industry may be
influenced by the tourist trade" Often to attract touristso
other infra-structural improvements follow, such as better
roads, airports (terminals) n sanitation control, et'c" To an
extent these developments may be attributed to the tourist
ind.ustry which enables the local population to enjoy these
improvements which otherwise may or may not have occurred.
In several cases, the tourist expenditure may
indirectly be responsibJ-e for stimulating other economic
activities as a result of improvements in infrastructure"
such
This may encourage greater economic diversifications
as various secondary industries related or unrelated to the
tourist industry. As a source of income, tourism may be
quite congenial especial-ly when the country invol-ved has
inadequate alternative resources.
It must however be remembered that the tourist
industry is no exception to the usual problems encountered
by LDCS when at.tempting to create an "inLernational business
confidence" for foreign investment.. For tourist to arrive
consistently, a country has to qualify as a place (area) where
it is stabte, friendly (and often ignorant), etc" Any
attempts at changing the status-quo locaJ-Iy would only cause
a disproportionate drop in tourist arrivals resulting in
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possible economic disasters depending uPon the proportion of
this sector involved in the economy.
It is possible for the tourist trade to be more
volatile than other sectors as any local riots or disruptions
may cause a drop in the countryrs image abroad leading to a
d.rop in tourist arrival-s. Consequently when local governments
are convinced of "tourism¡s benefits", they may apply severe
measures to punish any popular actions by local population
at the expense of local freedom or rights"
A developed country with international reserves
(gold, foreign exchange) may utilize them in part to finance
its tourism infrastructure without resorting to foreign
capital. Alternatively, a country running consistently a
large payments surplus e"g" U"S" from 1945-1960r Vlest' Germany,
Japan couÌd d.ecide to invest all or part of their surplus in
devetoping the tourism balance, making foreign capital
unnecessary.
These cases are only exceptions. Most, countries in

Africa, Latin America and Asia who are only recently
developing their tourist indust.rygneither have reserves nor
arê they running a continuous payments surpJ-us making recourse
to foreign capital almost the rule"
The recourse to foreign capital per se during the
initial "take-off" period is not totally objectionabl-e"
industrial firms have started in this way and repaid the

ltlany
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original loan from the earnings of later years" l'lany of
todayss leading industrialized countries $¡ere importers of
capital over a long period, and thanks to that inflow, they
were able to create an infrastructure and settle part of their
deficit on current account. The nineteenth century offers
many examples e.g" U.S.A., Canada and Russia"
Likewise developing countries today may accept some
indebtedness to ensure (at least anticipate) future growth.
Vulnerabitity due to fluctuations in national incomes in
developed countries arises because of the higher income

elasticity of demand for foreign tourism. But such fluctuations have been less severe in the post-war period" The
effect is felt mainly in the rate of growth of tourism rather
than in absol-ute declines in international tourist receipts"
However, the danger of dependency is always present i.e. the
unpredictability, which could make a possible economic argument for avoiding the development of tourism at any large
scafe

"

In theory, Lourism seem to be quite productive for
LDCS but in practice however, there are several realities
negating its benefits. International mass-tourism is often
operated by extending the metropolitan comforts of DCS even
though the tourists are in foreign land. This is one of the
main reasons for the industry to be import-prone in LDCS.
llany international tourists expect. cert.ain "high standard
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qualitym of service, accommodation and goods which may be
quite foreign to local culture/habit" Imported chefs,
souvenirs, drinks, etc. are often standard reguirements
*demanded' by incoming tourists.

The rich DCS of the world often compete to be tourist

generators as weII aS tourist receivers.

Employment and other

economic act,ivities results from travel abroado ê,9. travel

agency, air transportation (or sea), insurance and banking
facilities, etc. As for being the host country the obvious

benefits are the profit (foreign exchange and additions to
cDP income through the various means) "
ft is important to realize that a substant'ial part
of the tourism phenomenon (it.s formation) is worked out in
DCS quit.e exclusively, i"e" almost all travel arrangements
are made at the place of depart.ure or originating countryDCS would logically attempt Lo narrow the gap between their
outgoing and incoming tourist. trade. This may not be the
case, partly because many of them are able to recoup (recover)
subst.antial amounts back through their mul-tinationals (hote1
chains, airlines, bankso travel agencies, etc.)" Ì{hat this
amounts to is the deprivation of the potential benefits to
the many LDC Lourist receiving countries of their net gains,

part.icularly the vital foreign exchange" Certainlyu the
The major problem
LDCS individually are not exempt from fault"
is their inability to produce efficient loca1 subst.itutes
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for the above mentioned DC0s extensions.
Perhaps a few examples in practice in several LDCS
may help to explain the intricate elements of tourism" Many
tourist (pleasure cum business) visit developing countries
and create business deal-ing by which in the long-run DCS
tend to gain inevitablY"
In Fiji (Pacific) for example, nearly all items the
tourist purchase is imported, One of the largest components
of tourist expenditure was in the tax-free shop. In fact,
if traced properly, the real benefits would. be accruing to
the Japanese electronics industry. It was noted that usually

the money from such duty free shops goes straight out of the
country (F.iji) and in fact almost nothing enters the Fijian
economy"

39

In Tanzania, it was noted. that many of the luxury
hoÈelstequipments v¡ereimported instead of utilizing local
products (hence not creating demand for locaL products). Even
the toilet paper at the Africana Vacation Village (outsid'e
Special light
Dar-es-Sa1aam) has been imported from Israel.
(screw-in-type which was unusual in Tanzania)
imported from Israel r¡rere also installed in the hotel making
it necessary for a1l future usage of bulbs in the hotel to

fittings

be inevit.ably imported from Israel. African bulb manufacturers
v¡ere therefore systemaLically neglected or deprived of a
potential benefit. In addition aII the crockery in the hotel
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were also imported from rsrael"40
Barbados which depends almost entirely upon the

tourist industry had. probl-ems with the big corporations with
regards to the government!s taxation policy"
In 19700 the Barbados government imposed a 4Z tax
on the gross receipts of hotels, a levy which cou1d. not be
passed on to the tourist"
The action was resisted by
industry managers and one major foreign firm threatened to
sue the government for breach of conLract under general

principles of "international lav/"" Subsequentlyo the gross
receipts tax was replaced with a room tax which could be
borne by the cons.r*.t"41
Irlany probl-ems (Iegal, conmercial, social, etc. ) are
liable to emerge when the tourism industry is managed mainly
by foreigners who would at.tempt to minimize any tax incurred
by the tourists and therefore reduce the gain by the local
government"

For example in 19710 hoteliers in Barbados were
reported to overcome the currency controls and taxation by
issuing coupons abroad" These coupons t^¡ere used by the
tourists to purchase goods and services in Barbados. The
loca1 governmenL was unable to tax the saÌe. The hoteliers
and tour operators (foreign-owned) were benefitting at their
home economy i"e. place of origin where the coupons were
redeemed eventually.42
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countries, being inexperienced,
introduce tourism often desperately" This results in int.ernational tourism institutions gaining entry on very lucrative
Lerms initially"
As time passeso these Lerms undergo criticism as some "mistakes" are attempted to be corrected with
new policy changes in accordance to local socio-economic
requirements. Depending upon the ratio of foreign ownership
and management. personnel present, more and more policies and
Many developing

laws to enhance local participation and control would be
gradually introduced out of economic necessity" What happens
then is that these policies often create confl-icts with foreign o!,¡ners (investors) of hotelso etc, New investors
(potential) are discouraged and at times even the established

foreign hotel chains may withdraw from these counLries
leaving them economically crippJ-ed" Therefore most LDCS
end up being in a dilemma"
gffects on Employment ancl l¡Iages
Tourism is basically a service industry with a high

transportation, catering
tertiary sector emplolrment ratio
services, hotels and entertainments.
The effect of tourism on employment and income would
depend on the size of the market, the geographical dispersion
of the industry, backward and forward linkages and the external economies created. Employment on global scale is
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expanding and is predicted to expand further given the

positive tourist demand forecast. The geographical dispersion depends upon what parts of the country are appropriate
as tourist areas. If the industry v,rere limited to isolat.ed
regions, such as seacoast resorts the direct employment
effects would be limited in contrast to a situation where
tourist areas were widely spread across the country.
Visitor expenditure and government investment (or
private investment may substitute government investment) in
tourism related industries create jobs" The tourist industry
is basically a labour-intensive service indust,ry" It provides
a wide variety of employment ranging from highly specialized
to unskilled., employing large number of workers" Besides
Management/ExecuLives, there are other specialist personnel
like accountantsn cooks, enLertainers who are necessary" It
requires large numbers of semi-skill-ed (and unskilled) workers,
such as kitchen staff, waiters, chambermaids, housekeepers,

porters and gardeners" There are also other induced employment out of the industry as in the case of those who supply
goods and services to those directly involved in tourism"
Examples of such are those involved in construction industry,
food supply industry, farm products industry (farming and
agriculture), furnishing and equipment industries"
For many non-industrial countries with inadequate
natural resources, tourism coul-d become an important source
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of employment especially when alternative sources of employment are few or absent" Employment in this industry often
requires relatively short training period for most jobs,
Employment can be created with relatively low investment in
fixed assets per employee" Many of the developing countries
without exploitable natural resources (including Singapore
dealt with in Section 2) or with a high dependence on a
limíted range of exportable products and if coupled with large
underutilized labour force, tourism could then become a viable
industry to create employment.
It is important that the tourist destination country
embarks on policies to produce a sufficient number of workers
or employees along tourism development programs. If this is
ignored, potential employment opportunities would be unnecessarily overl-ooked and dependence on foreigners may become
more deeply rooted in the industry"
In developed countries the tourist. industry provides
employment and incomes similar to any other export industry.
For example in France, about 0"6 million people v¡ere employed
directly in its tourist trade (about 2 "7* of it.s labour
force) " I\bout 2Z of all construction work in W, Germany (L977)
was generated by the tourist industry. In Britain, the
British Tourist Authority claimed that 6eó of British workers
were somehow related to its tourist industry.43
ft is estimated in U"S,A" that tourism sector
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involves a U.S" $60 billion business employing 4 million
workers. Receipts from international Lourism in 1-974 amounted
to S4.6 billion and generated about 3l0rO0O iobs.44
The task of tourism is to create jobs where none
exist. ff it succeeds then it is a sound economic invesLment,"
But if the hotel industry (or other tourist-related industry)
gets its employees from other industries (assuming there is
no underempJ-oyment or high unemployment) then problems wilI
creep into the labour market" Though there are controversial
debates on the economic benefits of invesLment in tourism
and its role in creating jobs, they are ofLen limited to
cost-benefit analysis where basicaì-Iy the costs of investment
are set against the benefits of tourism" But as G" Richards
had argued,

these discussions oft.en miss an important variable in the situat.ion, namely
the amount of employmenL extra to the
direct jobs - which is supported in other
industries and activities connected with
the tourist trade. , o c For every 100
jobs held in direct tourist trades,
approximately 60 jobs in other industries
are indirectly dependent on tourism
business. In economic jargon, this is
an employment multiplier of I"6. o o
Ll million of tourist expenditure
attracted to Britain or generated
within the country (domestic tourism also
supports jobs) probably supports 860 jobs
in the tourist trades, but in totaÌ terms
supports -about 1255 jobs throughout the
o

economy.
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In many areas howevero tourism is seasonal which
also promotes seasonal employment. This seasonality may
become adverse to the economy. During the off-season period,
there may result, a very high unemployment figure when compared
to the tourist season. This situat.ion is unhealthy because
unsteady employmenL oft.en results in dissatisfaction among
workers and would cause social disruptions sooner or later
unless the job situation is remedied" As a resu1L many
countries suffering from high seasonality in tourist inflow
are forced to make efforts for the promot.ion of other attractions during the off-season - these incur additional costs
inevitably. Some examples of such attractions are reduced
prices for out of season holiday trips; staging of carnivalsn
festivals or science or cu1tural shows"
Yet in many developing countries where there are
often chronic unemployment, the promotion of tourism could be
a good source of creating employment especially unskilled,
at least for the short-runl If the tourist trade absorbs
workers from other industries, then the level of contribution
of the tourist job has to be weighted against the opportunity
costs.
The tourist

industry is less prone to be automated
and/or mechanized" Human labour is like1y to be indispensabl-e
and would be a predominant feature in this industry" Countries
with excess labour may use this avenue to absorb workers into
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hotels, catering and other tourist services which are labour
intensive. The tourist industry often offers a wide variety
of jobs for women requiring littIe skilI" If a country faces
an increasing ratio of female participation in the work forceu
the tourist industry could be an ideal outlet' M" Peters
stated that in many European countries e"g" U"K. o Switzerland
and U.S.A., the tourist industry employed a high percentage
of femare *otk"t=.46
It should be emphasized that for every ne!ù job
created in the accommodation industry, there are other jobs
oft.en created indirectly in related agricultural, handicraftn
construction, maintenance and manufacturing indusLries"
rUoTo estimated this to be at I for L.47
However, when one considers the capital cost of
creating a "Iuxury tourismn related job it¡s usually estimated
to be higher than in manufacturing or even agricultrrt".48
Direct employment in hotel industry would likely have a high
cost per employment. For exampLe, in Fiji, it was estimated
at F $251250 per job" But indirect emplolnnent. generated by
the industry was expected. to have brought down this figure
consider-bly.4g rt has been found in LDCS that the largest
hotels (most. Iuxurious) with over 200 room category tend to
generate the highest level- of emplo1'ment per room. The
50-l-00 room category often generates more jobs per room than
the 100-200 room ".t"goty.50
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The major problem with luxury hot.els in LDCS is that

they often employ local workers only for menial work and
hire foreigners for high-paying skilled maintenance' accounting
and executive/managerial posts"
The result is that a large share of the wage bilt

of this industry is absorbed by foreign nationals working
in these hotels. This leads to the foreign exchange leakage
the same way as imported goods used in the tourist
trade noted earlier. OnIy a small portion of the wage bill
is distributed to the locals" It should be mentioned that',
it is very difficult to estimate the exact number of foreigners
accurately as several loopholes escapes detection e'gi.
foreigners holding dual citizenship conveniently, foreign
advisors holding part-time status, etc" Any sincere statistical stud.y is usually clouded with several corporaLe irregularities. There have been several at.tempt.s at estimating
foreign v/age bills in various LDCS.
For example IUOTO estimates that 15 to 202 of the
total wage and salary bill for hotel chains in many LDCS are
absorbed. by foreign"t="51 Higher figures have been reported'
however. In Fiji for instance, foreign managierial and
executive salaries are reported to be about 25-272 of total
v¡age

tr1

bill. "

Even IUOTO has suggested that in some cases the

percentage could be much higher (as high as 40t or over of
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the total \dage bill) being absorbed and often
by foreigners depending upon the backwardness
In some Caribbean countries at. some time this
to have been over 358 of tot.al wage bi1l.53
Generally, hotel emplolrment tend's to
biased than other formal- employment. It also

repatriat'ed

of the country'
was reported

be less urban

requires mainly
unskilled labour which is relatively abundant in many LDCS.
The rate of femaLe participation in the hotel industry is
oftenhigherthanforemplolzmentingeneralinmostcountries
i.e. it often has a higher fernale ratio" However, they tend
to be employed in the least skilled and l-owest paid jobs
along with unskilted male workers t e"9. room-maids, cleaners,
waitresses, gardeners, etc"

It is however important to realize that even though
the wages may not be very high when compared to DCS wages,
many of the tourist rel-ated jobs (e.g. hotels) offer higher
wages than most alternative available jobs in LDCS" Hence
the wage rates are often higher than those which would be
paid in the LDCS competitive labour market"
Recession in the tourist trade affects the employment level often disproportionately. In 1975 for example,
a mild recession in Fiji was estimated to have reduced over
t2t of this sectors work force and a further 303 were
reported to have been underemployed by being asked to work
4 day week or ? <lay work and 7 day off schedu1e.S4
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Effect.s on Investment
Tourism requires substantial investments. Investors

in this field usually hesitat.e and are cautious wiÈh regards
to the potential returns. InvesLment.s generally occur in
ventures where the return is higho quick and assured" Therefore, the concept of opportunity costs will prompt the
potent,ial investors to know the probable return from any
investment he would make in this industry (tourism) compared
to the returns from investments in other sectors of the
economy"

The nature of investment in the tourist sector is

such that a high proportion of the capital outlay is spent

on fixed assets i.e" in land purchaseso accommodation units,
buildings and interior facilities such as kitchen equipment
furniture, carpeting, etc. For instance, S. Med1ik estimated
that 908 of capital invested in hotel developments came into
this f ixed asset "at"go=y.55 OnIy a small proportion of the
capital outlay accounts for the variable element (asset).

of the main variable assets is the stock of food and
drink" Assuming there is demand, food and drink often have
a high turnover rate. Hence the fixed cost of operation
constitutes a large proportion of the total costs and these
fixed costs have to be met regardless of whether the hotel
is open to tourists. Many hotels often remain open in off-

One

peak periods hoping that these sunk cosLs could be recovered
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and during the peak period they endeavour to promote a high
bed occupancy rate to average out the resulting profit's (or
Iosses)

"

Generally stating, Lhe rates of return from investment in tourist relat.ed industry compared to other industries
are not significantly d.ifferent. So Med1ik states that
after allowing for overhead cosLs such as depreciation and

interest or capital- employed, profits amount on the average
to about IOg of sales t"rr.tt".56 He also adds that there
are differences in profitability depending on the sales-mix
of an establishment. Usually the accommodation services
yields higher profits fotlowed by food and liguor respectively"
Therefore the overall- profit. of the establishment would
depend on the proportional weights placed on the various
components of total revenue.
From the point of view of high reLurns on capital

and security, tourism enterprises are not particularly
aS attractive

regarded

investmenL avenue. In most types of tourism

investments high profits or quick capital gains are quite
unlikely because they require large-scale investment in fixed

assets and only (smaIl) or normal profits are extractibLe.
is not' the
However, in some countries profitability
only or main criterion of investment. Ilany developing
counLries (including Singapore) are concerned more with the
acquisition of foreign exchange earnings. Even if the rate
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of return in this field may be lower than in other sectorsu
the "foreign exchange* element may oft.en overshadow that
disincentive. rt is also possible that the employment
generating effects of an investment in tourism may ouLweigh
the rates of return criterion if the nat.ion concerned suffers
from high unemplolrment (or possible high unemployment is
otherwise foreseen).
In developing countries when they wish to promote
the tourist industry, most of the initial invesLment is
necessarily undertaken by the government, The government
provides the essential infrastructure for the industry and
attempt to create a favourable investment climate to at'tract
and encourage private investors" Special financial incentives
must often be offered to make investment in Lourism attractive

This is in line with the earlier
finding that private investors usually require quick and
high returns for their capital- outlay. Some examples of
financial incentives couJ-d be, preferential rates of interest,
credits, subsidies, pioneer sLatus, etc. for potential
so as to mobilize capital.

investors in the tourist industry"
Due to a shortage of capital resources, foreign
investment is normally welcomed by many developing counLries"
Foreign investments may supply some benefits, besides the
vital capital r^¡hich is absent IocaIIy, such as expertise in
sales prornotion, high tevel hotel management skills and
marketing.
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It should be stressed thaÈ the actual capital
accumulation and foreign exchange gain is reduced by the
presence of foreign monopoly capitalists such as: airline
proprietorsn hotel owners, suppliers of imporLed tourist
requirement including building and construction materialsn
banksu travel agencies wherever they are present" The big
hotel- chains typically invests directly and set up to operate
tourist enterprises themselves' But they may also finance
medium and Long term loans at fixed interest rates redeemable
over a number of years. Sometimes foreign capitalist may
participate in the construction of infrastrucLure such as
airportsn hotels, roads, resorts, etc"
There is a recent phenomenon which shows that international hotel companies are avoiding ovrnership of hotels,
eLc. Instead they favour management conLracLs or leases
of properties from others, They are increasingly making
their profits from operation rather than consLructing facilities.57 This has serious economic implications as they
become less important as investors. By expanding its operation without involving heavy capital investments and
concentrat.ing on management and operat.ion only, it may result
in diverting large amounts of income for foreign capitalist
executives.

Nevertheless, joint ventures for accommodation
investment.s should be encouraged whereby substantial part of
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the capital for accommodation facitities may clome from local
investors both private and public. This may present a
business opportunity ior persons with limited capital fund's
(technical problems may emerge when attempts are made by
locals to obtain finance for large invesLmenLs in tourism
industry this is most often noticeable on invesLment in
hotels and catering because of the structure of the industry
and the nature of investment)

"

This industry may also be supported by a whole
series of smaller establishments (e"g" small hotel-s, lodges'
d.ining restaurants, handicrafts indust'ry, etc") which may
prove to be the outl-ets for small time businessmen or enLrepreneurs of a developing count.ry without large capital to
invest.
The new trend mentioned above i'e.

management

contracts (usually a percentage of gross revenue) are economically attractive for the multi-national corporations (MNCS)
because they entail linkages with tour operation and reservat,ion syst.em internationallY"
I{hat this really amounts to is that the local investors (private or government) are given the majority
ownership of the hotel building which is expensive and not
easily convertible (immobile) but. in accordance with local
governmental stipulations requiring such an invesLment ratio,
i.e. as noted earlier, many LDC governments attempted to
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emphasize on *local majority ownershipo'" The ever manoeuvring

strategically settled for management contracts" In the
1970s many international hotel chains were trading large
proportions of their hotel properties yet consolidating and
concentrating on maximizing reLurns from management conttu."t".58
A critical examination of this trend exposes the
intricate business deception i.e. the area that is vital where
technical expert.ise or secrets are presenL such aS management
are retained and kept intact. by the foreign monopoly capitalists (l''I.NcS) Ieaving the burdensome construction of hotels

MNCS

at the hands of the inexperienced locals thus avoiding risk"
Besides these, there are oLher economic implications
as wel-I" Physicat space must be made available for tourism
development which demands land use and may conflict with a
countryrs local tradition such as agriculture, farming,
market gardening, etc. Generally the tourist industry may
avoid central places and instead demand peripheral areas
which may conflict with t.raditional (agricultural) demands"
An example of this conflict is seen in Provence, in southern
France, where inland villages have been Lransformed into
tourist centres, ât the same time markeL gardening and
the cultivation of flowers for the perfume indust.ry have
been pushed further inland.59
An expansion of tourism in an area oft.en requires
increasing acreage which musL be opened up for tourists"
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of int.erests between local
population and tourists i.e. opening up of an area to tourism
may provide new amenities for the tourist which may involve
loss of amenit.ies (or reduced availability) for the loca1
residents. Consequentl-y the Local residents may justifiably
There may also arise conflict

resist, recreational developments'
Inflation of tand prices and real estate is sometimes
associat,ed with tourism development. M. Peters stated that,
If a small country such as Lebanonn with
much urban development and considerable

speculative appeal for outside capital,
needed land for tourism development
purposes, there could be inflation in
Iand prices. The development of compreland'
hensive projects will
" require
purposes
other
for
currentLy being used
and inflated prices could threaten the
viability of many projects'60

Oft.en speculators move in and aggravate the inflationary

trends in land values once they are convinced of a location's
pobential for tourism d.evelopment" In such casesr governments may have to take steps in order to control these sometimes dangerous infl-ationary trends which may follow if
unrestricted."

It is inevitable when tourism is encouraged,for the
land values to appreciate consistently" Other tourism
investments also show st.rong patterns of appreciation in
inflationary times e.g. hotel. In the initial stage the
investment requirement for hotel construction is high"
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Property may be obtained by large mortgage to be repaid from
income (revenue). However, the interest rate and monetary
values of this mortgage are fixed at the t.ime of investment"
In the next sLage' accommodation raLes charged by
hotels will often be responsive to inflationary trends" It
is usual for management to set aside a fixed proportion of
(percentage normal-ly) " With f ixed debt servicing,
any inflationary trends that lead.s to increases in cash flow

prof it

(e.g. rise in rent, etc.) would lead to greater profit levels
as the service costs become negativel-y related to total
revenue. It is not unusual for hotel investors to end up
getting higher profit level in their operation as well as
having a highly appreciated value for their initial investment.

Socio-Cultural Significance of Tourism
The sociological and cultural impact of tourism have

not been studied extensively" Sir George Young in his book
"Tourism: Blessing or Blight"r had stressed urgently on its
need. This area is far from being dealt with seriously even
t.oday.

In general, travel experiences can have a profound
effect upon the life of an individual traveller as well as
A visitor may be infl-uenced
upon a society he/she visits.
by encountering different cultures and the presence of visitors
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in a country also may affect the }iving patterns of the host
population" Obviously these interactions need not always be
desirable. For example, the resentment. by locaL people
toward tourist.s can be generated by the obvious difference in
economic circumstances, behaviour patterns, appearances and
other atLributes. This resentment of visitors wiII usually
occur in areas where there are pronounced conflict, of interests between the tourist and the local populace"
Some of the social impact of tourism are quite
apparent on settlement, cultural exchange (perhaps enrichmenÈ)
and social- changes" Due to a lack of a cohesive set of
studiesr Do clear-cut conclusions may be advanced without
reserveô

In the area of settlement, tourism has been responsible (directly and indirectly) for the creation of many
settlements which never exist.ed earlier. For exä.mpler P.
Pinchemel states in his book that *tourism has given rise to
more new urban developments than industry has done.n6I Smatl
coastal settlements have also grown into flourishing resorts
in many other llediterranean regions. Extensive growth of
buildings have also followed tourism growth" Sometimes
uncontroll-ed building of permanent and second homes deveJ-op
markedly" As a result of the growth of second homes, significant social repercussions in rural areas may emerge" This
growth may have both detrimental and beneficial effects' For
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example, the demand for rural properties may lead to an

escalation in the price of cottages and farm workers may be
pushed off the land as they become unable to compete in the
property market infl-uenced by the urban dwellers seeking
nsecond homest
" However, not all rural cottages are flourishing and some "decaying vi1lages" (perhaps because of the
migration from the rural areas) may be renovaLed and improved
by this process of incoming urban dwellers" This benefit
can be expected to be limited because of the strictly holiday
eriented nature of the urban dwellers i.e. it is like1y to
be occupied only during weekends and holidays otherwise
remaining deserted.

facilities and amenities to
the loca1 (or permanent.) residents may be reduced or limited
as a result of greater influx of tourists to a region, town
or village" This risk of local inconvenience may lead to
conflict between the interests of the local population and
As alÌuded to earlier,

the needs of the tourists. Examples are, traffic congestion,
crowded public transport (perhaps throughout the day). The
streets may become tensely crowded with people and may lead
to litt.ering, etc. But careful planning on the part of the
tourism authorities may help eliminate potential social tensions. For example, the loss of amenities suffered by those
living in the region involved may be compensated (balanced)
for by being offered al-ternative incentives"
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contacls between tourists and the local populat.ion
may have both beneficial and detrimental cultural effects"
Such contacts with peopÌe of different races, nationalities
and background.s are bound to have important cultural significance" S" I'Íedlik stressed that there may occur "cultural
exchanges and the enrichment both of those who travel and of
those who are at the receiving end. "62 This contact need not
always be beneficiaL to local population as native cultures
and traditions may be altered., weakened or destroyed resulting
in dispJ-aced val-ues and socio-cultural disturbances. This
may become crucial when foreign cultural features are
"importedn to the detriment of local cultures.
The development of 'luxury' tourism in poor counLries
with low standards of living is like1y to create tensions due
to the stark economic contrast between the tourist ì-ifestyle
and the local inhabitants. Open-abuse on tourists by local
residents have been reported occasionaì-Iy.
Some critics go to the extent of stating that tourism
creates a threat to national id.entity with the imposit.ion of
foreign tastes and values upon the tourist receiving counLries"
Though lrages and. benefits are not similar to DCS employees,
foreign managers often develop (or encourage indirectly) work
habits prevalent in DCS into their respective LDCS tourist
The affluent tourists are conspicuously seen
institutions"
as the haves which magnifies the disparityrcreating envy and
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perhaps hatred in the long-run"
Harry

Go

Mathews notes

that. in the Caribbeano

'white visitors are conspicuous even
if they try not to be" TheY often
pursue the four 's"s of tourism sun, sea, sand and sex - with an
aggressiveness which seems grossly out
of place in a casual Caribbean setting"
They wear swimsuits to the supermarket
and they make love on the beach" They
demand loud rock music and rare steaks.
Their local- shopping is characterized
by a single question: How much is
that? even when prices are ridiculously
}ow" some tourist,s feel compelled to
argue' "63

Most social inhibit.ions are left at home and tourists

exotic and erotic vacations often disregarding morals
and etiquette (mannerisms). In some cases, tourists expect
the host citizens to be servile and expect, material comfort
such as air conditioned roomsu familiar luxury food and

may seek

ent.ertainment at extremely low prices"

Instead of attempting to learn about the new culture
and experiencing it, tourist.s oft.en may expect the host
culture to adapt itself to the fancies of their expectations"
Depending upon the serious cultural differences, this

frictional development. may lead to open hostilities between
tourists and local population.
It is known that socio-cultura1 conflict emerges
only very gradually clepending upon the rate of tourist inflow
(thanks to the toferance of the local populace) " Authorities
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are often able to "convince* the socio-cultural groups by
over-emphasizing the gains in economic benefits. When this
happens and gradually the tourist sector assumes a major role
in the GDP (hence greater dependence) then any major issues
between tourists and host. population becomes highly delicate
and the authorities may be in a dilemma, unable to give up
or support one or the other"
Tourism may also create socialo psychological and
moral problems for the host countries" Tourist generally
travel to have a "good time" which may bring in questions on
its pervasiveness on moral and social aspects of the host
population" Several tourist countries have been reputed to
contain sexual- paradise having well developed prostitution
industries" For example, the Caribbean has earned a reputation in the region as having a weII organized and developed
male prostitution indust.ry, The industry has racial dimension in that. it. thrives on the alleged desires of white
female tourists to have sex with black males. It is suggested
that male prostitution proliferates as a consequence"
Without exaggerating the situation,
an amazingly large number of Canadian
and American womenu married and singleu
do travel to the Caribbean with bl-ack
sex more their goal than a suntan"
They get both" The women frequently
arrive with introduct.ions to specific,
beach boys from satisfied customers.D+
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studies have been underLaken, there
are suggestions that homosexuality has also increased. Nigel
Barrow (in Barbados) states that homosexual contacts are
Though no complete

o'black
discussed openly between whiLe male tourists and

Caribbean talent.*.65

obviously with prostitution and homosexuality proliferating, rel-ated ills can be expected to accompany their
growth e.g. pimps, theft and robbery, gangsterism, drug abuse,
gambling and venereal disease, etc. Hong Kongo Bangkok, etc"
have been quoted to have similar growth in vices"

other impacts of tourism on local populace may occur
in numerous ways. For example, the tourist-style food consumption pattern may pervade the local residents taste. This
would become a crucial problem if those 'food" are imported
which causes outflow of local income (in the form of foreign
exchange which incidentally might have been the main reason
for the development of tourism industry itsel-f) and wiII
affect the balance of payment figures if the impact were
substantial" Ilowever, this need not be one-sided exclusively
It is possible for incoming tourists to bring back with them
habits and tastes of the visited countries as lvledlik states,
in contact
with the place he visits and its popuIationr a social exchange takes
place" His social background affects
Lft. social strucLure and the mode of
life of his destinat.ion: he is in
turn affected by it and sometimes
"when the tourist

comes
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carries back home with him new
habits and ways of Iife.m66
There is no doubt that the rapid growth of interna-

tional- tourism is inevitably going Lo have important cultural
implications wherever tourism industry is booming. This will
be more so if the local populace is culturally divided and
tourists are attracted to these cultural- differences" But,
one should not be ignorant and treat. culture as a unitary
reality. Tourism should not be automatically condemned and
seen as an intrusion into a culture" Studies should include
larger social units of a society and its changes" Exclusive
small scale studies (e"g" particular viÌlages) shouldn!t be
extended to generalize unnecessarily if the society at large
is more than unitary in structure and function.

III

"

THE TOURIST TRADE AND SINGAPORE

with the general discussion of the naLure, determinants and structure of international tourist industy, this
section intends to focus on the recent development of Singapore!s tourist industry and the response of invesLors to an
apparent boom in tourist trade particularly after 1965" It
is divided into 2 subsections, The first deals with Singapore¡s general economic sLructure and its changes" The second
analyses the tourist índustry in Singapore.
Economic Historical Comment

In Singapore, the local capital movement was generaIIy confined to the tertiary sector (i"e. trade and services),
the reason being the islandrs historic depend.ence and specialization in this sector since colonial days. Singapore
became independent from Britain in 1959 and. became a republic
in 1965 after withdrawing from the Malaysian federation"
Historicall-y, Singapore has been developed as a
to
commercial" financial and shipping centre' initially
support British mercantile interests in this region assuming
the major role as port and t.rading centre of S"E. Asia"
Particularly before 1965, its hinterland (i"e. neighbouring
countries) specialized in agrarian and extraction (tin mining,
Singapore also served strategically as
rubber) activities"
the main togistic and operational base for British military
9I
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operations in the Far East. Consequently the economy developed
a structure with a skewed sectoral distÈibution of activities
concenLrating on the provision of services for export's
(entrepot) with the labour force diverted to this sector.
An important aspect of tertiary capital investment

in singapore has been in real estate land speculation,
buying houses for rent or resale, building of private homesu
construction of privat.e middle class housing estates and
large scale construction of office blocks and hotels" Àbout
359 of the loca1 private capital is invested in real estate
which is generally regarded as safe and profitable. Basically
this investment performs a dual role" First, it acts as an
outlet for speculative capital. Secondly, it is a means of
maintaining fixed capital which woul-d appreciate in value in
the long-run. such speculative investment in Land and
building however, has been an unstable affair swaying to
extremes and often resulting in wastage of capital- and
personal loss for investors"
Ì{hen transportation and communication are included

sector (service industry) of the
economy accounted for about 708 of the labour force employed
In this period, though the
during the forties and fift.ies.
manufacturing sector was the Lhird major industrial group
(Table 1), the tertiary

its rate of increase was inadeguate
to induce any dramatic change in the economic structure"

girorving in the fifties,
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Besidesu manufacturing in the fifties

was characterized by

small establishment.s mainly household units and backyard
repair and service unit,s utilizing little capital and with
low productivity. Às a result and in terms of value added,
the increase between L947 and 1957 shown above, was likely
smaller in real terms. Most of the manufacturing units hlere
also rel-ated to the entrepot trade e.g. rubber processing
(i.e" initiat conversion to sheets) which has low value
added, consumer industries protected from foreign competition
such as food canning and preserving, wood, rattan and cork,
small scale printing and publishing.
The period between 1945 and L957 showed little
structural changes in the economy particul-arly in the percentage distribution of the various secLors. Entrepot trade
was expanding rapidly forcing the service industry to respond
to its growth" ft is apparent that during this period the
services provided by Singapore to foreigners in transporto
financial, trading and as military base generated the incomes
and provided the necessary foreign exchange to cater to the
staters high import requirement"
By L959/l-960, about 1,/3 of the aggregate out'put of
the economy \{as accounted for by the traditional export
sectors. The traditional entrepot trade included: trading
function of buying and. se1ling, storage and bulk-breaking,
also slight.Iy sophisticated services as grading, financing
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shippingn ship bunkering, processíng and refining of crude
raw materials and the servicing of British military operations.
Table 2¿ 1959 Gross Domestic Product - Singapore
Sector

$Million

B of Total

Agriculture & Fishing
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0

6.2
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L70 "2

8.7

40.3

2"0

5.5

2"3
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Utilities (electricity,
water, gas)
Entrepot Trade
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TB.
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IIO.4

5"6

27]- "0

13"8
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L.2

477 "0

,A )

L968"0

100.0
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Govet Services

British ltlilitary

Services

Tourism

other Services*
GDP

AT FÀCTOR

COST

B

*Other Services Include: Transportation, Storage, CommunicaLiono Finance and Insurance, Professional
Personal and Business Services"

Source: Dept" of Statistics,

SIpore 1960"

Singaporers position as a trading and commercial

centre dependccl heavíIy on the economic primitiveness of its
hinterland countries (present day Thailand, ItÍalaysia and
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Indonesia). From 1957 howevero many of Singapore¡s prot'ected
and nguaranteed" hinterland began gradually developing local
trade facilities and other entrepot services substituting
Consequentlyo Singapore¡s role as
Singaporers facilities.
trading and entrepot cenLre in S.E, Ãsia was graduall-y
undermined and headed for the inevitable decline.

The pro-

cess was negatively correlated with any rapid economic

transition of the neighbouring countries (i,e. industrialization and self-sufficiency in tertiary sector) "
This inevitable decline v¡as fortunately made more
gradual as the S.E" Asian countries did not achieve rapid
transition during the 1960s which made it possible for
as a vital t.rading and entrepot
centre. Heavy military expenditure committed by Vietnam
and Thailand helped to prolong Singaporers traditional role.
However, it became apparent that these immediate "temporary
aids" could not be depended upon for providing the necessary
stimulus to a sustainable economic growth in the future (i"e"
Singapore to maintain itself

late sixties and after).
By the early sixtieso four sectors contributed to
over 758 of the GDP" They were (a) Trade sector entrepot
trade and domestic trade including restaurants, hotels,
hawker stall-s, sale of agricultural livestock and manufactured
goods, (b) Manufacturing (tight manufacLuring and low value
added), (c) transportation and communication and, (d)
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financial and business services" During the fiftiesu Lhe
trade secLor was the most importantu accounting for over 404
of cDP"
Among these main areas of economic activities in
Singapore, Iocal or domestic capital was channeled into the
trade sector (retail, wholesale, entrepot, real estate, etc.)

"

foreign capital gradualÌy became concentrated on manufacturing and services industries such as banking, communications network, et.c.
Unfortunately unemplolnnent increased rapidly up t'o
1966. Between 1946 and L957, Singapore!s economic growth
was sufficient to absorb the rising labour supply. Rapid
growth in labour supply after 1957 made the unemployed figure
to increase rapidly to 9"2È (53'000) by 1966. In 1957 the
unemployed figure was 4"92 (241000). The main group to be
t^trhereas

affected by unemployment were the newcomers to the labour
market" In 1957, this group represented L/3 or 8'000 of the
unemployed. By 1966, the newcomers represented 549 (29'000)
of the total unemployed. The imptication obviously, was that
the economic Arorvth experienced by Singapore during the 19571966 period was inadequate to absorb the fresh entrant.s to
its labour force making unemployment a serious problem.
Between 1957 and 1966, annual growth rate in real product
was 6.780 yet this rvas only able to induce 1'79 growth in
employment" It became evident that to induce I8 growth in

9B

employment, it. required a 4Z gro!{th in income with the given
economic Structure.

The labour force was gro!.ting at about

3"6t per annum in the sixties" To absorb the labour forcet
the economy had to grow at over I4E if it, were to reduce
unemployment signif icantly, 67
The major economic problem in the mid-sixties for
Singapore was to increase the productivity and employment
simultaneously so as to change the slow economic arowth rate
and reduce unempJ-oyment. The entrepot economy was grad.ually

tosing its importance making it an unlikely contender as a
sector to help absorb the then existing backlog of unemployed
plus future annual labour increments in the economy"
The situation was accentuated by the declaration
of Britain to terminat,e the operation of its military base
in Singapore by I97I" This entailed a further supply of
labour to the existing labour problem plus a potential
reduction in GDP by this sector. Structural transformation
With
became an urgent necessity by the mid and late sixties"
the decline in the entrepot trade and the planned British
withdrawal, alternative sources of crucial foreign exchange
earnings were desperately sought for"
Unfortunately, it.s limited domestic market and
narror{ resource base made Singapore¡s economy heavily dependent on the foreign sector. In Sept.ember 1963, Singapore
att.empted Èo gain a larger economic domestic market through
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political merger with The Federation of Malaysia. The federation initially consisted of West, Malaysia (Peninsula Malaya),
East Malaysia (Sabah and Sarawak from Borneo Island) and
Singapore, But in August 1965, Singapore was forced to leave
the federation (political reasons) and became an independent
sovereign nation republic with its basic economic problems
still

intact.
The authorities without other practical alternatives

geared their development strategy towards industrialization
catering to the export (foreign) market" This attempt to

diversify the economy which depended heavily on the traditional entrepot trade and. service sector would not alter the
dependence on the foreign sector. However, entrepot-manufacturing (light industries) activities entails a reduction in
the fÌuctuat.ions that would otherwise be present in an
exclusively entrepot re-export. trade"
Singaporers per capita
Even during the fifties,
export was much higher than other S"E" Asian countries" As
a relatively urban state, Singapore possessed the advantage
of not inheriting from col-onial-ism a large agricultural
sector rvhich usually has low productivity, high population
pressure and backward technology which together prove to be
the main obstacl-es for general economic development" The
advantage of having a high level of per capiLa exports was
maintained and expanded over the years"

r00

Entrepot-manufacturing involves the import.ation of
raw mateÈiaIs for industrial fabrication whereas entrepot¿rading involves mainly the transhipment role and/or processing of raw materials for re-export without much value

added" The former invariably creates greater economic aains
and would provide a firmer base for future economic arowth.
It is also somewhat less vulnerable to economic fluctuations
to a sheer entrepot-re-export-trade sector"
The transition necessitated the authorities to
The developprovide suitable socio-economic infra-structure.
ment strategy was 'forced" to turn Lowards a concert'ed
industrialization program" A wide range of industrial
incentives were int.roduced for investors (for both foreigners
and loca1s) and simultaneously various schemes to develop
technical- and manageriat skills together with facilities for

when compared

training and disciptining the labour force s¡ere instituted"
The result was the rapid rise in real output in
the late sixties which increased the average growth rate for
the decade (f960-19?0) to 108. The GDP grew from $2r050
million in 1960 to $5,805 miltion by 1970 and to $I9,590
mitlion by 1979" The real per capita income grew rapidly
doubling between 1960 (s $1200) and 1970 (s $2,600) and
reaching an estimated S $6,515 by 1979.68
population growth (natural increase) declined from

3"3t in 1960 to I"7Ê in 1970, dropping to I.2e" by

L979"

r01

Throughout the 1950so population growth rate was high with

an average of 4.8t per year but after L957/58, the rate
started to show a decline" The official policy of population

control began effectively in L96't and birth rat.e has declined
from 37 per thousand in 1960 to L7 per thousand by 1979"
The infant mortality rate at 35 per thousand live births in
1960 dropped to 13 per thousand live births by Lg7g.69
Unemployment declined from 9"22 in 1966 (4"98 in
L957) to 6"1t by 1970 and reached 3"6? by 1978. Labour

absorption increased from an average 1.68 between L957-1966 to
5"68 from 1967-1970 and Lo over 8.48 between 1970-1978. It
is apparent that there was dislocation in the labour market
because of the structural transformation i.e" though active
unemployed (those looking for job and able) were present'

the authorities were forced to increase immigrant labour to
sustain economic growth"
Gross capitat formation particularly in manufacturing and consLruction were uncloubt.edly the main stimulus to
the rapid economic growth achieved. As far back as 196I,
the official policy was to raise as quickly as possible the
ratio of Gross Domestic Fixed Capital Formation to GDP from
a low 148 in the early sixties to 309 by 1970 in real terms"
This ratio has been maintained around 30? in real terms in
the sevenLie="70

L02

Tab1e.3: Labour Force and Employment Estimatesu Singapore

Labour Force

('000 persons)

Employed Persons
( ! 000

persons)

Unemployed Persons

('000 persons)
Unemployed as I of
Iabour force

1947

1957

1966

1970

1978

358

472

577

693

991

na

456

524

651

955.3

na

23

53

42

35.7

na

4"9

9.2

6"1

3"6

Average Annual Rate

of Increase in

Labour Force (8)

2.8

2.3

4.7

6"3

2"8

1"6

5"6

8.4

Average Annual Rate

of Increase in
Employment

Source: Census Reports L947 & 1957; Samp1e Household
Survey Report No. I, 1966. Srpore Pop.
Census 1970 & 1978 "
Capital formation rates are often regarded as an
important general index of the development stage of economies
especially those in transition" Capital formation plays a
crucial role in the growth and diversification of industry
as well as in the modernization of the agricultural sector
(when present) during the transitional stage. Exports and
foreign capital inflow provide foreign exchangre and enhances
savings pot.ential. But if the labour force is to be equipped
wiÈh modern producer goods, they must be converLed into
capital formation.
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A very high level of capital inflow throughout the

Iate sixties and seventies enabled Singapore to raise its
domestic capital formation rate" The large gain in her gross
fixed capital format.ion is consistent with Singaporeis
economic arowth performance.

Inflation rate has been generally low except for
the 2 years 1973 and 1974, when the world oil price increase
had its immediate effect in Singapore¡s economy. The consumer price index increased on an average annuaÌ rate of
about L.2Z between 1960 and 19?0. Between I97I and Lglg,
it r,¡as approximately 2.4e" with the exception of L973/74 period
when price increase averaged over 20e" over the 2 year period"
The price increase was highest in manufacturing and construction industry although the overall (inter-sectoral total)
price increase was l-ess than 5 percentage points over the
entire I0 year period 1961-1970 and 10 percentage point,s
during the 19?O-1979 period.7l
The price stability may be attributed to several
factors" The government was able to restrain wage and
salary increases by introducing extremely restrictive legisÌations to control wage increases and strike activities"
In
fact, the government penetrated into the trade union moveIn
ment which enabled it to apply it.s poÌicies effectively,
addition, the Monetary Authority of Singapore (I.ÍAS) which
controls the money supply of currency tied its supply to
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international reserves which drastically reduced fiduciary
issues. Another restrictive influence on domestic money
supply is the conservative policy of banking system of public
financing to balance annually the receipts and expenditures.
Actually, total money supply increased at a slower rate (8,I8
per annum) than expenditure on gross domestic prod.uct during
the period L96I-I970" As for the period 197I-1979, the total
slightly more than the expenditure
on gross domestic product i"e. L5.72 and 14"88 respect,ively"
Though Singapore has not caught up with Japano it,s
economic growth rate has overtaken other fast growing
economies such as those of Hong Kong, Taiwan and S" Korea"
Together with the population growth rate decline, Singaporers
economic growth assisted by manufacturing and the tert,iary
industries (including the t.ravel,/aviation industries) have
led the repubLic to achieve two digit growth rates in the
money supply increased

seventies

"

Structural Change 1960-I970; 1971-I979
AII sectors grew on 1960-1970 and 1970-I979 periods
with the exception of the military sector (related to British
military withdrawal) Tab1es 4 & 5" The largest contribution
to output growth was made by Lhe manufacturing sector in
both periocìs. By I970u this sector was second only to the
Trade Sector in the overall sectoraf distribution in the GDP"

GDp

truction
Trade¡ wholesale retall
Rest. ltotels
Entrepot Trade
Domestic Trade
Transport & Comn.
Servíces Financial

TOTÀL

Add:

TñMrf

.0 3t.7

4

5.6

1968.0

477.0 24.2
24.o la

21I.0 r3.8

IIO.

84.6

370.0 I8.8
254.0 I2-9

624

5
O

.3

t

3330.7

146-31

51.71

I

I

7r.el

480.6

QO t

169.7

275.6
4

.4

)a

14

2.7

13.
B

43Is.0

121-r

71.3

128.

I

I

1960

3.0

?a

13 .4

509.4 11.

137.0

211.

366.4

475.1

tI.0

6.8

2.7

359.8 10.8

.2
397.0
TT7

769.7 l-7.8

1

2.8

t

I286.4 29.9

5.9

t2

L4.7

I21.3

I968

961.7 29.O

78.4
187.0

52I.6 I6.0

t0I.
II.

1966

Source: Yearbook of Statisttc6 srpore _ varÍoua years
W.f. Abraham and peter C.K. Tan, pp. 42_49.

ñr!+ { aa

Less: Imputed Bank
Service Charge

Tourism (Net)

Public Àdmlnstratlon
British Uilitary Service
Other Services

Ownership of Dwel1tng

and Business

Cons

2.3

45.5
40.3

6.2
8.7

0

t

I70.2

121.

19 59

a

2.3

I

s.5

2.6

I

- 4

2

4.3

9.0

. I979.

5804.9

I75

Lt0.

249.0

519.9

815.8 r4.1

629.8 I0.

1639.2 28.2

149.1
692.0

1186.5 20.4

19.8

t34.6

t97

5

2

2.3
7.4

22.7

2.0

q

3

.2

8155.8

195.?

15s.1

347

624.r
4.3

7.6

r232.3 rs.1

924.8 r1.

2067 .2 25.3

185.0
929.3

I8s3.

28.5

L97 2

160.6

By fn¿lustry, Selected years Sectoral Shares ln Tota1 Output MilLion Dol_lars

Quarrying
Manufacturing
Utilities:
cas,
electrlcity, water

Agrl 6 Fl-shing

Table 4:

.6

1.8
7.4

24

.27

1.8

t

I ,.runr.,

1

t. )
223 -

34

633.7

758,5

5.0

6.0

1833.8 14.6

1338.0 10.7

3s88.3 28.6

929.3

23I.6

3084.6

229.3
33.6

1974
s

.9 5.4

.4

L4575.2

260-A

467

749.5 5.1

929

2088.8 I4.3

1?9s.s I2.3

3815.2 26.2

2s6.8 1.8
56 .2
.4
36r1.5 24.8
273.1 r.9
1205.1 8.3

1976

)

1.5

26

.4

6.4

I.9

.2

17569,3

3{0.2

600.7

96L.7

957

5.4

2423.8 13.8

2456 .4 14 .0

4631.0

339.5

Lt22.2

4620.9 26.3

273.7
38.4

t

38.

I
.4

6.2

.8
2.0

27

)

1.3

19589.7

L¡

H

.9
355-3

77

L096.2

r

3

5.6

5

.4 14.0

1048.

21 43

2643.4 13.5

5070.7 26.0

1225

402.7

54

294.0
44.3

1979

&

&

"4

100"0

7.2

7

30 " 7
g

9"8

4.8

24 "5

13.0

r1"

9"5

100.0

1.5

5.9

2L"0

8"0

0.3

2l."6

9.2

?o

5"7

I00"0

13.0

8.8

39 " B

13.9

15"9

30.8

16"g

16"0

18"7

1r.

2

14"g

26.8

13"8

16"5

10"6

8.3

r8.3

I3"I

8.1

14"g

6.5

For both sectorsryears computed are as follows: 1964-67:. L967-70, 1964-70"
Source: Yearbook of Statistics
S rpore - Various Years
& W"I" Abraham and Peter C.K. Îan, Pp. 42-48,

Sectors

trade
All Economic

Entrepot,

Tourism

Services*

Business

Financial

Communication*

Trade
Transport

8.9

22 "B

L7 "7

9"3

14.2

7"L

8"4

1g"g

20.0

L2"4

13"1

7"7

bution Grov¡th bution Growth bution Growth Growth Growth Growth Growth
Rate
Rate
Rate Rate Rate Rate Rate
?tr
Agri & Fishing 0"7
1.7
I"5
2"4
1.0
3"6
1. 35
I"1
2"5
Construction
19"5
6 "6
19"5
19.6
7"0
6"2
7"2
5.0
6"0
"05
Manufacturing 24"9
L7 "g
25.0
17"0
24 "6
20"1
14"3
r0"7
13"5
L2 "4

Change

1960/70 Change L960/67 Change L967/70 1970/74 L975/79 1977/79 L970/79
7 ]¡ears
4 ]¡rs. 5 yrs" 2 yrs" 9 yrs"
l-0 years
3 years
ã Age Average 3 Age Average åAge Average Average Average Aieráge Ãieiage
Contri- Annual Contri- Ànnual Contri- Annual- Annual Annual Annual Annual

Table 5: Main Sectoral Contribution to Economic Growth (1968 prices)
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Since then, it has maintained its position (or improved its

relative position) as the second most important secLor in the
economy"

Above average growth rates were observed in the

1960-I970 period in the following sectors:

tourism, construction, manufacturing, financial- and business services, transportation and communication in that order" The trade sector
grew at an above average growth rate between L967-L973"
Though all sectors grev¡ during the seventies, only manufacturing, tourism, transportation and communications and
financial and business services sectors were growing consistently at an above average growth rate. In fact, even the
financial and business services sector grew slightly below
the average rate between L975-L979 period (Tabl-e 5) "
Singapore pursued an aggressive industrialization

strategy d.uring the second half of the sixties and seventies.
As a result, the high consistent growth rate in this sector
made it the leading growth sector in the economy which
enabled the authorities to achieve the dual objectives of
rapid economic growth and full employment.
The construction industry grelü in size and relative
share in the 1960-1970 period which enabled the government
to expand employment opportunities through short-term
policies such as: large-scale land reclamation, urban renewal,
building of satellite towns, etc. This also assisted the
economy to increase rapidly its ratio of Gross Domestic Fixed
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Capital Formation to cDP to about 30e in real terms by 1970
and after"
Although the earnings from the provision of entrepot
services were stagnant until L967, the economy benefitted
from several transitional forces which contributed to the
increase in foreign trade" E.g" end of the Indonesian Trade
boycott era, disruption of diplomatic relations between
Indonesia and China, greater American involvement in Vietnam
and the tremendous expansion in world trade from the late
sixties. Fortunately, these external events had strengthened
the weakening entrepot trade sector during this period."
Furthermore, the domestic demand for goods and services have
been increasing continuously throughout the two decades,
although the rel-ative share of private consumption expenditure
has declined.. The relative share had dropped from a high of
85Ê in the early sixties to about 64?" by L979 (table 6) "
This increase in absolute demand for goods and services can
be explained by the increase in the per capita income and
the rapid. increase in population (rab1e 7) " Growth in both
aspects encouraged demand for goods and. also such services as

health, education, public utilities,
etc"
I'trhen the contributions of the various industrial
groupings are analyzed, a few major structural changes are
apparent. Ilanufacturing and tourism sectors increased their
contributions in the sixties together rvith construction,

Consumption

449

L0.48

353

IO.4B

73.68

318 0

315

672

I2"0t

3873

69"4r

5580

1970

815

12"58

891

67.62

4

7I20

L97 2

941

11.19

553 3
65. 58

8445

L97 4

o o,

10 r5
10.78

115
64 "72
6

9 447

L97 6

Source: W"I" Abraham and Peter C.K. Tan, lttal-ayan

I03

284

2650
78 "24

2382

4

1968

GNP (S$

)

Indigenous

Per Capita

( | ooo)

Singapore

Pop. of

Year

r65
r

66

167

source:

2

r

6g

r70

2

172

5

173

110 2L47 218

t7L

218 9 2405 27 6L 320 6 3849

013 2043 2075

t 68

r75

B

176

,77

668

0

r

78

10"48

1263

63"48

7

1209

L979

Pg" 42-48"

L252
11. 3g

64 "22

7IL2

11074

197

t7g

514

B

5574 5989 6515

singapore"

449t 4798

22L9 2250 2278 230 B 2334 2363

174

Yearbook of statist,ics" Dept. of statistics"
Various years and population Census 1970.

LB42 18B7 1935 1978

L964

Table 7 z Population & Per Capita Income, Singapore (Current Dollars)

Expenditure

Government
Consumption

Expenditure

3388

L966

843

2836

Total
expenditure
on GDP

Private

L964

Year

Table 6: Private and Government. Expenditure on Gross Domestic Product (1968 Prices)
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government serviceso financial and business serviceso trans-

port and communications. The trade sector however, maintained
its prime position. ConLributÍons from agriculture' entrepot
trade (besides the termination of British military services
by 197I) decl-ined through the late sixties and seventies. By
1979, the manufacturing sector almost equalled the proportion
of the trade sector and predictably it can be expected to be
the major sector in the eighties. By mid-seventieso the
major growth vehicles in the economy klere manufacturing,
tourism, financial and business services and transportation
and communications. sectors" Although other secLors grew as
weIl, they were less dynamic"
l{hen combined with the aviation industry, tourism has
overtaken al-I the other sectors, incÌuding manufacturing as
the most dynamic growth sector in Singapore¡s economy.
As noted earlier, Singaporers economy has been
traditionally strongly influenced by external trade" As a
result, Singaporets foreign trade ratio has been high. It
v¡as close to 3 in the early fifties,
reflecting a heavy
dependence of the economy on external trade.* However, by
1970 it had dropped. to 0"98" This is still quite high when
,

.72

*Foreign Trade Ratio = ,!"I=* *l
i " e " The ratio of Aggregat.e
(cNP+ m)
exports (x) plus imports (M) to national income or Product
cNP plus Irnports "
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to other countries e"g" West. Malaysia 0"6; Hong Kong
0"8; Japan 0"3 and U"S.A, 0.I. In L9790 Lhe foreign trade
ratio rose to L.2 due to various economic and political changes
in the world and regional economies. The fact is that the
foreign trade has been an important determinant of economic
growth and fluctuation in the island.rs economy"
Untit 197I, re-exports (transhipment trade) was the
major component of the export trade in Singaporers economy"
Since L972, domestic exports have become the major proportion
of total export trade, while the re-export secLor have not
grown as rapidly (Table 8).
compared

Table B" Exports (uillion

Year TotalExports

$) Singapore

Domestic Per
Exports cent(%)

Re-Exports

Per
cent (8 )

l_969

4r740"7

rr675"5

35"3

3r065"2

64 "7

1970

4r755"8

L,832 "2

38 " 5

61" 5

19 71

5r371-"3

2,373.4

Â.Á,

)

2,923 "6
2,997 "9

1973

Brg06"8

4

r4L2"2

49.5

4 r494 "6

50.5

1975

]-2,7 57 " g

7 r540 .4

s9.1

5,2L7 "5

40"9

L977

20r090.3

1r,65r"8

58"0

8,438"5

42 "0

197B

22,985.5

13,226.2

58"0

9,759,3

42 "0

l-979

30r940.I

18,200"4

58"B

12,7 39 " 7

L1 )

Source: Yearbook of Trade Statistics Singapore,
various years"

55.8

tL2

(a) Manufacturing
The growth in manufacturing can be said to have had

the most dynamic infl-uence on Singapore!s economic history
during the last two decades" During the industrialization
period, two characteristics are apparent" Firstly, the value
added rose at a faster rate than employment resulting in
increased prod.uctivity i"e" gain in output per worker. In a
study by Foong Yin Koh, it was noted that output per worker
increased in every industrial group except textiles,

apparel

and leather between 1960 and I970o A fo1low-up study showed

that in the seventies, these groups also joined other manufacturing secLors in producLivity growth. The obvious reason
for these specific industries to have had a lower productivity
increase earlier was because the textile, apparel and leather
industries rvere established in the late sixties which meant
that during this period, they were at the initial low point
of the earners curve.
The second characteristic shows that the gains in
productivity were not matched by wage increases. This implies
that profits or returns to capital increased more rapidly
than labour share. A1lowing a 1"53 annual increase in living
cost in 1960-L970 period and a 3* increase in 1970-L979
period (with the exception of L973-L974, when inflation
averaged al-most 218) real wages rose less rapidly than value
added in every industrial

group except in the beverage
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Growth in Singapore¡s Manufacturing Industries
(Average Percent Growth)

Table 9:

Manufacturing Industries

Value Direct
Output Added Exports

All Manufacturing
(

le 60-19

70 )

70-197e

)

-ment

23 "6

22.6

24 "9

16.

25 "9

25 "0

29 "2

18 " 6

AIl Manufacturing
( 19

Employ

Wages

0

19.5

2L.3

Souree: Dept" of Statistics" Census of fndustrial
Productiono 1960, 1970,1975' L97B and L979"
rose higher than value added" Incidentallyn this is also the only category to show a decline in

category where

export

\^¡agfes

sa1es"

As Singaporers economy is dominated by foreign capi-

ta1 in the manufacturing sector, what this implies is that
a larger share of the increasing output has been siphoned off
to the foreign sector. In the early sixties, industrialgrowth was dependent on the expansion of the domestic market.
Import-substitution industries grew with the aid of governmenL tariffs and quotas" In fact total domestic sales of
industrial product made up 648 and 70å of gross sales in
1960 and L967 respectively. Despite generous fiscal incentives, attempts to attract foreign capital was limited during
this early period" I{hen various experiments of political
mergers with Malaysia, etc. failed,

the limited growth

potential in production for the domestic market became clear.
Major difficulties were encountered rvhen attempts were made
at entering into the international market.
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By 1967, the authorities were o'forced" Lo concentrate

on export-promotion. Extra incentives were provided through
the "Economic Incentives Expansion Act" to attract export-

oriented industries"
A few examples include:
(i) tax exemption on increased income resulting
from the expansion of productive capacity'
(ii) double reduction of allowances on overseas
sales promotion expenses, and
(iii) tax concessions on interest liabilities
arising from foreign loans utilized for the
purchase of productive equipment as weII as on
payments for foreign royaltiesn technical
assistance, research and development.
Consequently, firms which had relevant know-how and
established marketing channels from DCS were attracted. Since
L967 and particularly among new industries, a larger proportion of production were meant for foreign markets" Between
1960 and 1966, industrial exports had an average growth rate
of about IBt per annum" Between 1-967 and 1970 industrial
exports increased at an unprecedented annual rat.e of 449"
getween 1970-1974, the average annual growth rate was over
36t which then dropped to 252 during the J-975-L979 period"
In fact, in 1975 a negat.ive growth rate was observed for the
first time since the early sixties" Development of overseas
markets (DcS especially) were crucial for maintaining the
rapid grorvth rate of the manufacturing sector in the seventies"
During this decade the developed countries (as weII as others)

1I5

protectionist in their trade policies making it
all the more difficutt for Singapore to penetrate effectively.
Capital per worker employed in manufacturing industries rose from $61700 in 1960 to $81900 in L967 and to
11r200 by 1972" This implies that most of the new manufacturing industries required less labour and used production
methods which were capital intensive. (Between 1960 and
L972, a study shows that there was an increase in the capitalemployment coefficient in every industry except in Lhe
became more

beverage and paper categories)

"

The net increase in empl-oyment between 1960 and
1967 in the manufacturing sector was less than 3Ir000" This
was only slightly

more than the net addition of l-abour supply

per year during the period"
In 1968, a strict labour legislation was introduced
which curtailed. vrage increases and increased industrial work
hours" Despite high unemploymenL in l-967 n rising wages and
lndustrial disruptions (strikes and slowdowns) proved to be
a strong disincentive to potential private investment (both
local and foreign) which necessiLated some government intervention"
The Employment Act of t968 stipulated a standard
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hour workweek, reduction of annual paid public holidays to

l-I days from 16, reduction of sick leave provisions from
28 to 14 days, strict control of overtime work. Amend.ments

tI6

to the Industrial Relation J\ct effectively reduced the power
of labour unions, brought collective bargaining under supervision and made industrial arbitration compulsory"
Perhaps at the expense of labour!s d.iscontent with
wage-freezet extended work hours, etc., the rate of expansion
in industrial exports rose rapidly from 17"59 in 1966-67 to
over 572 in 1968 and remained relatively high throughout the
seventies. Employment in manufacturing industries increased
by 681000 from 1968 to 1970 (3 year period). This was over
twice the number of total jobs created by this sector during
the 1960-1967 (l years) period which was 31r000.
Total foreign investment in manufacturing industries
increased. at an annual rate of 462 from 1968 to 1970 (S year
period) " Foreign capital outflow from Hong Kong and Indonesia
flowed irto Sinqapore and contributed to the expansion in
industrial activity in 1968 and 1969" The major foreign
capital came from U"S., i{estern Europe (U.K., Netherlands,
Switzerland and l{est Germany) and Japan enabling rapid growth

in manufacturing industries" From 1970-:.979 | foreign investment into Singapore has been growing at an annual growth
rate of 20.4s in real terms (at 27.22 in nominal tet*=).73
Between 1965-1978, Singapore attempted (and succeeded)

to overcome the unempLoyment problem by attracting manufacturing and other investments of almost any kind. Transnational
(I\íNCS) were encouraged to invest extensively" Vlages were
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deliberately kept down to allow low-va1ue added industries
using lots of cheap labour to operate at large profit levels,
obviously at the expense of potential labour share.
Unlike many other s"E" Asian countries who insisted
on some local participation in new ventures, Singapore
allowed foreign subsidiaries to be established freely in
Today transnationals
almost all areas of economic activity.
are expanding at a much slower pace as their optimism is
t.empered by protectionist sentiments in the old industrialized
countries. In the last decade the transnationals (MNCS) in
fact dominated Singapore!s two-digit growth experience. This
foreign source could no longer continue as the DCS from where
the transnationals originate, have been plagued by long-term
economic problems of their

o\^In.

Between 1973 and L976, evidently there was a decline

in real terms of investment commitments particularly foreign
investments in Singapore" This prompted the government to
reconsider the economic strategy" The main channel through
which the thrust of future economic growth for Singapore
cannot be depended solely upon the manufacturing sector.
Transportation and communication, financial and business
services and travel sectors seem to be other contenders in
the future as can be seen in their growth during the last
decade. Ilorvever, this is not to say that manufacturing is
less important" It is undoubtedly the major component of

ITB

Singaporets

GDP

both at present and will be in the future.

This argument also applies to its contribution to emplolrment

opportunities.
But due to the rising labour costs and growing
protectionism in overseas markets, the manufacturing sector
is finding itself in a tight situation even to maintain
an annual growth rate in output of 6 to B percent. This is
the range the planners have suggested for the whole economy
in the next few years" In the four years L974-L977, value
added in manufacturing increased by 252, or less than 6Z annual
compound growth" On the other hand, the transportation,
storage and travel sectors which accounted for L6"62 of GDP
in 1977 had its value added grown by 462 during the same 4
year period" Its importance becomes greater, if account is
taken of the value added by restaurants and hotels which are
included separat.ely under "wholesale and retail trade,
restaurants and hoteln category"
According to GDP figures, nthe wholesal-e and retail
trade, restaurants" sector had declined since 1-974 from 29.52
of GDP to 26.4t in 1978" However, movements of goodso
vessels, aircrafts and tourists have been continuously on the
increase implying that the transportat.ion and travel sectors
aFê assuming greater role in the economy" These sectors

together have grorvn from 13.7% of
..,
1978. '"
A

GDP

in )-974 to L7"52 in
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(b) AgriculLure
Agriculture sector assumes a minor role in the
economy. It is basically due to the scarcity of land hence
the nation lacks a rural agricultural base"
I.Iatura1 resources are very limited given the limitation in land area - 226 sguare miles. The greatest impact of
commercial and urban growth has been on agricultural land"
The limited land has to compete increasingly with the 3
different sectors of the economy. Generally the 3 sectors
also divid.e the total land area i.e. commercial, industrialand agricultural sectors" Evidently the agricuÌtural sector
is gradually losíng ground in as far as land area j-s concerned" Various areas forrnerly in agricultural use are
giving way to industrial and commercial developments" OnIy
a small proportion of the land area is under farming.
Tab1e I0"

Proportion of Fishing & Agriculture in Singaporers
GDP.

Year
19 59
19 64

1965
1966
]-967
1968
19 69

1970
19 71

Percent of

GDP

Year

6"I

]-972
1973

3.0

1975

3"0
2"9
2"8
2.8
2"6
t?

L97 4
L97 6

L977
1978

L979

Percent of

cDP

2.0
2"L

t"B

r.9

1"8
1.8

r"6
1"5

2"3

Source: Yearbook of Statistics Srpore, Dept." of
Statistics
various years.
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that may be used as
inputs into its manufacturing industry" Though tin-ore is
commercially exploited, it is far from plenty. Most of t'he
quantit.ies locat.ed are not commercially viable for further
expì-oitation. Even rubber plantations and forestry resources
are very linited and with the encroachment of commercial and
manufacturing sectors into the forest areasr more and more
forest lands are being transformed for these purposes. There
has been public concern over the issue of deforestation and
Singapore has litt1e'resources

its possible ecological effects.
The very few farms that exist are mainly small j-n
síze, seldom exceeding 5 to 10 acres. These small farmers
(often part-timers) produce mainly cash crops such as vegetables, root crops, beans, etc.
Consequently, the agricultural sector has been small
and employment in this sector has been quit,e insignificant"
In fact, both the relative size of the agricultural sector
and employment in this sector have declined in proportion
and in importance. In the early sixties over I50 km (L/4 of
the land area) was under cultivation and farming" Today,
total cultivated land is about 90 km (Iess than l/6 of total
land. area of 586 sq" km") " ¡fore than 508 of which are
planted with rubber and coconuts" The output and prices of
both rubber and coconut have been declining in the last
decade" As the pace of industrialization and urbanization
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conLinues to increase rapidryo it is pushing the lirnit,ed

cuLtivat,ed land to marginal areas.
Todayo intensive vegetable cultivation,

pig

and

poulLry farming are other major agricultural produce.
AlË.hough the totar proport,ion of rand area under agricul-ture
and its percentage labour force has decrined.o agricurtural
output has been increasing quite consist.entJ-y though moderately. Àpparently, this implies a gain in productivity in
this sector. This has been achieved by the increasing use of
sophisticated techniques (e.g" hydroponics) and by emphasis
on more rand-intensive agricurtural pursuits. Great.er
emphasis on hydroponic farming (particularly vertical hydroponic system) wherever possible has proved to increase yield
per unit area" Caul-iflower, broccoli, soybeann cantelope,
leafy vegetabres, rettuceo cabbage, etc. are some exampres of
produce in this farming method.
Singapore is self-sufficient in porku poultry meat
and eggs" Fresh vegetabres and fish vrere produced at 36,6*
and 26"59 of locar consumption need respectivery. Recently
some of these products have been exported e.g" in L97B/L979
over B million eggs were exported (total production was 405
million eggs) .75
The farm population is about 150,000 or about. 7t of
the total- popuration. rt is estimated that 26 î3oo furl time
and 13r600 part-time jobs are provided by the farming sector
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in the economy in 1978 "
Rural poverty does not exist due strongly to the
fact t.hat members of the small family farms are employed in
other industries. Ivlost are only engaged in agricultural
production on a part-time basis, There is no apparenÈ ruralurban income disparity as such because in the farming areas,
modern infrastructures and social amenities (e"g" public
utilities,
transport and communications, markets, heal-th and
education) are provided extensively often by governmental or
quasi-governmental organizations
Emphasis on industrial

"

devel-opment and rapid

urbanization, by the government have partly encroached upon
the rural sectors resulting in an overlap of the rural areas
i.e. rural areas have been transformed for urban renewal
purposes leaving only a part. of the former land area for any
rural activities"
Designated intensive pig and pouJ-try farming estates
¿¡d other types of agricultural production have been encouraged
so as to remove hogs (pigs) from catchment areas, i.e.
reservoirs supplying water for consumption. The governmentrs
strategy is to replace part-time farmers by encouraging largescale intensive agricultural enterprise dealing in poultry
and hog farming and market gardening.
Nevertheless, a large proportion of the foodstuff
consumed in Singapore is imported. Import requirements have
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been historically

high given Singaporets narrohr resource base,
An estimate in 1960 based on retained imports and gross
domestic consumption showed that the import content in private
consumption was as high as 609" Gradually, though slowly,
this proportion has declined being assisted by an increasing
domestic contribution in food and light manufactures.
Private wholesalers and retailers (working under free
market conditions) play the important role of importingo
storing and distributing the food imports with the help of
government sponsored development of centralized infra-structural facilities"
Manpower training on agricultural production and distribution especially its technical aspects with
specialized equipment are sponsored by local government and
to a lesser extent by external assistance.
Investment Structure in Singapore

Foreign investment in Singapore has always been an
important (and often predominant) aspect of totar investment

in the economy. There is little doubt thaÈ fiscal incent.ives
such as tax-holidayso prayed a significant role in attracting
foreign investors into Singapore and enhancing their cont.ribution specifically in the industrial (manufacturing) sector.
This includes the tourist industry though relatively to a
lesser extent. There were other factors which encouraged
the foreign investors to invest in Singaporeo i"e" political
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stabilityo ideal geographic locationo cheap but relativel-y
skilled labour force and until 1975, the trade opportunit.ies
opened up by t^he Vietnam War.
The U"S. has been the largest foreign investor with
a total of S $1"45 billion committed, followed by Japan
S $653 million, Netherlands S $5BB million and Britain
S $576 rnil-Iion in 1978" The total foreign gross fixed
investment was over S $4.2 billion in 1978" The annual growth
rate of investments between 1972 and L979 v¡as growing at
the foJ-lowing rates" Tota1 (rea1) investments was growing
at 16"18 and foreign contribution (in real- terms) to investment was growing at 20"48 per annum" In nominal terms,

they v¡ere 22.6* and 27.2È respectively.

Though foreign

commitment grew at a rate of 27È a year, Iocal commiLments

were growing only at a meagre 2"52 per year beLween the

period Lgl2-Lg7g "7 6
Locally generated investment in manufacturing sector
for example has declined substantially" gfith a high dependency on foreign investment, it is difficult
to transform
this status by concentrating exclusively on promoting the
development of l-oca1 investment as a priority"
Besides, it
is also unrealistic to envision a probability of l-ocal investment acting as an economic buffer against a possible large
drop in foreign invesLment in the short-run or at least not

I2s

in the near fuLure" It is also quite realist.ic to suggest. that
the large-sca1e high technology industries are going to be
predominantly foreign owned (or invested). Perhaps the only
area where local investment could assume leadership in the

near future is in the smaller supportive industries which
could constitute the core of local investment efforts"
While the foreign investment into Singapore has been
growing rapidly with occasional slowdown (e.9. 1973-L975

period) in its growthn domest.ic investment has been declining
despite a series of government inspired measures to encourage
it. According to official figures, local investment commitments amounted to S S133 million in 1975 (manufacturing) " In
1976 it dropped to S $69 million and by L977 it reached
S $40 nillion.
In fact local commitments has been declining
since Lgl 3 .77
The main problem in att.empts at encouraging local
investors into manufacturing or other sectors is their
"trader mentalityn " Singaporeans have been successful as
traders which "prohibit.s" them from venturing into ot.her
untried areas or secLors where the rewards or returns may be
guite unpredictable" In addition, loca1 businessmen lack
technol-ogical expertise i"e" among potential local entrepreneurs" Consequently, it is difficul-t for individuals with
only trading experience (wholesale and retail) to move into
other "risky" sectors of the economy. It is also difficult
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to overcome this problem especial-ly in the case of managerial
and technological aspects" The problem is compound.ed by the
availability of many well-paid jobs with foreign owned
companies which lure potential young local entrepreneurs into
the security of a position with an established organization
perhaps unconsciously prolonging the nationrs dependency"
Flopefully this latter problem would in the long-run
provide the experience necessary for the emergence of a local
entrepreneurial class" Given the fact t.hat l-ocal invesLment
leve1s in the manufacturing and other sectors will not rise
very appreciably in the short-run, the opportunities for
potential local entrepreneurs to acquire needed experience
will increase as foreign investment continues to grow. As
the supply of fully trained Singaporeans increasesn the
conditions on which foreign firms can get work permits for
foreign managers, technicians and other senior posts could
be officially tightened accordingly"
If this materializes, than it witl clear one major
obstacle from the path of potential future local invesLments
into the various sectors including manufacturing and service
sectors. ft should be stressed that foreign investment and
ownership has brought benefits to Singapore" Particularly
the capital Singaporeans $¡ere not prepared to and able to
put up for new economic projects as well as for some research
and development purposes even though many decisions are made
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out.side Singapore"

Next to foreign invesLmento direct or indirect,

public investment (state) has been the most decisive factor
in Singapore¡s economic growth" In fact, the extensive
government participation in the private secLor not only made
a d.irect contribution to growth but also created favourable
conditions for privaLe venLures (especially foreign) into
untried activities"
such as in manufacturing which had been
the fastest growing sector and more recently transport-travel
sector and financial and business sectors.
Public sector investment increased more than six
times from S $59 million in 1960 to over $373 mi1J-ion by 1970"
It has played an important role throughout the seventies
often increasing its proportion when private (both foreign
and loca1) invesLments were declining (e.g. during the 19731975 period). Public investment, however, has been kept
within the limits of the government!s financiar resources.
Singaporers foreign exchange and gold reserves valued at
$1I, 473.8 million in 197878 provide a firm base for the
authorities t.o spend the accumulated overseas assets (and/or
proceeds of foreign loans raised on the collateral of t.hese

assets) to finance budget deficits"
Between 1960-I978, rapid GDp growth (especially
between 1960-r970) rvas accompanied by rapid increase in the

rate of capital accumulation (particularly foreign capit.al)
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which rose on an average of 25.62 per year during 1960-1970
and at 22.62 (16"18 in real terms) per year during l97L-L979

period. Foreign capital alone accounted for 27"22 (20"42 in
real terms) annual growth during the 1971-1979 period. Rapid
rise in capital formation which rose from a low level of
13"88 of cDP in 1961-62 to over 30t of cDP in 1970 (in real
terms) " The main force behind the consist.ent high economic
growth rate over the two decades was undoubtedly influenced
by the high rate of capital formation achieved"
Until 1967, the growing public expenditures induced
private investment (mainly those domestically generated)
to increase at a similar rate. But from 1968, greater
contributions have come from foreign capital" By l-970, foreign
capital inflorv into manufacturing industries formed about
half of gross domestic capital formation by the private sector
which was l/3 of total GDCF (Table 11).
Private sector investment in total fixed capital
formation rose from 498 in L966 to over 70Ê by 1970 thanks
to the foreign capital inflow, OId investors increased their
proportion and new foreign invest,ors entered the lucrative
Singapore market" By I97B almost B0g of total private sector
investment were the result of foreign commitmurrt.".79
The public sector gradually increased its role by
directì-y participating in manufacturing and service activities
such as tourism and commercial aviation, through equity
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participation with foreign pioneer manufacturing firms and
hotel construction, banking and tradeo etc" In the sixties,
the role of the public sector was to enhance the productive
capacity of the economy directed at infrastructure construction, providing the social and economic overhead.s for rapid
This entail-ed high
economic expansion and diversification"
capital costs and induced less growth of output during this
transitional period" From I97I onwards, the productive
capacity of the economy increased rapidly with the concentration of investment on d.irectly productive activities.
Perhaps, one reason why public investment has been
quite successful in promoting industrial-ization in Singapore
is that unlike the situation in many other countries (especially DCS), it did not provide a "crowding out' effect" The
economy was hrorking below its full capacity and infrast.ructural investment stimulated rat.her than discouraged private
enterprise" However¡ âs noted earlier, public investmenL has
encouraged private foreign investors but has not helped
effectively to motivate l-ocal entrepreneurs to increase their
investment commitment.s significantly"
The major drawback for Singapore in the long-run is
obviously the result of foreign ownership" Àt present
Singaporers industrial development has become largely an
"offshore manufacturing operation" of the multinational
companies" This branch plant corporations are more effectively
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a means to drain surplus from rather than create it, for
Singapore. This therefore, has prompted (at least in the longrun strategy) the need to direct public finance and investment toward areas which would motivate local entrepreneurship
and encourage locally invested industries or enterprises.
In the short-run however, attention may be focused
on ways in which branch plant.s can gain some independence
without chasing the I4NCS out or buying them back" If a
company is assured some control in product development and
fulI export potential, the impact of branch plants gaining
responsibility for a product (i"e" exportlngfLo Research and
Development as r.¡e11) may be substantially beneficial because

these offshore firms in Singapore become relatively

free to

cultivate local resources of supplies and services enabling
the nation to benefit"
Singapore Labour Force Participation
The principal sources of employment opportunities

in Singapore has been co¡nmerce (trade - both domestic and
external), manufacturing, construction, transport and communication and Finance and Business Services sectors" Agricul-ture
and Fishing and ltfining and Quarrying have declined in
import.ance when employment aspect is considered.
In Table l-34, it can be seen that female participation ratio in employment has increased through time" From a
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mere Il.Bg in 1961 to almost 348 by 1978" The sources of
employment for women seem to be in manufacturing, commerce,

transport and communication and finance and business services
secLor (rable 138). The highest and fastest increase in
female employment has been in the manufacturing secLor"
Among the various component.s of the service sector,
it is evident that, tourism rel-ated services had attracted
female participation which have grown from a small 10"78 in
1961 to over 458 by 1978 (See Table 20) " Restaurants, hotel
industry and other entertainment sectors are often associated
with creating demand for female workers" Consequently, the
increase in this sectorrs growth, partly due to the growth in
tourist trad.e may be attributed to a partial absorption of
female labour supply" But it. is not possibl-e to say that the
growth in this sector may have caused increased female participation because other sectors have also experienced a growth
in female participation rate as can be seen in Tabl-e l2A,
l{a1e workers in this sector have declined in proportion
throughout the period st.udied and in fact a drop in absolute
number is observed in the last trvo years L977 and 1978.
Generally, the unemployment level has been Ìiept
low reaching 3"59 by 1978" Perhaps the vulnerability of the
economy (for higher unemployment) has increased slightly
because of the increased. concentration of employment in the
construction sector which may only be temporary in nature in
the long-runr âs this sector depends heavily on the nature of
capital inflow.
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Tab1e I3A. Labour Force and Employment (Singaporeans OnIy)

Year

Total

Number
Employed

MaIes
Employed

Females
Employed

Percent
Females

6I

109,286

95,109

]-4,L77

13"0

1963

116,966

r01r432

15, 534

r3"3

L965

123,140

105, r21

18,019

L4 "6

L967

L34,707

r11r 664

23,043

17"1

1969

399,48

0

298,664

100, B16

25 "2

1970

443r785

319,500

L24,285

28.0

197l_

467,031

333,007

L34,024

28.7

L97 4

767 t479

517,561

249,9l.8

32"6

1975

7Bl,951

545r834

236,LL7

30 "2

L97 6

B16,go2

558,592

258,310

3r.6

L977

837 r472

566 r 559

270 t9L3

32.4

1978

877,609

583,055

294,554

33"6

19

"

]-97 3

Source: lt{inistrycf Labour Annual Reports
various years.

1961-1978

&

TOTÀL

r33s8
104984

2]-302

8304

r0335

6296

L2387

20958

7170

9377

6258

34263

452

51r

43708

834

11? 4

MaIe

97r

7,3

I.5
26886

44910

IO7 237

13.6

I134

344

23512

r0.2

958

142456

2L.6
L4223

1768

2405

I Total

5

11.

29.0

Fema1e

tÊ

3B

9445

59

340

Female

606

13617
2!344
80693

20376

40814

58197

84259

6510

4096

26544

2168

14.3

253

28.7

33.8

24.2

9.1

ot

4.3

40.9

27

.6

Female

644

Pexnale

1741
1515

MaIe

7I

103634 68648 34986
46703I 333007 ]-34024
13285
L2 .6
91699
Source: Calculated for various selected years from Mini6try of Labour
Ànnual Reports, 196I, 1"971, 1975 e 1978.
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Tourism in Singapore
Throughout the early sixtieso visitor

arrivals were
increasing consistentÌy, But the tourist industry gained importance rapidly by its high growth rate only since 1966. It
was noted that the economy vras undergoing basic structural
changes during the second half of the sixties" Although the
authorities were emphasizing on entre-manufacturing industries
(light manufacturing industries) r this sector did not respond
as expected. Insufficient demand and growing competition
from Japanese, Chinese (taiwan and Hong Kong) and Korean
manufacturers made the transition difficult"

Investors r¡rere
beginning to feel the economic recession. At this time the
tourist industry appeared as an interesting and tempting outlet
for the local frustrated capital"
Business visitorsu military visitors (rest and recreation) and ordinary tourists from the U"S" vrere travelling in
increasing numbers to Taiwan, Hong Kong, Bangkok and Singapore"
This expansion of tourism throughout S"E" Asia coincided with
growing American interest in the region (Vietnam War years) "
Similarly, Japanese tourists followed the growing
Japanese economic interest in S"E" Asia" In addition, with
the ending of the confrontation years (i"e. between Indonesia
and Malaysia) the door was opened for travel between Indonesia
and its neighbour Singapore" This was perhaps the beginning
of the new era because from then on, tourism assumed an
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increasingly important role in the economy of Singapore" Except
for a few international recession yearsu there has been consistently rising number of tourist arrivals into Singapore ever
since. 'However, the proportional composition of the various
foreign nationals has changed through time"
Tourismes contribution to GDP was insignificant in
the early sixties" By 1970 however, it had overtaken several
other sectors in the economy, There is aÌso some evidence to
show that this industry had absorbed a large suppJ-y of labour
in the economy. The industry¡s contribution to GDP is
proportionally less than at least 4 other sectors which
together contributed to almost BLe" of GDP in L979" These
were manufacturing, trade, financial and business services,
transportation and communication" Nevertheless, the tourist,
industryrs phenomenaL consistent growth rate has caused
several analyst.s to suggest that it has potentials in the
future to play a major role as a leading sector in the economy
of Singapore.
Àccording to official statistics, the incoming tourist
figure increased from about 651000 in 1960 to 129,000 in 1966"
Although the average annual grorvth rate was over 10Íl per
annum, it was contributing less than 1"53 to GDP. From 1966
however, the trend in this industry picked momentum and annual
visitor arrivals increased rapidly and reached over 2 million
a year by 1978 "

I3B

Table 14" Visitor Arrivals to Singapore
Year

Number

of Arrivals

Change

? Annua1
in Number Average Change

19 60

65,000

64,000

16"4

1966

I29,000

279 ,7 00

54 "2

1969

408,700

113 000
"

27 "6

1970

52I,

700

1I0,400

2L "2

t

632,I00

150,900

23 "9

L97 2

78 3, 000

20L,7 0a

25 "8

197 3

984,700

I02 n 700

10"4

L97 4

1r087"400

L22

,600

7"5

197 5

l,210,000

111,000

12 "9

197

6

I,32Ir000

186,000

14"1

r977

1, 507,000

540 r224

35"8

l-97I

2 r047 ,224

2ll-,300

L979

2,258 ,524

197

Figures excÌuding peninsuÌa Malysians*
197B

I, B3I,700

324,700

2r.6

L979

2,003,000

171,300

9"4

Source: Annual- Visitor Arrivals 1970 , )-9'73, 1975, L977
and 1979" For 1960 J,A. Wilcock (ed)"
Reading in }lalayan Economics. EasternUniversity
Press. S¡pore 19610 Pg. 73.
*Malaysians embarliing from peninsula Malaysia (road, raiI, sea,
air) \¡¡ere considered domestic tourists until 1978. The change
in figure from L977 to 1978 of 540224 is thus exaggerated by
change in statisticaL approach"
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L97
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7.0
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L4 "2
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Table 15. Visitor Percentage Distribution - Major Countries
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There was rapid increase in visitor

arrivals in the

late sixties" From 1970 to L979 there was an average annual
increase of 16,39, passing the 2 million mark in 1978. The
only major drop in the rate of increase was in the 1973 and
1974 recession years, 1979 had been another int,ernational
recession year and Singapore0s tourist industry also experienced a drop Ín the rat.e of annual increase (Tab1e 14 ) " On
the average, the rate of increase has been I4"5t during the
late seventies (1975-1978 4 years). It is predicted that
by 1982, tourist arrival would exceed 2,4 million per year.80
As for the percentage shareo only Indonesia and Japan
have shown an increase in annual arrivals consistently throughout the period noted. In fact during l97B/L979, the number
of arrivals from all major regions increased" However, the
share of market represented by U"S"/Canada continued to
decline falling to 7"IB of total tourist arrival from 11.08
in 1973" In the late sixties, the Americans were the main
national tourists accounting for more than 25ia of LotaI annual
tourist arrivals. Malaysia, Indonesia and Japan achieved the
highest growth rates in L977/1978 period, i.e. 448, 232 and
t0.BS respectively" In absolute figures, IB4r931 (356e752 in
new statistics) , 369 t2J-5 and 209,27L respectively" Besides
the three, Austrialia/New Zealand is the fourth major tourist
generator with 280r546 (13"7*) of total tourist arrival- into
Singapore"
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These changes occurred although Indonesia devalued

her rupiah which certainly had an adverse effect on that
market as it made it more expensive for Indonesians to travel
to Singapore. In addition Australia changed its commercial
aviation policy which discouraged tourists from U"K" (and
Europe generally) or Àustralia from stopping over at Singapore
by introducing special exclusive flight.s. Such steps would
entail serious economic conséquences as these nations are
al-so Singaporess important, tourist generating countries,
(Discussed later under section Air Transportation. )
Àn interesting characteristic is that the four major
tourist generating countries are all in the Pacific region"
New large tourist inflow have also been observed from Middle
East, Africa and India" ALthough Britain had showed a negative growth rate in the I975-L976 period (together with
Malaysia), from L976/L977 onwards, it has increased her
absolute tourist contribution" Germany is another growing
European market.

Pleasure and vacation visitors to Singapore accounted

for 68.4t of all visitors in the 1978/L979 period" 13"18 hrere
on business visits,
9"79 of the visitors combined business
with pleasure. Of the maín markets, Àustralia generated the
highest percentage of pleasure and vacation visitors (7B"IB)
fol-lowed by Japan (76.7*) and the U.S" (68,2g).81
In 1966, the tourism sector was Singapore¡s fourth
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major foreign exchange earner" By 19700 it had assumed third

place. In 1966, tourist spent, g9l- million in the republic
and business generated by it accounted for about IoB of total
government Lax revenue. Tourist expenditure rose to $250
million in 1969 and by 1978 it reached $9G1"2 millior.82
The main past-time of the tourist.s in Singapore vras
apparentl-y shopping. This comprised approximately 622 of
their money spent. Most of the remaining expenditure was
accounted for hotels (15"6t) , food (ISt) , Iocal t,ransportation
and sightseeing (5"2t) and entert.ainment (2"58), One of
Singapore¡s main att,raction is its sale of duty-free import.ed
. 83
mercnanotse
"

In 1978, tourism¡s contribution to GDp was estímated
at 6"89 (6"38 in L977) i.e. S1r190"4 million minus 98"04
mill-ion (tourism related promotionaln administration and
research expenses) = $IlB2"4 milÌion" It was also indirectly
responsible for a probable 10.28 increase in the trade,

restaurants and hotel =""tor".84
The greatest impact from the tourist boom was felt
in the hoter industry. occupancy rates in the leading hoters
ranged from B5B to over 908, and in the medium-sized hotels,
it was even higher during the 1977/L978 period" It must be
noted hov¡ever that. a boom in hotel construct,ion occurred in
the L972-1973 period in response to an earl-ier hotel room
shortage (i.e" hotel room shortage experienced in 1970-1971
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period) " Apparently too many were constructed which led to
excess capacity in the I973-L974 period" Many hotels were

forced to operate at a low uneconomic occupancy rate. Hotel
managers even began undercutting one another. The government
however stepped in and controlled the expansion rate in the
hotel industry. By late L974, the occupancy rate rose sufficiently high to stimulate further development in the hot,el
ind.ustry. By 1978 the total number of hotel rooms available
increased to Ilr505
this includes new hotels construcLed
as weII as expansions on the existing hotels. The pace of
ner,rr construction and expansion are carefully planned by the
government authorities who have assumed the role of monitering
and controlling its growth in line with the expected demand
increase in the future years. An estimate suggests that by
the end of 1980, hotel rooms would increase to a total of
131500" This move by the authorities has in fact led to a
staggered hotel development program from J-976 so as to avoid
another possible glut of hotel rooms as experienced earlier
in the decade"
Actuallyo the dramatic change in the tourist sector
occurred in the latter half of 196B after considerable debate
among the relevant authorities.
It was then decided to favour
the tourist trade and the government began laying the foundations for the necessary tourist-trade infra-structure and
subsequently the tourist indust.ry was mildly promoted. From
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1969 onwards, there emerged lavish night clubsu cabarets,

exclusive restaurants and other entertainment features. Travel
agencies and social escort services mushroomed with over 250
registered nightclubs and over 75 social escort service
organizations by L974. In 1978 there were 308 licensed travel
agents and I37 social escort
""t.ri""=.85
Private entrepreneurs and the government body STPB
established many tourist attractions such as: ncottageindustry" complexes at the city!s periphery to manufacture
souvenirs; renovation of historical and/or cultural buildings,
"floating" restaurants, cable-car connecting the mainland to
an island "tourist paradise". Over 400 speciallY organized.
tcourteous! taxi-drivers equipped with air-conditioned automobiles were gradually mobilized.
In additiono a Singapore-U"S. joint venture to
develop BaIi (in Indonesia) as part of a regional- tourist netThis was located in the U.S. to allow
work was initiated"
Singapore investors to enjoy the protection of the U.S.
Invest:nent Guarantee Ã,ct against any political hazards.
Subsequently, a regional tourist management training institute
vtas establ-ished in 1969 which gradually expanded and by 1978
it had developed into a major commercial (catering) instituLe
employing over 160 full-time staff.B6
The tourist industry as a whole motivat.ed particularly
the private entrepreneur who invested in profitabLe cabaret.s,
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novelty restaurants, small and medium size hotelsu etc" It
has been estimated that between 1966 and 1970 aloneo almost
S $600 million was invested in the hotel construction sector this includes the private capital- invested in nightclubs,
cabarets, restaurants and other tourist attractiorr="87
One of the main attractions to such investments
undoubtedly is the high profit-rate expected assuming a
reasonabty high rate of occupancy (hotels) and Lurnover. For
instance, it. was estimated that in general the range of
profits expected on issued capital was between l8g to 26È
(before tax) if the occupancy rate stayed between 7OZ to 90å"88
These high profit rates in Singapore were partially
the resulL of 3 factors. Firstlyr âs a government incentive
to the tourist. sector, property taxes for new hotels were in
1970 reduced from 369 to 12t " Secondly, Singapore hotels
often charge high prices (rel-ative to other S.E. Asian
countries) for food, accommodat.ion and services (higher quality
assumed with higher import content). Thirdly, the hotel
industry in Singapore has a relatively low-wage structure.
In most hotels the average v,¡age range from Bt to I3B of total
sales this contrasts with U"S, where the wage range between
38t to 42l. of total =u.1"".89
(i)

Tourism Industry and Balan

There is evidence to show that a growing tourism

industry has tended to help offset the unfavourable balance
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of trade" From L967 to 1978u the excess of current account
imports over exports (trade d.eficit) was increasing significantS-y. During these same yearso tourism receipts were also
rising rapidly" CeÈeris paribuso this obviously should have
had a favourable effect on the balance of payments. It is
Iike1y that this in fact gave more flexibility
to the use of
foreign exchange even though this may have reinforced Èhe
increase in J-ow-wage employment.
Singaporers invisible earning from tourism have been
quite impressive" In 1978o the total earning from foreign
tourism were S $952.6 million (net of promot.ional expenses).
This amount would naturally be higher when transport-fare
payments were to be included (i"e. in Singapore Airlines) "
Tourism accounted for 26t^ of total net invisible earnings
In fact, receipts from the tourist industry
of $3.7 billion.
and the provision of other transportat.ion and services contributed. the largest share to the net service earnings in 1978"90
Given the fact that the income-elasticity coefficient is high for tourism (and. rel-atively lower for other
primary or semi-manufactured export goods in Singapore), it
is reasonable to expect the authorities to emphasize the
development of tourism and its related industry which may
contribut.e to more favourable terms of trade as this industry
assumes a greater role (proportion) in Singaporers export
trade" In addition, there is also the possibility of
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indirect.ly encouraging the local entrepreneurs to venture into
investing in tourism related subsidiary industries thereby
realizing twin objectives. As noted earlierr. the tourist
sector has the advantage of earning foreign exchange directly
(compared to other exports) which is necessary to finance the
process of modernization and importation of goods, services
and. scaree resources in addition to repaying foreign debt.
Tourism may therefore complement the modernization process in
Singapore assuming it. entails relatively lesser import-requirements per dollar of foreign exchange generated than in other
sectors of the economy.
The manufacturing seetor for export in Singapore is
characterized by a large percentage of foreign ownership" In
the case of tourism, although foreign ownership of some services
such as luxury hotels and recreational facilities are inevitab1e, there is the possibility of gaining or encouraging
domestically owned services or facil-ities for tourism related
purposes

"

In the specific case of Singapore, if we introduce
the usual 3 sector model, the growth relationship is quite
different from the usual LDCS strategy" In many LDCS, the
fundamentaÌ growth relationship is seen between the traditional
sector and Lhe modern sector" The foreign sect.or could be
seen as performing a facilitating
rol-e for this modified
relation.9l In this case, the foreign sector by its exports
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and capital flow would provide a source of foreign exchange

which may be utilized

for purchasing capital goods and necessary
inputs" The foreign sector could also contribute by creating
an opportunity to absorb labour and profitsu which may subsequently lead to capital formation through direct or indirect
reinvestment"

fn Singapore, however, the normally usual traditional
sector (i"e" agriculture or farming) is quite unlikely to
be the main vehicl-e for development. fn fact, as far as
Singapore is concerned, its "traditional sector' has been the
entrepot. trade secLor" This traditional sector has been
under tremendous pressure as noted earlier.
It has been found that in several manufacturing
industries, the foreign ownership component may be up to 909
and the top executives and managing personnel are often
foreigners earning high salaries. In the case of tourist
industry there is greater local participation. For example
in the hotel industry, it is estimated that about 728 of the
invesLment is local even though some large hot.els have a far
greater foreign share" On the averâgê¡ the distribution fares
better than many manufacturing concern" In small hotels and
lodges, the percentage share of local capital is over 7BB.
.A,ssuming that the marginal value product for labour
sectorally is equal to the average value product, it is quit.e
likel-y that the transfer of labour from other non-manufacturing

Isl

sector (such as trading) into the tourist sector woul-d
increase the national output." This could then be indirectly
transferred to the manufacturing sector later, where it is
also f-ikely that the output gained from labour transfer would
be higher. It is not feasibl-e in the short-run to attract
labour into the manufacturing sector due to the several
constraints mentioned above" Regulated low-wages and strict
control of labour unions are perhaps the major disincentives
among others" The tourist sector seems to be an attractive
link to the eventual transfer of labour and resources to the
manufacturing sector.
Àccording to a survey made in L977/I978, 578 of the
respondents (tourists) were in the 30-39 age group. The
overall median age viras 37 " B " This is a rel-atively young age
when compared to some other tourist destinations. The
visitors apparently required adult ent.ertainment as there
has been a dramatic increase in the number of casinos and
nightclubs, The visitors spent on the average 5$471 per
person in Singapore and average expenditure per day per
person was S $130.2, The largest spenders were Indonesians,
Australians, Japanese, U"S./Canadians and British in that
order for both L974 and 1978" Visitors on business spent
$683 per person, those on business and vacation, $636; those
on pleasure/vacation spenL S $434 and visitors on transit
spent S $185 per person.
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Distribution of Tourist Expenditure in Sinqapore*
Table lBA.

General Visitor

Type of

Expenditure

Amount S$ Million

Food & Beverage
Shopping

Loca1 Transport
Sight.seeing
Tours

Miscellaneous
TOTAL

l-978

L97 4

I

155,8

16.0

16 "2

98 "7

144"3

15.2

15"0

382"3

572,2

58.9

59"5

29"4

40.4

4"4

4"2

4,6

6.7

o

"'7

0"7

25 "4

38.5

3.9

4.0

5"8

3"8

0"9

0"4

649.3

96L.7

104.

Entertainment/
Recreation

Percent,age of Total

1978

L97 4

Accommodation

(Tourist) ]-974 & 1978

I00.0

100.0

Table tBB" Convention Del-egate Expenditure (I974 e 1978)
Type of

Accommodation

Amount S$ Million

Percentage of Total-

t97

L97

4

Accommoclation

17B2"I

Shopping

1137
5238

Food & Beverage

Local Transport
Sightseeing &
Tours

Entertainment/

Recreation
Miscellaneous
TOTAL

*.A'11

1978
3287 "6

3
"
9
"

206"0

2034.4
9504.7
358"1

l_43"3

24I"8

4

19"9
L2 "7
58. s

1978
20 "2

I2"5

2"3

s8.4
2"2

325"5

1.6

2"0

206"0

406"9
358"1

2"7
2"3

2.7

8955"4

1627 5 "2

100"0

100.0

2"0

Tables derived from: Survey of Overseas Visitor Expenditures
in Singapore. Researeh DeparLment STPB L972, L974, & 1978"
Collies Intnrl Printers
Idea1 Printing & Paper Products

1972, L974 & 1978.
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Table 18C, Per Capita Expenditures on Major Items (1978) "
Type of Expend.iture

General Visitors
(s$)

Convention Delegates
(ss

Accommodation

160"0

320.1

Food & Beverage

lI2.l_

182.2

Shopping

449 "8

833.1

Local Transport

32.0

37"1

Sightseeing Tours

33"I

43.2

Entertainmentr/
Recreation

70.6

93"0

lliscellaneous

59,2

r23 "3

916"8

1632"0

TotaI

)

*Estimates made from a survey conducted on 8572 and 10r683
visitors from various countries respectively,

Table 18D" Visitor Expenditure (1978)

lota1
96I"7 millron
(US$ 443"2 million)

SS

Daily Expenditure

ss

130,2

(us$

60)

Average Amount
Spent Per Visit

s9 470"8
(us$ 2L7)
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Table lBE" Total visitor
L974 & 1978

Expenditure by count,ry of Residents

L974
S$
Million

1978
S$
Million

100.0

L42.3

15,4

New Zeal-and

12"0

l-6.3

Ì"9

1.7

u. s.A"

53"0

53.9

9"2

5.6

CANADA

5"0

5"8

0.8

0"6

Country of

Residence
Àustralia

L974
t Àge
Distribution

1978

I Age
pistribution
14

.8

U. K.

3g.

r

48"I

6"0

5"0

West Germany

I2.5

17"3

1"9

I-"8

.4

I"4

r"5

67 "3

6"1

7"0

qì

Å.

9.3

9"5

I08.9

t72.L

16.8

]-7.g

94 "L

1s5"8

14"s

16 "2

B7"T

I3I"

8

13"4

L3 "7

9"2

19 "2

r"4

2"0

18.6

26.0

2"9

)1

649"3

96t "7

100"0

France

9"2

Other European
Countries

?o

Japan

60 "7

Indonesia
Malaysia

o

Other Countries

in Asia

Other N.E.e.

Throt

Sea

Passengers
TOTAL

14

100"0

Iss

About BOt of the visitors

stayed in hotels

(79 "24l-

and about 19È stayed with relatives and friends (18"68)" ft
was observed that visitors

who came individually spent about,

S S47I per person and those who came in organized groups

spent S ç243 per person. ft is noteworthy that 908 of
organized group¡s expenditure was on shopping, spend.ing
about S S22B per person. As for the cruise visitorsr they
spent abouÈ S $160 per person and S $123 per person per day"

out of which 83,8g or about S $l-34 was spent on shopping"93
Among the various categories of expenditures, shopping is apparently the main attraction in Singapore. This
is in line with the republic!s free-port status ensuring
collection and distribution of truly international items"
Almost 60t of total tourist expenditures are concentrated
on shopping. Although various tourists from different
countries are attracted to different it.ems and articles,
there is a conmon demand for few goods and articles"
The folÌowing items seem to be the most popular in
order of demand. I{earing apparel (tailored and ready made)
constituting over 458 of totaÌ shopping expenditure' transist.ors, cassette-t.ape recorders, stereo sets and other audiovisual items, cameras, lenses, films (photographic-movie
equipments), rvatches (and other sophisticated time pieces)
t.extilesn jewelJ.eryr toys, household goods furniture,
footwear, cosmetics, handbags/watlet.s, handicrafts, "t".94
o
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Apparently several backward linkages may be gained

by the economy due Èo tourist inflow resulting from the
Tables 18À, lBB and 18C
various items demanded by visitors.
above shows approximately the nature of these linkages" The
backward Ìinkage to the agricultural and construction
industries should be strong because there is a large proportion of tourist expenditure spent on food. and accommodation
(hotels) " The demand for handicrafts (assuming locally
produced) creates linkages to small factories, assembly plants
and cottage industries"
The public authorities attempted to centralize

handicraft manufacturing industry by construct.ing a centre
at a cost of over a million dollars which began operation in
L977 (called the Singapore Handicraft Centre). Other public
enterprises related to the tourist industry are: electronic
and electrical products (an assembly-line industry), food
and beverage industry catering for hotels, cabarets and
restaurants" Due to the rapid increase in tourist. arrivals
there has been an increase in demand for government services
streetcleaners,
such as customs officers (and other officials),
policemen, etc" Between 1974-L978, an average annual increase
of approximately l3g is observable in the labour force in
"police and other security employment' (from 47 t69L to
83r59B). Àlthough how many of these jobs v/ere directly the
result of the increase in visitor arrivals isn¡t very clear,
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its influence is ""rtain.95
Three basic feaLures are discernable from the growth
of these tourism-supportive industries quoted above, Firstlyo
these subsidiary industries are readily adaptable to labourintensive technology which therefore woul-d be capital saving
and employment creating" Secondly, they lend themselves to
small-scale production which does not restrict them because
of l-ow l-evels of aggregate demand" Third1y, many of the
production resulting from the backward linkages requires
lesser import (than ¡nanufacturing for instance) which would.
enable the conservation of foreign exchange"
The first feature is quite crucial for Singapore
as foreign investment is its main source of investment in
other sectors" The tourism industry with low capital-labour
ratio (in it.s employment structure) requires labour of low
skill.
In the late sixties and early seventies large numbers
of workers had been readily absorbed from the unemployed
ranks and also from other secLors with little training e.çf.
tour guides, porters, watchmen, waiters, kitchen help,
gardeners, etc. The problem which has been gradually growing
in the mid-seventies is the drastic drop in the unemployment
rate which required. an increased inflow of foreign workers
into the various sectors including the tourism related
industrial sector. At present there is no statistical
evidence to show that the tourist industry is depríving the
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manufacturing or other thriving industries of their labour"

But it is not impossible to forecast such a phenomenon
becoming a major problem in the long-run. Perhaps proper
planning on the part of the relevant authorities could overcome such a potential disadvantage"
Table 19. Foreign lnlorkers in Singapore
TotaI

Year

Employed

L97 4

824,349

1975

833,525

L97 6

870,442

L977

903,935

1978

955,620

Total Foreigners

Malaysians

Numbers

Numbers

58,870
51, 574
53,540
1463
78,011
66

"9

30,062

3"6

6.2

28,L95

3.4

6

6

"2
'7.4

34 nAgL

4"0

42 r9L5

Å. -l

I "2

58,099

6"1

Source: Ministry of Labour. Labour Force
of Singapore, L974-1978"

Survey

Foreign workers are concenLrated on manufacturing,

construction, commerce, transportation and communication
sector, with the former two assuming over 359 of total foreign
workers.

(ii)

Employment and t.he

Hotel Industry

In 1969, the presence of an acute shortage of hotel
rooms was felt by the tourist industry as tourist inflow

1s9

In L969 there were onJ-y 2800 hotel rooms
catering for almost 400r000 visiLors" The government encouraged
the construction of new hotels and introduced various incent.ives
and by 1973 there v¡ere 91400 rooms" flowever, in L974¡ âD
oversupply of rooms caused hotel room rates to drop sharply
and. the occupancy rate dropped to 65t when the break-even point.
in this initial period of hotel operation required at. least a
70t occupancy rate" Once again, the authorities intervened
and began spending on various tourist rel-ated development
Programs. Resort and recreational complexes were constructed
and extensive promotional campaigns vrere encouraged and a nes¡
convention bureau was aLso established to attract potential
international- conventions into the republic. Since then, the
Singapore Tourist Promotion Board (STPB) has made various
increased. rapidly"

at.tempts at attracting international organizations to hol-d

conventions in Singapore with substantial positive results.
The exact number of employment in the tourist industry

is difficult to obtain as most employment are rel-ated to
various sectors and sections of the economy. Until 1970, a
report suggest.s that for the amount of capital invest.ed, the
industry had been a relatively poor contributor to employment
creation" About 351000 jobs are said to have been created by
1970. According to the estimate, it took S$23r000 to create
one job in the hotel industry - this is partially due to the
characteristic of the hotel industry of having a relatively
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low-wage sLructure and a high leve1 of capital intensity per

worker when compared to the manufacturing sector which required

only an estimated S $101000 to create a job" It must however
be noted that at, this early periodu the initial infrastructural
development, costs assumed. quite a high proportion when costs
per job were calcul-ated"
À preliminary estimate has suggested that about
50r150 jobs were rel-ated to the tourist trade in 1978 (both

direct and indirect) " Using this approximation, the tourist
trade employment was 5"78 of total employment" Even though
tourism is not a major contributor to employment, its composition of about 5"72 of the labour force in 1978 fares quite
favourably when compared to its GDP contribut.ion of 5"63. In
1978, colnmerce (26"42 of GDP), transportation and communication
(14"09 of cDP) and financial and. business services (13.88 of
cDP) contributed to a disproportionat.e contribution to employment of 23.4*, 11"8t and 7"0å respectively" Similar1y, con(1"99 of cDP) accounted
struction (6"4t of cDP) and utilities
for 4"3Ê and 1"18 respectively"
Only manufacturing and the less important agriculture
and fishing sectors $lere more conducive to employment than
the tourist sector" I'fanufacturing which accounted for 26"32
of GDP showed an emplolrment level 28 "2+ of total- employment,
The agriculturer/fishing sectors at 1.68 of

to 1"9t of total employment.

GDP

contributed
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In fact the actual contribution of tourism Lo employment is likely to be more than 5"7g because there are several
areas where the tourist trade indirectly influences employment
in other sectors" As far as emplolrment creation is concerned,
the tourist industry fares quite favourabl-y in general.
Table 20"
Year

Some Tourism

Total

MaIe

1961 2624
1971 1sI46
L974 19961
1975 26356
1976 28071
L977 2723J.
1978 312s1
Source:

Related Service Workers*
Female Participation Rate
Some Tourism-Service Sector

FemaIe

2343

89"3

281

10"7

557

63"1

558 9

36"9

l_1899

59"6

8062

40

16506

62.6

9851

37"

17r39

61"

1sI67

6t

9
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*Service workers included are:
(1) Managers and working proprietors catering and
Iodging services.
(2) Housekeeping and related services supervisors.
(3) Cooks, waiters, bartenders and related workêrsn
(4) llaids and related housekeeping service workers

(s) {:i;i:: ;iiå::':"ã":::i:ì ""="o,r services.

One major problem emerges when

the foreign component
of this industry is analyzed" The hotel industry shows a
concentration of foreigners in the higher level of administration

L62

and management. In L97L, among the number of work permit,s
appì-ied for and issued by the manpower authorities, almost

35t \,ìrere for applicants as ad.ministrators and managers, chief
chefs, technical- experts, etc.
Tabre 2r., Degree of Labour specialization - singapore hoter
of I00-l-50 rooms,

Class
Top Level Administration

percentage of Tota1
2"5

Supervision and $fanagement

6"5

Specialized

40"0

Non-specialized

sI"0
100"0

TOTAL

Source:

STPB Research Dept

Pg" 49-55.

"

L97

6 Chapt.er

3

,

out of the total number of higher level administraLors,
approximately B0g were foreigners in lgTL/72 period" It is
encouraging to note that by 1977/78 periodo this figure
has dropped to under 459 (43"88). Nevertheless the percentage is higher in many luxury hotels where it could still be
as high as 65Ë or orr"r,96 This impJ-ies that substantial
benefits that accrue are removed by foreigners reading to a
drop in net benefits gained by the local population" A high
proportion of Singaporeans (and to a l-esser extent Malaysians)
are engaged in the lower level or medium level employments
in the hotel indusLryr e.9. supervisors, superintendents,
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technicians, general maintenance, etc. However, the percentage of top leve1 employment engaged by Singaporeans are
increasing though at a slow rate. The reÌevant authorit.ies
have hastened the local administrative substitution process
by introducing hotel management school which has grown in
size and quality" In the long-run this can be expected to
remedy the situation partially particularly in the mediumsized hotels in the republic"
Similar to the other industries" due to labour shortage in Singaporeo the hotel and catering industry has been
attracting substantial foreign labour especially Malaysians,
Whilst foreigners from DCS are attracted Lo management and
administrative posts (often sponsored by the huge hotel chains)
foreigners from other S.E. Asian countries and even as far
av¡ay as Sri Lanka are attracted to the lower-leve1 menial
jobs" Singaporeans generally work on intermediate jobs.
This suggests that a considerable amount of income in the
form of remuneration are renoved from the economy by foreigners,
through the higher and lower echelons in the industry.
Table 22 shows the various statistics for the hotel,
lodging, boarding houses and restaurants. Among the hotels,
45 luxury hotels are included in a total of 1I0, i"e" with
rooms of 100 and over. Out of which, 25 hotels have rooms
of 201 or more. These are the main foreign hotels owned by
foreign multinationals" 65 hotels with less than I00 rooms
per hotel have a higher percentage of local ownership being

&

Houses

Boarding
(e1s)

7"I

L2,7 60

116.0

BL,4
13,675

B3 " 7

96 "2

55.4

91" 3

Tota]

Cost

7

7"8

16"8

16.

40.5

Purchases
Sold

33"4

26 "7

27 "7

19"6

eration

Remun-

Operation Cost
uost, ot

7

42.4

51"

5r"6

31.1

Others

16.3

3"8

4"0

8"7

(s)

57"5

47 "g

49"0

38"7

(B)

Percent
Operation Value
Surplus
Added

Source: Report on the Census of Wholesale and Retail Trades, Restaurants
and Hotel-s 1978 (By photo plates Pte Ltd" Sopore) - June 1979 "

58

I10

Hotels

Lodging and
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36,639

L2 "7

(Averaqe)

(llumber)
2885

Employment

Establísh-

ments

Houses

& Boarding

Hotels/Lodging

IIoteIs (Total)

Restaurants

Table 22"

Þ

ts
o'l

t6s

negatively related to the size of the hotel-" 10 hotels with
rooms between 50-100 have an average local ownership of 659
and 35t foreign. Small-er lodging and boarding houses have
over 909 of local ownership" Though complet.e details are not
available, the total operating costs for Ìarger hotels constitutes over 968 of turnover with less than 4E operating
surplus compared to 83.78 and 16"38 for the smaller lodging
and boarding houses respectively.
The cost of materials used and remuneration, accounted
for 16"8t and. 26"7* whilst in the smaller hotels, it was
7.8t and 33"49 respectiveJ-y. In the category "others* where
the profit rate is possibly hiddeno there is also a noticeable difference betv¡een the two groups. The larger hotels
have almost 52?. in this cost sub-section whereas the smaller
hotels have slightly less than 438. Perhaps the implication
could be that a higher percentage of profit in the large
foreign hotels with over 20L rooms each are probably removed
out of Singapore" Statístically it is certain that they
associate higher costs to their cost details" However, as
specific data is not available, the suggestion that foreign
hotels may extract profits (large) from Singapore is only a
speculation.
consider the value added in the two groups,
the smaller hoters and inns group fares far better than the
When r^¡e

3-arger hotels with 58t and 4Bt respect.ively"
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Àccording to a study made by the wholesale and retail

trades, restaurant,s and hotels department, it was estimated
that for every do1lar (foreign exchange) worth of food sold
to the tourist, 50 cents is gross profito 35 cents the cost
of local material (preparation included) leaving t5 cents to
leak out of the economy in foreign exchange" Hence 85 cents
is retailed. in foreign exchange" This, however, is an averagie,
the percentage J-eaving the economy increases rapidly with
the size of the hotel concerned, i"e" Iuxury hotels import
more delicacies involving a higher foreign exchange leakage
often over 40S in some cases,
Beer is brewed locally (with head office in Malaysia).
The import content is restricted to ingredients for the beer
production which had been estimated at 30 cents per dollar.
As for liquor, for every dollar worth of I-iquor sold, 45 cents
is gross profit leaving 35 cenLs to flow out as foreign
exchange leakage and 20 cents as Comestic tax" In the lat.e
sixties and early seventies when American tourists tvere an
important component of vÍsitor arrivals, it was unfortunate
that their demand for liquor or even beer were for imported
brands leaving the economy with less foreign exchange than
otherwise could have been possible" gut by L977/I978 period,
Indonesians, Malaysians and Japanese seem to be demanding
locally brewed I'reer for their consumption which is a beneficial change for Singapore" European liquor is still the
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main drink demanded in the major hotels.

No comparative loeal

or regional substitution in this area is present, making it
an almost permanent feature now and perhaps in the future.
IL The World Tourist Organizat.ion (WTO) estimates that
a minimum of 40* of gross hotel revenue goes to pay for
imports, interests and profits if the hotel is foreign-owned,
and that the figure can run as high as 75t or more.-l
J"
Besid.es the contents used in the tourist industry,
foreign exchange leakage is further accentuated by the
governmentl various incentives for luring potential investors,
For exampÌe in Singapore, the government offers subsidies
and long term l-oans at low interest rates and some duty-free
import of equipment. In addition, it. is difficult to quantify
the exact proportion of infrast.ructural development cost that
is directly associated with the tourist industry by Singapore"
(iii)

Government Revenue

Introduction of tourism creates a new relationship
within the national economy and also with the world economy.
The state¡s role increases simply due to the nature of the
tourist industry. It has to play an important part in opening
up new areas to mass tourism as only governments or international agencies can lay out vast amounts for the provision
of infrastructure and other tourist facil-ities" The government has to cooperate with visa-policy, import regulation
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(customs) and foreign exchange requirements" In fact the

gradually the arbiter of culture and may decide
on what is to be preserved (or removed) and shown to the
tourist" Int.ernational tourism is a highly competitive
industry. Respective governments often engage in aggressive
state

becomes

promotional campaigns "
The tourist industry creates value rather than

quantities of goods which would be the case in manufacturing"
Through tourist expenditure on accommodation and travel,
payments for labour services are generat.ed which are subject
to income tax" Where tourist expenditure on goods reach high
leve1s, physical- volume is affected significantly and the
yield from physical specific taxes may be high" Tourist
expenditure on food, drink and tobacco leads to significant,
revenue from import duties through taxes on liquor, taxes
on fuel (e"g" used in power generation for cooking, airconditioning and Ìighting) and taxes on tobacco" For some
expenditures (i"e" by tourists) such as food or souvenirs,
not only is value created but a physical product changes
hand which attracts a tax e.g. an excise duty may be imposed
on locally manufactured goods and an import duty on those
from abroad"
In Singapore, the types of revenue that reaches the
government both directly and indirectly are by the following
means" Firstly, personal income tax from wages and other
labour income related to the tourist industry" Secondly,
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profit tax especially from rental incomeo unincorporated
business income of small operators providing services and
accommodation" Thirdly, property taxes resulting from property
vaÌues" Fourthlyo capital gains tax" FifthLy, through retail
sales tax (i"e. for sel-ected commodities only) both direct
and indirect or tourist tax (this tax is applied where it is
confined to strictly

tourist est.ablishments) " Sixthly from
import duties" In Singapore where all- energy is thermal
generated, tourist expenditure on food, accommodat.ion and
travel creates energy requirements indirectly through the
consumption of electricity in kitchens, or air-conditioning
and directly through tourist coaches, busesn taxis and
limousines

"

As for direct revenue from tourists sourcesn iÈ
was est.imated at nearly 46 million (i"e" $45r483r836) in t978
by the Singapore Tourist Promotion Board (STPB) "

in 1975 stated that the government, was
earning an income from the tourist industry through both
direct and indirect means an approximate 9å of its total
revenue" Using this 1975 approximation, tourism would have
contributed. to about S $ggf.A million (total government
revenue was S $4351"0 million) to the government as revenue
in 1978.98
Apparentì-y the government must have been convinced
of the tax gains to be made as it has consist.ently played an
One estimate

increasing role in leading the tourism promotion

campaign
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both locally and overseas. As the tax-base in t.he tourist,
industry is much more in value terms, it is capable of generating large tax revenues rapidl-y" Furthermore, the concentration of provision of services in the tourist industry (the
hotels can easily be identified and so also the Lour operat.orsn
restaurants and transport modes) means that the problems of
tax evasion can be more readily identified and corrected
than in other types of newly established industry.
Under the governments approvaln the tourist board
has emphasized in its advertisement, the promotion of Singapore as a convention and exhibition centre which has been
quite successful, For example, in l97B Singapore hosted I50
conventions and 30 exhibitions an increase of 32 and 13 over
L976 respectively.
It was noted earIier99 th-t convention d.elegat,es
spent more on aIÌ items in comparison to general tourist,,
But it is also true that the convention delegates almost
always stay in luxury hotels where the import content was
found to be much larger"
(iv)

Tourism Multiplier

The calculation of the tourist expenditure multiplier

is rather complex and often quit.e inaccurate as it was noted
in the first section" Hence it is difficult to state conclusively anything about, the multiplier effect in Singapore.
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In general howevero a more self-sufficient an economy iso the
greater the multipl-ier effect. Obviously any country advocating tourism development should attempt to interconnect
other sectors of the economy to the tourist. industry so as to
achieve maximum benefit from this industry.
There has been various studies on the Pacific and
other regions where attempts have been made to derive at the
multiplier effect" One study puts the multiplier effect to
be between 2.5 and 3.3 for Singapore" Another study estimated
it to be between 3.2 to 4.3.100 The former estimate was made
by the Pacific Area Travel Association (PÀTA) and the latter
by çhecchi and gompany in 1961" The Checchi estimate has
been criticized on its methodology by several authorities and
tourist trade experts, It has been suggested that a multiplier
of between 2"5 to 3"3 is possibJ-e in Singapore" The items
purchased by the majority of incoming tourist. comprises a
good proportion of locally produced or loca1ly processed
commodities and l-oca1ly assembled items. Perhaps tourist
coming into Singapore purchase goods to stock up,especial-Iy
the Malaysians, fndonesians and Australians as can be seen
in Tables 1BA, l-BB, lBC and l-BE, that nearly 60å of tourists
expenditure is on shopping. The Inclonesians, Japanese,
I.lalaysians and Australians being four of the highest spenders
among the tourists in Singapore purchase items such as apparel,
handbags/walIets, Ioca1ly assembled electronic and audio-
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visual equipments, cameras/accessories and precision equipment.
Flany of these are either locally manufactured or
assembled" Their food consumption has a high local variety
as Malaysians, Indonesians, Thais and Japanese are expected
to favour Asian dishes of different varieties" According to
a restaurant trades survey" it was found that. local- food
consumption had increased rapidly with great demand for local
sea-food, pork, poulLry and vegetables, etc" There is however
an increase in beef and mutton import.s to cater for the
Australian, European and American tourists staying in luxury
hotels. ro1
(v) Demonstration Effect
No clear statistical

evidence is available to

show

that the tourist trade has caused any dramatic increase in
the consumption pattern (especially luxury) on the part of
the l-ocaL citizens of Singapore as a result of the "int.ernational tourist' demonstration of a higher consumption
standard" The proportion of privat.e consumption to GDP has
been continuously declining with capital formation (and
government expenditure) increasing throughout - Tables 23 and
tÃ

Any increase in the desire to consume in Singapore

to a large extent coufd be attributed to the higher per
capital income which Singapore has attained through the years"
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Table 23, Private Consumption Expenditure and Percent of

Year

S$MiIlion

L964

2382.5

B4 " 0

r972

4Bl_5"5

67 "6

1966

2650 "2

7g "2

]-97 4

5533.5

65.5

19 68

3179

73 "'1

L97 6

6l_15 " 2

64 "7

L970

3872 "7

.4

1978

711r

64 "2

"7

T of

69

GDP

Year

S$¡{ilfion

"9

B of

GDP

cDP

Source: Yearbook of Statistics Singapore
I974/L975 and L978/L979 - & various years,
Perhaps iÈ was also due to the increased role the government

played in restricting unnecessary imports or consumption by
constantly categorizing items into heavily taxable g'rades.

is the constantly increasing tax rate on
automobiles - others include liquor, entertainment tax, etc"
With the governments effort at improving the transportation
network into an efficient system and as a result of increasing
traffic congestion (partJ-y the result of increased number of
tourists into the republic) the tax on automobiles has been
raised several times" This has acted as a deterrent to
pot.ent.ial automobile purchasers especially those with the
aspiration of having two or three cars per household.
.A,s for the savings rateo all evidence shows that it
has l:een increasing throughout the Ìast 15 years. Here again
the government is partially responsible for this development"
It had introduced a Post-Office Savings Bank Account (POSB)
which was macìe rather attractive compared to other privat,e
One such example
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banks. This was further add,ed with the concession that
interest received from this POSB aceount were non-taxable.
An example of its effect may be seen in its growth. Deposits
in PoSB grew from S $91 ¡nillion in 19Zl_ to S Sl.7 billion by
1978. Private banks savings grew for the same period from
S $480 mil-lion to S S1.15 billion,I02
Another important development in the savings component
is the compuÌsory savings for empl-oyees. The authorities
had graduarly increased the amount to be contributed in this
compulsory savings scheme called central provident Fund (cpF)
which was initiated

in 1955 and by 1978, the contribution
was increased to 339 of grross salary on those empÌoyees earning more than S $363 a month or a maximum of S $990 per month"
The system works in such a way that the employer and emptoyee
contribute 50S each to this compulsory saving onto the
employeers CPF account" Interest. is paid annually" The
annual contribution to the fund is substant.ial" rn fact they
have risen from S $55,8 million (from 4651029 contributors)
in 1967 to S S1"2 billion (from over I"4 million contributors)
in 1978" This has become a major source for government to
fianance domestic debt indirectly i"e. this contributors
fund have been invested in government stocks carrying yierds
which are tax-free" since 1969-1970, the cpF account hol-ders
(above the age of 2L and whose famiry nucleus income does not
exceed S $1500 per month) have been permit.ted to use their

Consumption
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Souree¡ Yearbook of Statistics S¡pore L974/75 and L97B/79

Capital Formation
Increase in Stocks
Less: NeL Imports
of Goods & Services
(B) at Market Price
Statistical Discre-

Gross Domestic Fixed

tion Expenditure
(8) at Market Price

Government Consump-

Expenditure

Private

Total

Year

Table 24. Expenditure on Gross Domestic Product - Million Dollars
(Constant 1968 Prices)
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7"3

L47 9
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J.979
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to purchase flats built, by the two public housing
authorities in Singapore Housing Development Board (HDB)
and Jurong Town CorporaLion (JTC). This apparently increased
the demand for public housing sharply" Its effect can be
seen in the expansion in the sector for residential construction"
Note: This savings (cpF) could officially be withdrawn on reaching the age of 55 which is the official
retirement age or when emigrating permanently,-l
It is therefore not possible to conclude that the
"demonstration effect" has caused the savings rate to decline.
Perhaps the various government inspired. reforms and legislations have checked the otherwise pervasive probable spontaneous increase in luxury consumption which are often associated with foreign tourist consumption pattern. statistical
evidence shows that. the Gross Domestic Savings has risen
throughout the late sixties and seventies. Apparently, the
official government role in this area is undoubt.edly one of
the strong determining factor in this development by it,s
various means not.ed above.
In addition, wage increment in Singapore is
strictly controlled by the relevant authority-- The National
CPF fund.s

Trades Union Congress (NTUC). The inflow of foreign workers
have helped to sustain low skill,

Iow productivity and

labour intensive low-wage industries in the late seventies
after local- unemployment had decreased sharply by the mid
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seventies. The average annual wage increase have been relatively low at approximately 6.58 during the 1970-1978 period"
The inftation rate has not been a serious problem
as yet" The consumer price index shows moderate increases
throughout the period analyzed except for the l973-1974
period when the increase averaged 2LÈ, primarily due to OPEC
price increases as can be seen in Table 26"
Table 26" Consumer Price Ìndex - Singapore (t)
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5.2

Various Years &

Social- and Cultural- Effects

the social aspect, the government was able to
control to a certain d.egree the possible harmful effects
often associated to a society because of an increased inflow
of foreign tourists" This was more imporËant in the sixties
r¡¡ere more of the "hippie"
when the so called "tourists'then
category who did in fact do little to generat.e the foreign
exchange which was certainly one of the main (if not the main)
cont.ribution expected of this industry" The government passed
On
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several laws prohibiting the sporting of long hair and
penalties were imposed on drug users particularly the drug
pedlars who were severely punished"
Perhaps it facilit.ated
the objective all the more for the governmênt when it, introduced the compulsory national service of two (or 2Ð years
for male citizens reaching the age of 18" The government.
was therefore abÌe to concentrate on them as it was usualty
that age group (e"g. between l-6-23) who were extremely vulnerable to "undesirable" influences"
The kind of tourism developed by any country affects
the influence it may have upon the loeal- group. Singaporean
lifestyle is not overly disrupted by the millions of visitors
as the standard of living is relatively high. The services
available to tourists are within the reach of the locals
(except a few strictly "luxury" services).
ft is possible for the tourist industry to have
other influences besides profit motive, such as moral or
ideological impact which may not be easily controlled"
RaciaI tensions and frustrations may resul-t when the tourists
and hosts are strikingly different in looks and wealth,
unfortunatery, it is only possible for small countries such as
singapore without other natural resources Lo opt for tourism
development at the expense of their culturar heritage and
tradition for the sore purpose of increasing income and
perhaps "mod.ernize". This dilemma does not arise in DCS
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even when they have a large tourism sector" For instance,

tourist dest.inations thrive on the st.rong
traditional American and Canadian markets which are influenced
by culturaÌ t.ies and the propensity for them to travel to
their lands of origin"
ÀImost all changes would affect cult.ure and lifestyles of the locals but severe shocks to culture or lifestyle should be avoided or at least be diluted with the
introduction of countermeasures. rt is important to rearize
that change is absolutery necessary arthough it may involve
disturbance to some or few groups"
Perhaps it is useful to differentiate between culture
and custom" Cu1ture is a dynamic process whereas custom
could be static. That all cul-tural forms should be preserved
at arr costs and no change of any sort are to be permitted is
nothing more than a biased value filled subjective approach.
Culture is often able to outmanouvre many external influences
if they are truly undermining cultural development. Culture
is internally differentiated (not. unitary or encl-osed), active
and modifiabl-e. various infruences including tourism may be
elements that. may help to reshape the cultural meaning of the
various aspects of culture" singapore being composed of 3
major Asian cultures (Chinese, Malay and Indian) has seen
recently the emergence of culturar revival among' the three
curtures. curtural shows from alr sections are provid.ed for
many European
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tourists¡ entertainment. The ext.ent to which these are
beneficial or detrimental is not. clear as yet"
However, it is notable that some local residents gain
more than others (perhaps at the expense of others) as a
result of the thriving tourist trade, The demand for professionar services has increased i.e. lawyers, doctors, real
estate brokers, insurance agencies, casino o$¡ners, etc. In
fact. rear estate val-ues has spiratled tremendousry because
of excess demand in the republic. Tourist oriented retailers
are occasionally reported to be gaining rapidly even though
they caLer for rocar demands as well. Tourism generalJ-y has
concentrated on the urban areas of the country" Although the
income distribution across the population is relatively less
skewed than in many LDcs, there is a potential for increasing
the gap between urban and rural sections of the country
particularly the factory and farm workers.
Traffic congestion became a problem in the early
seventies. By L973-74, the peak hour phenomenon became a
feature almost throughout the day. The authorities then
introduced. a scheme limiting the number of cars entering the
central business district (cgn) during the day (i"e, office
hours) " It was only partially successful. But with the
construction of several flyovers many areas have overcome
traffic congest.ion" Yet the proLrlem is stilt an unresolved
issue in singapore" rt is safe to state that the increasing
tourist arrivals into singapore has certainly added. on to
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the problem of traffic congestion but to what actual extent
it is unclear or debat.able"
Singapore has been a center for various western

social- experiments. Singaporeans have been historically

infruenced by westernized behaviour. vüeste'rn fashion, music,
education, etc. have always been welcome in Singapore" The

tourist inflow in Èhe sixties and after cannot be accused of
being responsibì-e for various "westernized behaviour". For
instance it is common for the newly married to hold two
weddiag receptions one traditionar and the other 'westernstyIe". This was already present during the British times.
Perhaps tourism is perpetuating the already existing behaviour
which some sociar extremists have laberred as a new form of
colonialism"
Ilomosexuality and female and male prostitution have
been increasing quite rapidly in Singapore since the late

sixties" Although no official figures are available, one of
the main nightlife attraction in Singapore is the "Bugris
StreetÈ connection, rvhich is a centre for homosexual and
transvestite dealings or encounters. There has been a proliferat.ion of "red,-Iight" areas which has prompted several
communities to send formal protests petitions to the anti-vice
branch of the police and immigration authorities. young girls
from fndonesia, Thailand, Ilalaysia and as far away as from
Hong Kong and Taiwan are reported to have been arriving in
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increasing numbers acting as *virgino' prostitutes to satisfy
generous rich customers. fllegal brothels have also increased
as can be seen by the increase in the number of raids into
brothels by anti-vice officers. In 1970, there were 27
major raid.s" By 1978, the number had increased to 59 raids
which had exposed over r50 ilregar residents or overstayed
visitors in Singapore" These have been suspected of being
prostitutes or having engaged in 'shady deating='.I03
There are some social issues which have not been
thoroughly investigated but are riable to be an issue in Lhe
future. For example, the nature of the actual feelings of
the citizens with regards to the increased inflow of tourists.
There were various compraints in the earry seventies by the
Iocal population that they were being treated as "human zoo'
for tourists to look at. The feeling was that it removed the
pride in human dignity. However, this complaint. was not
localized to Singapore exclusively" Similar complaints
$¡ere raised in other s"E" Asian and Far Eastern countries as
welI" For a detailed discussion for this specific aspect an
article by Ban It Chu for the ¡4orld Council of Churches is
reconmendeo'. l_04

(vii)

Air Transport.ation (eviation)

International Tourism is heavily dependent on efficient and economic airrine services" Airrine service and
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tourist destination usually become an inevitable partnership"
In facLu airline fares and it.s service form an integral part
of the sales package quoted by destination areas to the
tourist world" Costs of operation of travel facilities and
services are often included into the airliners t.icket price"
ff the price is too high it. becomes uncompetitive which may
then require other concessions and rebates to remain att.ractive. Airfare structures including Ìanding and terminal
costs are subject to change in short notice.
It is predicted that the world airline passenger
revenue would show an estimated IOt growth rate in the
eighties" This is higher than the expected 7 "52 annual
increase predicted for total international tourism expendÍLures. Less regulated aviation environmenL and greater
competition among airlines are expeeted to influence this
predicted rapid growth in airline revenue.
It should be emphasized however, that air travel is
an excellent example of competition among services" Although
it may be advocated that any country which experiences large
tourist infl-ow annually, Iike Singapore, should introduce
and maintain a nat.ional carrier efficiently,
it. is important
that the net gain accrues to the respective nations represented" It is quite often the case that the benefits are
drained off from the economy by foreign nationals through
various means such as foreign ownership, foreign employees;
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pilots, engineers and other aviation expertso etc" Àlthough
foreign nationals may be necessary in the initial period, it
is important that these foreign employees who often receive
high saÌaries be gradually substituted by efficient local
citizens.
in the air-transporLation industry j-s
Iikely to be smal-l relative to the amount of capital- invested.
The proliferation in the number of airlines and Lo a lesser
extent passenger ships, due to various reasons economic,
political or nationalistic, have been rather conducive to the
rapid expansion in international travel including tourism.
The presence of strong tourism potentials have
attracted many countries to venture into the airline business.
over 110 schedured air carriers are presently operated by the
various nations of the world" Strong intra-government and
inter-government lobbying exist in the airline industry and
often high l-evel political manoeuvres are involved dealing
with the various aspects such as routes, fares, J-anding
rights, etc.
In adclition, the airline industry as well as
passenger ships often depend heavily upon financial institutions such as banks, finance companies, etc. for their
management" Large banks often own aircrafts who then lease
these to newly emerging airlines. Irfore often than not,
these are the same large banks and other financial inst.itutions
Employment
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that provide finance for various tourism-relat,ed projects
such as hotels, tour companies, credit. card companies, etc.
For example, Hilton Int.ernat.ional Corporat.ion - an American
multinational company whose owners are TWA also own the
Hilton hotels around the worldo Intercontinental hotels are
owned by Pan Am, Sheraton hotels are owned by International
Telephone and Telegraph (rrr).I06
Therefore, the competition
originates from large business corporations, particularly
from U.S. and hrestern Europe, who have vast economic resources
to support their competitive actions.
Consequently, strong competition among airlines
serving the same routes with almost identical equipment with
the fares and on-board services officiatly dictated to members
by IÀTA regulations and with Iittle differences in schedules
make one airline easily substitutible to another.
One of the biggest problems in participating in
international aviation is its unpredictability.
Unfortunat.ely
Singapore is too small- to introduce or cater for domestic
flights.
In fact the rights for domestic flights within
Malaysia was transferred to }falaysian Airline System (t'fAS)
when the two split in 1971. Unti1 then, Malaysia and Singapore had a joint airline system called Malaysian Singapore
Airlines (IUSA) which was acquired by both governments in 1966"
The development of the national commercial airline
of Singapore - Singapore Airlines (SIA) coincided with the
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rapid. development, of the tourist trade in the economy.
According to a survey made by SIS, an increasing proportion

of the incoming tourists were recorded to be using SIA
.
107
services"-"'
Singapore Airlines has rapidly evolved to
become an integral part of Singaporers economy and it is
also one of the ì-argest. single contributors to the GDp.
Although the actual contribution of SIA to the growth of
Singaporers economy is not clearly established, its current
contribution to the republicts cDP at 48 (1978) has made the
airline a major contributor to the islandrs economic growth.
This proportion is expected to rise to over 6t during the
next few years, which would then make the airline the top
single contributor to the GDP"
Singapore Airlines has been operating independently
only since 1971" rt is a wholry owned independent national
airline of singapor".r0B lt= revenue doubled between LgTz1973 and. 1975-1976. For the year 1977-L978 (over 945 million
in profit), it received S $876 million in total revenue.
This was 23"8t more than the previous years IeveI" The
average annual growth rate for the seven years from 1971 to
1978 has been an impressive 20? " SIAts budgeted capital
outlay for the 1978-1979 year was over s $600 mirrion" This
represents I28 of the gross dornestic fixed capital formation
expect.ed to be invested by the industrial and commercial
sectors combined in the economy" rn 1978, srA enjoyed both
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the highest passenger load factor (72"5È) and the highest
weight Ìoad factor
freight (76,38) among the world¡s
scheduled airlin.=.
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The rapid expansion in international travel as weII

as the growth in the demand for SIArs services encouraged the
authorities to increase their operation. The airline ordered
U"S. $I billion worth of Boeing aircrafts in 1978, under the
firm conviction of SIArs ability to generate reasonable profits
on invested capitaI.110 The first acquisit.ion under this
purchase of 6 Boeing 707s and 13 Boeing 747s (,¡umbos) coincides with the planned opening of Singaporers new airport at
Changi scheduled to be operational in early L982"
The purchase of new Boeing jets is to coincide with
the appropriate phasing out of SIAis existing rel-atively old
707s and 747s" This is intended to cover both the expansion
and modernization needs of the airline and the deliveries are
scheduled to spread over several years.
As a result of this gigantic step, the airlines
operating profit is expected to decline. It has been predicted that the gross revenue would increase less than 2OZ
during the next few years compared Lo an average 26È reaped
during the previous four years 1975-1978 "
The main expectations for SIÀ¡s future profitability
is certainly d.ependent upon the new routes opened up to the
Middle East and across the Pacific to the u"s" (started since
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April L979) and also through a possible increase in the share
of the traffic flow to the orient and Europ".IlI
To keep up with the .expansion program of its operation

srA has recruited additional operation personnel- and expect.s
to increase the number of employees during the next five

years. fts cabin crev¡ division had 11354 members in 1978.
The planned expansion wourd require an additionar annual
intake of 50 personnel during the next few years. .A,n increase
of 250 aircraft maintenance engineers and I5O flight engineers
wourd arso be required. Fortunately, srÀ maintains the inhouse apprenticeship and cadet officer schemes. The airrine
is expected to recruit an additional 150 captains and r00
co-pirots by 1984. At present sr.ã, empl-oys 155 fright commanders, including 97 foreigners and 153 1oca1 co-pi1otr.112
Singapore Airlines i bold step in increasing it,s
fleet of Boeings and other jets is strongty motivated by its
firm berief in the prediction that the future air-traveL
phenomenon wourd be expanding rapidly.
Especially relevant
is the positive forecast with regards to tourist arrivars
into SÍngapore in the next few years. In Singapore, it is
apparent that there has been a strong positive co-reLationship
between the development of the air transporLation industry
(SrA) and the tourism industry in the seventies.
However, Singapore Airlines would be facing a tougher
and more competitive market in the eighties, which inevitably
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would affect the economic returns particularty when the price
of energy is expected to increase rapidly in the future"

Besides, the future is not always predictable and
there courd be some irregularities which wourd prove to be
detrimental to the respective investors in the air-transpor-

tation industry
The first

trial of such uncert.ainty was experienced
by SIA in 1979 when Australia introduced a new cheaper
direct fright from Britain to Australia and vice-versa. The
Australian authorities limited this deal to Qantas (Australia)
and BA (British Airways) exclusively" It was further suggested
that similar agreements wouÌd be signed between Australia
(gantas) and other European countries such as Holland, Greece,
rtaly and Germany with their respective nationar airlines.
There was no doubt that such protectionist policies
wouLd affect the traver t,raffic to singapore" This move
placed srA in an impossibre diremma as it had too much to
lose" srA wourd have ten 747s by 1981. These modern jets
cannot be economicarry utilized for short-distances. with
too many aircraft.s for too small a domestic base, SIA got
itserf into a frustrating situation. The issue was critical
for srA because its "passenger catchment" area incruded
Australia, u"K" and Germany" Austratia is one of singaporers
major tourist generators and Austrarians are also among the
heavy spenders in singapore. The deal invorved an inevitabl-e
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decline in the number of tourist arrivars into singapore.
Therefore the resurting negative effects would be fert
directry by srÀ and indirectry by the tourist industry. The
latter had been expanding rapidry with heavy investments
(both private and public) on tourism related projects.
Hence, the damage would be experienced by both the
aviation and tourism authorities of singapore who when com-

bined wourd soon be accounting for over l-Ot of the economyls
GDP. Just as any increase of tourist expenditure would have

a murtiplier effect in singapore¡s economy, a reduction in
tourist spending would arso result in a sharp decrine in
the income flow.
This incident shows that the growth in the airline
and tourist industries have only increased the dependency of
singapore to int.ernational uncertainty and fluctuations.
Perhaps the resurt from a recent study courd borster

the positive aspect of the air-transportation industry in
Singapore" The report shows that airline profits in the region
have been increasing rapidly due to an increasing number of

tourists traveJ-ling in Àsia" The study exposes that the
intra-regional transport and regionar passengers paid for
most of the airrine tickets which differs from the earlier
trend rvhen u.s. and European traverlers were the most significant contributors.tl3 This deveropment coincides with our
earlier finding when it was noted that there was a decÌine
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in per-capita spending by American tourists i"e. they spent
less than the Indonesians, Japanese, Malaysians, Australians,
etc.
Apparently the Australiansu Japaneseu Indonesians and
other Asian travellers have become sufficient.ly "affluent"
to afford the region its o\^rn domestic market"
Nevertheless, the joint development of Singapore!s
air-transportation industry and the tourist industry does
not make them any less vulnerable to the international
political or economic fluctuations that may occur in the
future" In the seventies, the two related industries have
achieved favourable returns in revenue and experienced high
growth rates. lnlhether this trend will continue into the
eighties with the same vigour is less than certain" They are
both exposed to the uncertainties of the future in international travel and air-transportation industries? unpredictable
tendencies.

CONCLUSTON

General

analyzing the tourist industry, it is important
to examine the relationship between growth and struct.ural
Inlhen

changes in the economy generally and relating it to the

growth of the tourist sector" It is important to consider

not only the monetary gain of tourism industry but other
aspects as well. Though the amount of foreign exchange the
sector earns (both public and private
l-oca1) is import.ant,
it is not a sufficient consideration to substantiate its
selection as a development strategy.
International tourism as an industry generally does
not exist independently" ft is often a part of a development
strategy. Its importance is often correlated to the countryrs
economic opennesso reliance on foreign investment and aid,
imported technology and materials, etc.
The basic assumption for tourism development (as in
other foreign aided investments) is the belief that foreign
exchange is not only a crucial but a bottleneck variable for
economic development (alternative strategy for instance could
be bilateral trade) " This assumpLion creates the necessity
of choosing among several dependent development industries"
Independent industries (if there are any for LDCS) are almost
always excluded rvhen considerations are made on development
strategies,
193
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Tourism industryo given the possible foreign exchange
leakage potentiars need not be a good competitor even

among

the severaL alternative dependent. industries.
If the leakages are ignored or overlooked, the
economic benefit.s claimed would be highly exaggerated.
Besides, inter or intra-crass influences or struggle within
the local economy may also be ignored or misrepresented.
One of the main attractions of tourism as a growth
industry is that it often represents lucrative returns
quite irnmediatery" often cash is the normar transaction
mode realized by local businesses which are partly distributed
inLo sararies to locar residents. The turnover tends to be
relatively quick (e"g. food, which may often be a major
tourist industryrs inventory, ordered on day to day or weekry
basis) resulting in less inventory problems and better
co-ordination between operating expenses and cash flow"
This may be compared with other manufacturing
industries where raw materials etc. are ordered and obtained
werl in advance for future expected demand. when products
are manufactured, their sales revenue may take months before
they are real-ized"
Assuming the industryrs foreign exchange 1eakage

is rimited, tourism may be used as a tink by earning foreign
exchange and profits to be used later into other sectors of
the economy" This often discards the effects on socio-
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cultural-economic structure of a country" It may become
difficult (if not impossible) to stop the dynamic process of
society!s cumulative cultural- evolution which may be misdirected

by the tourist industryss rapid expansion e.g. societyrs
etiquette, social outlook, etc"
Though the transfer of surplus through the export

sector (tourism) to the DCS (who are the basic ohrners and
controllers) is an important element to be considered, it
is also crucíal to study the relationship of the exportsector to the national economy i,e. the tourist industry may
consolidate existing (or create new) class structuraÌ relationships of dependency within the country. rt is not unusuaÌ
for one social- crass to benefit (often a minority) mainry
from the income generated by the t.ourist t,rade. This may
even be at the expense of other classes within the economy.
Any changes in the structure of the economy is most
likely to entail an opportunity cost when growth in one
sector supercedes the others because of the competition for
scarce resources. Àny growth in the tourism sector is likely
to have occurred at the expense of other sectors" This does
not automaticalry mean that the change is unr,rrarrant.ed or
totarry detrimental to the economy" perhaps tourism can
help to d.everop regionar economies more rapidry than other
industries. It tends to favour the peripheral regions
requiring economic capital- for tourist facilities,
infra-
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structure, etc,

This helps in the development of the nat.ional
economy. Tourism facilities and attractions should not be
misused or abused resurting in environmentar decay, Tourism
development should be associated with maximum benefit.s to
loca1 inhabitants wherever possible"
The tourism phenomenon in the sixties and seventies
has become highly competitive and institutionalized.
Demand
for resorts are strongly influenced by travel agencies,
mult.inational hotel chains, airlines, etc. GovernmenL policies ("po1itics") also play a rol-e in directing the citizens
destinations by segmentizing the international tourist trade.
In many LDCS including Singapore, international
tourism is an economic rearity" Receipts from tourism has
become a major source of foreign exchange in comparison to
other forms of internaL transactions. on the global scare
hov¡ever, developing countries have not obtained a subst.antial
portion of revenue derived from int.ernational tourism" The
bulk of the arrivals and revenues are centered in OECD
countries and in particular Western Europe. For example in
1978, 89ã of total tourism earnings v¡as absorbed by the OECD
member countries i.e. $52.2 bittÍon out. of a total of $58.4
bitlion. rl4 Though the proportion is stirr smalr, the amount
of revenue derived from international tourism by LDCS is
rising slowly. At one time the cultural and economic gap
between tourists and the poor host countries led to the
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optimism that wealth wourd flow from rich countries to poor
ones if tourism was supported" But facts show that wealth is

not flowing in that direction. In fact wealth is being
channeled back to DCS with an increase in profit (i.e.
surprus extracted from LDcs operations) by the dominating
corporate-biased economic concerns. Extremists may suggest
that tourism may be one of the elements depriving LDCS from

achieving independence in the real sense.
Multinational penetration into international- tourism
is armost inevitable given the present oligopolistic nature

of the industry which encourages a strong relationship of
economic dependency" often international tourism is not the
type of development. (or grovrth) catering for the demand and
needs of the local population. rndigenous science and technology are often avoided ignoring the deveropment of local
resources' especially for the benefit of local demand and
need of the rocar popuration" rt is important to assure
that tourism industry does not force resources to be diverted
to the production of tourist goods at the expense of not
providing goods for rocar citizents needs. rf this occurs,
than sociar confricts may become inevitable as the tourist
goods are generarry consumed within a country often conspicuously unrike other luxury goods, where they are exported and
consumed ersewhere (e.g. gold, diamonds, delicacies which
are exported, etc.). obviously, such conspicuous consumption
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local resident,s (especially the etite) to
emurat.e the rifestyres of the expensive-riving tourists
creating interclass conflicts among the different sections of
the population"

may encourage some

Tourism in its broadest generar sense can do more to

people, provide jobs, create
foreign exchange and raise riving standards than any other
known eeonomic force. unl-ike many other industries which
develop understanding

among.

depend upon raw materials (such as petroleum industry) tourism

does not depend upon non-renewabre resources. rn fact any

spoirt naturar or artificiar naLtractions' are often a
deterrent to tourism deveropment making tourism an industry
with the potential of having positive externalities.
Income distributional effects of tourism is not
excrusivery unique to this industry. Any new industry which
increases the varue of its products wirr undoubtedry widen
the inequaJ-ity of income distribution.
This is because any
new

industry wirr benefit only a very smarr section of the

l-ocal populace "

A large proportion of the net gain from tourism
receipts covers indirect tax revenues which is not usuar for
most other inclustries. Àssuming the rocar government is
efficient and not easily corruptible and as rong as these
revenues are channelled to benefit the lower strata of
societyrs rvelfare, then the ineome distributionar effect of
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tourism may in fact be far superior when compared to other

industries where tariff revenues may evaporate as a result of
import-substitution policies requiring subsidies to certain
groups in the populat.ion.
The arrival of tourists in a country tends to raise
the prices (or reduces the quality of items purchased if the
same price is maintained) for the local elite class (e"g"
luxury foods steaks, seafood, hotel rooms, handicrafts, etc.).
ff there are no corresponding increase in prices of items
bought by the lower sLrata of society, tourism may be seen as
a tool to ensure a greater equarity of income distribution
(real). However, *i= may create tensions between local rich
and tourists which may erupt into open hostilities.
By influencing the distribution of income, tourism
could. as a result pattern the local- demand teading to influences
on local employment, This is because the relative shares of
profits, hrages, interest and rent will vary according to the
various different factor combinations.
If the internal distribution of tourism income goes
to groups with a higher propensity to consume domestic aoods
than to imports, that type of distribution of income wirl be
more effective in raising the demand for locally produced
items. Naturalry such demand wourd have a greater impact on
domestic employment if those goods demanded are labourintens ive.
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If the tourist income is distributed to those who
have a higher propensity to import, it rr¡iIl creaLe leakages
out of the economy through import payments. when the income
accrues to those with high propensity to save then tourism
wourd also indirectly contribute to investments in other
sectors "
Given todays unstable nature of most primary commo(raw materials exclud.ing oil), tourism demand seem

dities
to be more stabre and predictabre than most raw materiars
in the international market. rt is however important not to
assume that the sole goal of any industry (including tourism)
is to maximize profit or surplus" The various constraints
r^¡hen present should be identified e.gr. physicar resources,
socio-cultural-, etc. If these obstacles are not surmountable
than growth in tourism shouÌd not be overry encouraged for
severe repercussions are otherwise inevit.abÌe.
International tourism has an inherent drawback
(contradiction) in DCS which may prove detrimentar to many
non-OECD tourist destinations. Private sectors such as hotels,
airlines, banks, etc" in DCS usually attempt to convince
governments to permit them to offer "internaLional tourism"
to their city dwellers who are incidentarry the main tourism
consumers. This entails an outflow of foreign exchange from
the country concerned" The contradiction becomes apparent
when the respective governments attempt to gain a favourabl-e
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balance in travel accounts when the other accounts show unfavourabre resurt,s. This necessitates competition for the

tourism market" undoubtedry, there wourd be some gainers
in the tourist trade which follows that there would be some
net losers. This process may continue without causing much

for a period of time but when the other sectors of the
economy suffers consistently due perhaps to international
uncertainty, it is only rogical to assume that the respective
governments would squeeze their citizen tourists from spending
too much abroad or even stopping them through various means.
Restriction of ínternational t.ravel by any nation courd be
seen as admitting that foreign travel is proving to be detrimentar to the economy of even the worldrs richest nations.
Given the rearity of the energy crisis, inflation and worrd
economic recession affecting the DCS especial)-y, it is
reasonable to assume that DCS wourd attempt to restrict,
tourist generation from their countries to go overseas and
instead domestic tourism may be encouraged"
one current exampre is the transition experienced
in the u.s. tourist trade. u"s" had for a rong time been
the main internationar tourist generator in the world" rt
consistentry had a deficit account in the travel balance"
But the recent recession and other international d.eveLopments
and policies have changed the trend to the benefit of u"s.
travel industry,
damage
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In the past few years inflation in other DCS has
increased at a faster raLe than in the u.s. The u.s. $ has
also decl-ined in value (as the result of the floating exchange
rate system adopted by the authorities) compared to yen,
Mark, swiss, Franc and Pound etc. The lower varue of the u.s.
S is expected to bring the u.s. travel account into barance"
The u"s" traver authority expects in the r9z9-r98o period
a sharp increase in traver by foreigners from overseas
countries as well as from Canada and Mexico.
In a recent article, the "Time', magazíne predicts a
r9t increase of overseas visitors to a record 8.2 mirlion in
the u"s. in 1980" 1980 is also predicted to be the first
year when foreign visitors outnumber the Americans going
abroad" A drop of 3È over the r979¡s figure is expect.ed,
reducing to about I mill-ion Americans.going abroad. The main
visitors expected are: British, Japanese, Germans, venezuelans,
and French" rn L979 Amerieans spent almost $l birrion more
overseas than foreigners spent in u"s. 1980 is predicted to
reduce the deficit traver account to $200 milrion" Rising
unemployment and inflation has also restricted American family
budgets forcing more Americans to go on cheaper overseas
holidays or travelling within u.s. boundaries or staying home.
On the other hand, Europers tourist industry is
having a tough )'ear in 1980. Besides bad weather, terrorists
activities in spain, rtaty, corsica, etc. has acted to reduce
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incoming travellers.

Europeans are finding that in America

the food and other costs of travel are cheaper than in Europe
where inflation is consist.ently high" This has been aided
by the d.rop in the val-ue of U"S. doIIar" Consequently, some
of the traditional tourist centres of Europe are expected to
register a drop in tourist .rri.r.Is. Ib
trlhen the majority of countries attempt to join the
racê¡âs tourist destination, than a few (especially vulnerable
are LDCS) will inevitably be losers. This becomes v¡orse if
and when DCS start restricting their nationals from going
abroad when they have their own deficit problems to face in
the long-run"
This is in addition to what some studies have shown
that tourism development. need not be good for LDCS. John
M. Bryden concluded that for the LDCS as a whole, outgoing
tourist expenditure \Àrere greater than tourist receipts
resuÌting in a deficit on the Lravel account leading to 'a
net flow of resources from the developing countries to the
developed through the tourism *-rL"t'lIb
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Singapore

Basically Singapore is an open economy where the
export of goods and services g'enerate the income. The levels
of activity in the economy (especially the construcLion,
manufacturing and related industries) is substantially
influenced by capital inflows both directly and indirectly.
The main domestic economic sectors are (i) trade, (ii)
manufacturing, (iii) transport and communication, (iv) financial and business services, and (v) government sector and a
sma1l agricultural

sector" The foreign sector is undoubtedly
the main focus for achieving future economic growth. Tourism
being a component of this sector may help or obstruct future
economic development of the country.
ft was found that foreign investment was an important
contribution to the economyrs total- investment Ievel" One
cannot say that in Singapore, if there had been no foreign
investment (or entrepreneurs) in the tourist trade, there
woul-d have emerged domestic investment (entrepreneurs)
independently. Foreign investment was not competing with
home investment and the utilization
of resources in the
tourist trade (an export-sector) coincided with other related
development strategy. For example, the local national airline
was able to expand and match the increased traffic fÌow into
the republ-ic. To a certain ext.ent, it is true to say that
the development of the tourist industry utilized surplus
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resources r,rhich otherwise would have remained id.le or
have gotten into

may

the "dynamic* hands of the frustrated

speculators.
There is no statistical

evidence to show that tourism

industryIs growth had been an obstacle to SingaporeIs economic
development strategy" Perhaps it is because of the minor
role tourism plays in the economy (5"6 percent of cDP in 1978)
that it has not caused any effective instability in the
economy" In fact, the development of the tourist trade infrastructure has been a pervading force through the resL of the
economy in an integrated process" The stimulus from this
industry provided the appropriate stimulus to other sectors
of the economy such as handicraft manufacturing, textile
industries, improvement in the transportation sector. It,
provided the demand. for the emergence of several Ìocal food
industries and restaurants" Though statistical evidence is
not obvious as yet it. is possible to suggest. that the tourist
industry has the potential to act as an intermediary to
attract loca1 investors particularly into the tourism support
industries where there have been emerging an increasing
number of local investors. Perhaps this relationship may
spread the technical- knowledge, specifical-Iy the acquisition
of organizational and supervisory skills to the l-ocaI citizens who have tended to avoid getting involved in other sectors
except their traditional trade sector of wholesale and retail"
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Às the local entrepreneurs often avoid committing

capital on big industries, they can be initially attracted
to take risks in small supportive industries having high
returns. Though the tourism support industries may be highly
fragmented (consisting of many small sections), on the whole
these smalr enterprises may often constitute a major propor-

tion of the tourist trade. These smalr industries by their
very nature often prohibit corporate management or state
management. They are also labour intensive often requiring
relatively little investment. LocaL entrepreneurs may
therefore be encouragied to invest in these profitable support
industries. rt may however become necessary for some groups
(or government) to plan and deal with creating facilities and
leasing them to small businesses so as to direct them and
assuring Lhe compatibility of the tourist industry with the
local environment.
Although tourist industry could create employment
relatively cheaper than in a few other industries, it is
pertinent to consider the long-run effects of developing the
tourist industry extensively. Small scal-e indust.ries (cottage
and other supportive industries) rnay be useful in the transitional stage of industrialization.
But most of the tourism
related industries e.g" souvenirs, pottery, basketry, etc.
do not constitute the strong foundation for industrial deveIopment which are found in the case of weavers, mechanics,
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precision tool workers, printing, engineers and technicians,
computer personnel, etc"
A closer study on the possibility

of the tourist
industry to restructure the economy and to sustain the necessary growth rate for Singapore in the long-run becomes
important" Ilere the deveropment strategy of the authorities
(government) would have to be considered. Un1ike 19700 when
the economy faced high unemployment and slow growth rate and
when labour-intensive industries were encouraged, the late
seventies and eighties would see a Singapore with low unemployment and high growth rate" The strategy to attract Iowvalue-added, high labour content industries succeeded in
leading the economy out of the economic dilemma in the seventies.
Since 1979, Singaporers economic objective for the
decade is to achieve growth through higher-value-added
industries and. economic activities i"e. to attract highervalue-added industries into the repubÌic. Tourism is a
l-abour-intensive industry which wourd inevitabry.confrict
with the national economic strat.egy" Further growth of tourism
wou1d. only divert more l-abour into this industry where the
wages have to be increased simultaneously so as to attract
the l-abour from other sectors" Un1ess the authorities are
prepared to continue permitting cheap foreign workers into
this industry, the profit rate in this industry is likely to
fal1 "
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It must be added however, that despite Singapore¡s
strategy to attract higher value-aded, high technology
manufacturing industries, the response from the int.ernational
community has not, been outstanding. No substantial increase
in output from the various manufacturing industries have been
experienced throughout 1979" If the strategy works then it
would involve skill-intensive and less export-sensitive
industries to expand in Singapore" Though Singapore is a
substantial manufacturer of components yet it produces very
few complete systems" For example all computers are imported
(B2B from U"S"A.) though it produces several parts.
Singaporers new policy inevitably aims at driving
out the low-skil-I labour intensive industries out of the
republic in favour of more capital and skill intensive
industries e.g. automotive components inclustry, machine tools
and machinery, medical and surgical instruments, computers
and related equipment, optical instruments, precision engineering, electronic instruments and components, hyd.raulic and
pneumatic control systems together with the key support
ind.ustries for aIl these enterprises.
One way this strategy could be complemented by the
future growth in tourist industry is by the possibility of
achieving greater foreign exchange in the industry because
shopping rvas seen to be one of the main expenditures incurred
by tourists in Singapore" By producing the various high-
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technology productso the manufacturing industry may help

substitute imported product,s for tourist hence enabling the
economy to retain a higher ratio of foreign exchange.
Evidently the development. of Lhe tourisL industry
in the seventies has achieved the objective of diversifying
Singaporers economy so as to avoid being caught in a frustrating economic situation" By being dependent on one (or
limited) export commodity any nation would become vulnerable
to international economic fluctuations causing disruption in
any developmental strategy.
Tourism has provided considerabÌe forward linkages
in the economy, but its backward J-inkages are more significant" As the tourist trade grevr, it provided a strong stimulus
for expansion in the input-supplying industries in other areas
of the economy particularly to the food and beverage industry,
accommodation industry (hotels, lodges, inns) and other
Iight manufacturing industries catering for the demand of the
incoming tourists"
Parallel to the development of the tourist industry,
there has been considerable infrastructural development in
Singapore which has made several "remote" areas accessible
with modern transport system" A Pan Island Expressway (efn¡
has been constructed which links the north and southern part
of the island to the eastern part reducing the travel time
by half or more" This reduces the travel time for tourists
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from the airport to the various attractions found in the
island!s central region. Simultaneously several formerly
remote areas have been opened up for industrial development

especially light manufacturing and cottage industries. rt is
not possible to isolate tourism as being responsible or cause
for these developments. However, the tourist trade did grow
along with these changes. Several of the smaller manufacturing
and gardening sectors did benefit from the growth in the
tourist industryrs demand for goods and services.
Empì-oyment in the tourisL sector has not increased
dramaticalry though its proportionar contribution is commendable. Fortunately Singapore!s tourist industry is not
affected by any serious seasonal fluctuations which is common
in many other major tourist receiving countries. The tourism
authorities (STPB) have taken steps to reduce the small
seasonal fluctuations by using several promotional techniques
such as emphasizing singapore as a 'convention centre" during
the srack period. consequentl-y there'is no off-season unemployment problem in the industry.
The capital cost of creating a luxury tourism related.
job is usually much higher than in manufacturing or some
other service industries or even agriculture. But often the
immediate cost need not be the onry reason for supporting any
development"

It is also observable that the share of foreigners
income in the GNP calculation has been increasing consistently
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throughout the l-at.e sixties and the seventies from less than
159 of total cDP to almost 252 of cDp in L978. Apparently
tourism has not been an important infruence in reducing the
foreign component of the economy (see Tabre 27) " rt cannot
however be singred out as the sole sector responsibre for

this undesirable trend. However, the net factor payments
abroad is rerativery smarl. E.g. in L977, it. was s $249
million" There is therefore substantial amount of reinvest. 117
menE"
Perhaps the most important contribution of the tourist

industry in singapore was its timery role in generating the
foreign exchange which was desperatery needed for the republic¡s development in the late sixtÍes and early seventies.
As singapores other major foreign exchange earner the entrepot trade sector was decl-ining due to pressures from other
countries in s"E" Asia, the tourist sector appeared as an
appropriate arternative which served the purpose welr. The
discovery of tourism indusLry as an income earner became a
major incentive to investors from the important tertiary
sector in Singaporers economy"
As for the future, it. would be dependent upon the nature
of int.ernationar fructuations in tourist industry" Any disruptions in this trade would cause a decline in the inflow of
foreign exchange receipts inevitabry causing disruption in the
devel-opment. process

"

Tourism courd be used as a minor vehicle of growth and

development. rt is however important to encourage in-
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restaurants, etc" assuming greater loca1 participat.ion as a
result, These would probably utilize local materials (unlike
large hotels with high import content) encouraging a spreading
effect and also increase the earnings of this sector as the
price elasticity of demand. in tourism is reputed to be quite
hi9h"

Singapore has reached what some would call the

critical point as far as the number of tourist arrivals are
concerned. Ì^Iith a popuJ-ation of 2"3 million, it is already
receiving over 2.1 million tourists by Lg79 (estimated). rt
should not. emphasize on the number of tourist arrivals but
should attempt to increase the retaining ratio of tourist
expenditure. Its strategy should be to attract more affluent
travellers and getting them to stay longer. The new target
should, be more visitor days instead of more visitors"
Though there are no statistical evidence to show
concl-usively in the case of Singapore, uncont.rolled growth
in tourism would inevitably increase the inflation rate for
the citizens. Everyone has to pay higher prices when tourists
increase the demand for certain goods and services. If this
continues the economy woul-d suffer in the long-run,
In sunmary, the tourist industry cannot be considered
a very reliable secLor for the economy in the long-run. In
the long-run, the size of the tourism industry should become
relatively stable and small compared to other indust,ries in
the economy. At present, the tourist sector in Singapore
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accounts for about 6g of the GDP" Perhaps an arbitrary 7 to

I03 of GDP would likely be the limit for this industry in
Singapore" This may be combined with the aviation ind.ustry
to comprise between 15 to 208 of the GDP. rf the proport.ion
becomes too large than any international irregularities
would affect Singapore disproportionatel-y.
It is true that in the early stages of development,
tourism can (and has played in Singapore) play a major role
in the growth process" In later stages, tourism could be
counted on as a source of foreign exchange and capital
formation. Employment could not be concentrated predominantly
in Lhis industry but a permanent labour force may be maintained" In Singapore it. has been successfully used as an
alternative to diversify the economy. The main sector which
would play the leading role in the island economy is likely
to be the manufacturing sector. The tourist industry to a
certain extent has been pl-aying a facilitating role in transforming Singaporers economy into the manufacturing sphere.
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